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PREFATORY NOTE.

Readees and critics are respectfully requested to

take these pages for what they purport to be : not

a book on the history of the French Revolution,

but merely some lectures on it, composed prin-

cipally with a view to illustrating and criticising

some of its main features by the opinions and the

career of the foremost political genius of its first

phase. By the terms of Mr. Augustus Lowell's in-

vitation, I was confined to twelve lectures and for

each lecture to one hour. The work had to be done

with these limitations constantly in mind. Fair

critics will remember this, judging me by what I

have accomplished within the compass allowed me,

and not as the author of a book with as many pages

at his disposal as he chooses to fill. I have added

some notes, partly referring the reader to some of my
authorities—principally the original sources—and

partly furnishing some illustrations of and vouchers

for the statements in the text. The body of the lect-

ures I have left wholly unchanged, because I publish

them in compliance with the wishes of many of those

who heard them delivered, and they desired me to
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publish what they had heard me say, and not what
I might have said. This accounts for some peculi-

arities of style. I have amply availed myself of the

liberties deemed admissible in speaking. But I have

undoubtedly taken also other liberties with the

English language, simply because I did not know
any better. Will the reader kindly grant my re-

quest to judge these leniently ? I have deemed it

justifiable to lay the greater stress upon having the

What exactly as I wanted it to be, rather than to

have other people file the How into such smooth

and idiomatic English that an easy critic might have

mistaken me for a native American. I was afraid

of their filing away rather more of my What than

I cared to let go.

H. VON HOLST.
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THE FEENCH EEYOLUTION.

TESTED BY

THE CAREER OF MIRABEAU.

LECTURE I.

The Heritage of Louis XIV. and Louis XV.

"The Lord is . . . visiting the iniquity of the fathers

upon the children unto the third and fourth generation." ^

Who cannot recall some hour in his life, when

he has felt tempted to revolt against this awful

announcement as an incomprehensible law ema-

nating from a just God—doubly incomprehensible,

because His name is also Love and Mercy? It

requires, however, but a moment's reflection to see

that, though it is surely awe-inspiring, there is so

* Numbers xiv. 18.
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little incomprehensible about it that it would be

more justifiable to call it the statement of a self-

evident truth. What is it, but another form-

ulation of the one law pervading and dominating

everything that exists, the law of evolution,

which is itself, in a sense, only another form of say-

ing that causes have effects, and that the character

of the effects is determined by the nature of the

causes ? History is one continuous proof of the

truth of this proposition, and from some chapters

of it, it glares forth with overwhelming force.

The very first place among these is unquestionably

held by that of the French Revolution. On every

page of it is stamped in letters of fire the warn-

ing: Beware; for what you sow, jouv children

must reap.

It was a fearful heritage that Louis XIV. and

Louis XV. left to Louis XVI., and a person more

unfit to administer it could hardly be conceived

of. It was of such a character, that of necessity

his very virtues had to work as a curse to himself

and to his country.

If we are to judge by what is revealed to the

first glance, a simpler political structure than

that of France under the ancien regime is not con-

ceivable. It was the logical realization of Louis
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XIV's maxim : " L'Etat c'est moi^^'' ^—I am the

state. Louis XV. fully maintained this claim.

He asserted: "In my person alone resides the

sovereign authority. . . To me alone belongs the

legislative power without dependence and with-

out division.2 The constitution of the common-

wealth in its entirety ^ emanates from me." * So far

as this really ever had been the law of the realm,

it was still so, when Louis XVI. ascended the

throne. His two predecessors had reigned in such

a manner as if it were the unchallenged and in-

contestable law of the land, and far into the reign

of Louis XV. the people had in the main virtually

acquiesced in this claim of the crown. This was

^ According to the interesting and instructive work, VEs-

prit dans VHistoire, by Ed. Fournier, the authorship of the

phrase is wrongly attributed to Louis XIV. The assertion

is probably correct. Historians, however, will, in spite of

that, certainly never cease calling it his maxim, and justly

so, for though he may not have used just these words, they

graphically and succinctly express the idea which unques-

tionably was the underlying principle of his whole political

feeling, thought, and action.

' " Sans partage," i.e., without any one else having a share

in it.

2 My knowledge of English is not suflScient to find a better

rendering of " Vordrepublic tout entier." " The whole pub-

lic order " seems to me ambiguous, if it be at all idiomatic.

^ Lit. de justice of 3d March, 1766. Taine : Les Origines de

la France contemporaine, I., p. 16.
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in itself enough to render it more and more a

curse, for, with the progress of civilization, the

identification of the person of the sovereign with

the state, must, in every relation of life, neces-

sarily become more and more a palpable lie. The

law, however, is the basis of the state. So far as

the law and the facts become discordant, the foun-

dation under the edifice is broken down. And here

the law itself was a lie. Unrestricted absolutism

was only the actual condition of France. Under

the all-enveloping cover of royal absolutism lay a

chaotic tangle of recognized rights—recognized

not as a free act of grace, but as a legal fact trans-

mitted with the crown from king to king.

The French people were legally a nation only

in so far as they had one sovereign. " We want

at least to be a nation," said Mirabeau on the 21st

of January, 1789, in the provincial estates of the

Provence.^ France had a fourfold division ; the

ecclesiastical—the oldest, partly dating back to

^ Mejan : Collection complete des travaux de M. Mirabeau
I'aine a I'Assemblee nationale, I. 3. For brevity's sake I

shall hereafter quote this collection as CEuvres,—Calonne,

in his speech on the opening of the Assembly of Notables

(Febr. 32, 1787), said :
" Quand on considere par quels accrois-

sements successifs, par quelle reunion de contrees diverse-

ment gouvernees, le royaume est parvenu a sa consistance

actuelle, on ne doit pas etre etonne de la diversite des re«
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the times of the Carolingians ; that in provinces

—being the historical geography and therefore

the deepest rooted in the heads and hearts of the

people by traditions, customs, sentiments, and, to

no inconsiderable extent, even in institutions and

laws ; the judicial ; and, finally, the administrative,

principally upon a financial basis. There being

no organic relation between the four divisions,

their boundary lines frequently crossed each o.ther

in the wildest manner and without any underly-

ing general principle, those of the frontier dioceses

not even coinciding with those of the state. And
not only geographically, but also in regard to

their functions and powers they were matted into

a bewildering maze. The ecclesiastical authority

did not originate with the state. The church was

a state within the state, claiming even higher

authority, and yet not only connected with it in a

manner establishing an organic interdependence

between them, but also actually and legally sub-

ject to it. Turning to the provinces the first

thing we notice is that they present constitu-

tionally two groups, those with provincial estates,

the so-called pays d'Stat^ and those without such

gimes, de la multitudes des formes heterogenes, et de Tin*

coherence des principes, qui en desunissent les parties,"
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estates, the pays cTSlectwn. Within each category

the differences were innumerable. As constitu-

ent parts of the state their legal position greatly-

differed. From one point of view France was

in the highest degree a consolidated state, and

yet there was in all provinces something or other

that was more or less incompatible with the

thoroughly organic character implied in the idea

of a consolidated state. The Provence had even

musty documents establishing beyond contradic-

tion her right to pass herself off as a distinct

" nation," and she still attempted to insist upon

its recognition, when the revolutionary tempest

commenced to sweep over the land. Even in

regard to taxation France was an incongruous

jumble, and in some most essential respects in-

ternal duties put the different parts of the king-

dom into the relation of foreign states towards

each other.—To speak of a judicial system in

the ancien rSgime is about as unsuitable as to say

the effulgence of darkness. The competency of

the courts not clearly defined, conflicts of jurisdic-

tion too common to be characterized as exceptions,

the law very far from being the same throughout

the country, but everywhere Roman, statutory, and

customary law mixed up in a forbidding mess. To
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speak of a common law would, of course, be

utterly inappropriate ; for it is said that the differ-

ent systems of customary law in force reached the

appalling figure of something over four hundred.^

And above all law the sovereign pleasure of the

king interfering with the regular administration

of justice by instituting special courts for the ad-

judication of special cases, whenever he deemed

fit, and he strongly inclined to see fit when high

state officials were parties to the case.^

The courts could not prevent the scales and the

sword being wrenched out of their hands by this

and other means, but they could protest, and that

they frequently did most energetically. Besides

protesting, they could, however, also give tit for

tat, and they did not fail to do that either. They

were not confined to the administering of justice,

^ Other estimates are even much higher. Cassagnac : His-

toire des Causes de la Revolution, states that 530 are men-
tioned in the Coutumier general, and he thinks this figure

too low.

2 1 have seen in the National Archives in the Temple many-

reports from intendants strongly urging upon the govern-

ment to make it an invariable rule, that no state officials

were to be dragged before the ordinary courts, because that

greatly tended to diminish the people's respect for the gov-

ernment.—Also, persons of rank, who were not officials, were

frequently shielded from justice either by quashing the pro-

ceedings, or by referring the cause to the king.
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but had also administrative and even legislative

power. How far these extended had, however,

never been authoritatively settled. Hence con-

stant encroachments and eternal conflicts. These

often came to a dangerous point through the con-

current legislative power exercised by the highest

courts, called Parliaments, and more especially

by that of Paris, in the form of registering the

royal edicts. This legislative power was utterly

devoid of any positive character. Even to say

that it gave the Parliaments a negative upon

the legislative will of the king, a veto power,

would grossly overshoot the mark. It was only a

legal means of passive resistance. And even as

such it did not rest upon a positive legal basis.

The right was purely a historical growth, so firmly

estabhshed, that its existence was not contested

by the crown ; but neither its constitutional nature

nor its extent had ever been determined. The

inevitable consequence was incessant wrangling

without the possibility of ever coming to a legal

settlement of the controversy. While the crown

did not deny that to impart in the regular way
legal force to its edicts, their registration by the

Parliament was required,^ the Parliament did not

' The exact time when the practice originated is not
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deny that it was in duty bound to register when-

ever the king in person ordered it to do so in a so-

called lit de justice, bed of justice. But in such a

case the registering by no means always ended the

strife even as to the question directly at issue.

Fresh remonstrances were often sent up to the

throne, sharply denouncing the abuse of power,

and eventually, in strange inconsistency, even

branding it as illegal, though not calling into

question the right to impose obedience in a " bed

of justice." The government, on the other hand,

was apt to get exasperated and to cut the knot

by sending the Parliament into exile. Sooner or

later, the quarrel was then terminated for the

time being by some compromise or other, only to

recommence with increased acrimony at the first

opportunity that offered itself.

The result of all this was constant unrest and

excitement, ever growing, though for a long time

unconscious longing for real nationalization, and

known, because in 1618 the oldest registers were destroyed

in a fire which consumed the Hotel de Ville. Originally the

edicts were deposited in the chartrier. The vicissitudes fre-

quently experienced by this in times of war demonstrated

tlie necessity of providing in some other way for the preser-

vation of the authentic text. Merely for this purpose they

were enregistre with the greffe of the Parliament.
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a steady progress in the sapping of the sense of

right (^Reehtshewusztseiri). Surely, the facts am-

ply justified Mirabeau's solemn warning in the

National Assembly, to keep well in mind how

" formidable the monstrous alliance between judi-

cial and political powers " has been " to our fathers

and to ourselves." ^

There is, however, still another side to the

picture. If we look closer, it at once becomes

apparent that there was much more ado than real

activity in the jostling throng of authorities, and

that the excessive diversity of conditions was in

the main only a deceptive semblance.

To Tocqueville belongs the merit of having

first discovered and proved that the immoderate

centralization, which up to our times has been so

eminently characteristic of France, was not the

work of the revolution, but existed already under

the ancien rSgime. The essential difference between

the two periods in this respect consists in this, that

the revolution made legal what under the ancien

rSgime was to a great extent only a fact.

All the threads of the governmental apparatus

issued from and terminated in the council of tlie

king (jionseil du roi). The council's authority,

» CEuvres, I., 452, July 24, 1789.
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however, did not rest upon any legal basis. Le-

gally it had only to execute the king's orders. In

him alone resided all power. " Car tel est mon

plaisir "—for such is my pleasure—this official

formula of the governmental decrees was not an

empty figure of speech ; it was in full, in terrible

accord with the facts. In the council the conr

trdleur gSnSral^ though not prime minister, was in

a measure the centre around which everything

turned. His power was greater and more compre-

hensive than that of a modern minister of the

finances. He exercised a controlling influence upon

nearly everything that stood in any relation to

the finances, and almost everything pertaining to

administration is in some way or other connected

with them. He might be properly called the ad-

ministrator of the kingdom ; and under the ancien

rSgime the administering was extended practically

to everything.

What the contrSleur gSnSral was for the whole

state, the intendant was for its administrative

subdivision, the generalite. He had his hand in

everything, and always in the spirit of bustling,

distrustful, and presumptuous paternalism. There

was nothing the intendant did not do or control.

He allotted the taxes ; he directed the levying of
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the militia, determining not only the percentage

each community had to furnish of the whole quota

of the gSnSralitS^ but also who was to shoulder the

musket and who could go home ; he by means of

the marScJiaussSe took care of the maintenance of

public order.; he directed all the public works ; he

distributed what the government appropriated for

the support of the poor ; he opened or shut the

doors of the public workhouses to the indigent ; he

told the peasant how the government wanted him

to till his field and feed his cattle ; he ordered bon-

fires to be lit, and fined those who had not gone to

the Te Deum; he advised the municipalities, which

ofiicially still enjoyed self-government, whom to

elect to the municipal offices, and they never dared

to have a will of their own ; he alone could give

permission to call a communal meeting ; through

him the community had to ask the permission of

the council to spend money for any municipal

purpose, even if it were but 25Z., and often years

passed by ere it was allowed to repair the rotten

roof of the parsonage or the tottering steeple of

the parish church

Surely, this governmental machinery was simple

enough,—ay, it was of a fearful, paralyzing, nay

absolutely killing simplicity. Turgot, speaking
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of villages, said :
" A community is a mass of

hovels and inhabitants of them, these not less

passive than those." And this listless passivity-

pervaded the whole body politic in all its parts.

The capability for self-government was systematically

annihilated. And it was done so successfully that

the people at last could not get enough of this kind

of paternalism. We meet with bitter complaints

that, in regard to one thing or another, the govern-

ment had not marked out the way with sufficient

clearness and strictness. On the other hand, how-

ever, the kicking against the pricks never ceased,

because, while the essence of self-government was

destroyed, its forms were partly left standing.^

The incompatibility of the two statements is only

apparent. The human mind being what it is,

nothing is more common than such self-contradic-

tions. The acting and reacting of the two con-

flicting tendencies upon each other resulted in the

belief that anything can be accomplished by

legislation, and in gauging the government by this

standard. As the government charged itself with

^ In my opinion Mr. Edw. L. Lowell, in his excellent book.

The Eve of the French Revolution, lays too much stress upon
these forms, and does not fully realize to what a degree they

had become empty shells.
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attending to everything, it was of course also held

responsible for everything. Commanding, in-

structing, or at least advising in regard to every-

thing, was it not also its duty to foresee every-

thing up to the fancies of fashion, the whims of

trade, the freaks of the weather ? The government

became the terrestrial Providence.

One of the attributes of Providence is omni-

presence. If we merely look at the intendants

and their subordinates, who did nearly all the real

governing, we get but a very inadequate idea of

how far government under the ancien rSgime came

up to this requirement. I say government, and

not the government, intending thereby to indicate

that I now want the word to be understood in its

most comprehensive sense. There was such an

innumerable host of all sorts of public officials,

that one is tempted to say, whatever a man did,

he was almost as sure to have some kind of a

public functionary at his side, as he was to be

followed by his own shadow. If the peasant

brought an ox to market, the inspector of cattle

presented himself ; the inspector of calves looked

after the calves ; the inspector of swine took care

of the pigs, and if it happened to be a sow with

young he was joined by the inspector of sucking
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pigs. And thus all over. These men were public

officers, not for the purpose of serving any public

interest ; that was at best quite a secondary con-

sideration. For show and as a legal title to lucre,

the mantle of authority was thrown around their

shoulders. The mad practice of selling public

offices—largely extended even to the army—had

generated this ulcer, which gradually, but steadily,

worked its way from the surface to the very

bones, more and more infecting and vitiating the

whole blood of the body politic. The demand for

this kind of goods being always in excess of the

supply, the handiest means for procuring money

in an emergency was to sell offices. Unfortu-

nately, the emergencies grew more frequent and

more pressing. The consequence was, that the

government commenced to create offices merely

for the purpose of selling them. This was even

worse than selling captaincies and judgeships.

The army and the bench and the bar had real

work to do, and were, in a sense, close corpora-

tions, pervaded by a strong sense of corporative

honor, upheld by the mighty incentive to hand

down untarnished to posterity the glorious record

of the past. The latter were even to no inconsider-

able extent provided with the legal means of pro-
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tecting themselves against the pollution of having

unworthy elements engrafted upon them merely

for the sake of getting their money.^ Those

other offices, however, were of a purely parasitical

nature. They were wholly devoid of any moral

element. Having no reason to exist, they were

immoral ah initio. That the government was Avell

aware of this is proved by the fact that, when

circumstances permitted, it proceeded to suppress

them by paying back the purchase money, fre-

quently, however, also doing more or less violence

to vested rights .^ This was even by no means

confined to offices of this kind. Public corpora-

tions were treated no better than individuals.

Even the franchises of cities were sold, sup-

pressed, and resold—all for the purpose of getting

money. The trouble was that financial distress

became in such measure the rule, and attained so

high a degree, that the ingenuity of the govern-

ment was taxed to the utmost in inventing new

offices.^

* In a measure the monopoly of the nobility as to com-
missions worked in the same direction in regard to the

army.
^ Richelieu is said to have suppressed 100,000.

2 When the minister Desmarest proposed to Louis XIV.
the creation of some new offices, the king was so struck by
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It would require a vivid imagination to over-

estimate the evil consequences of the vicious

practice thus developed into methodical madness

by the fostering influences of untoward circum-

stances.i As to the offices that entailed real,

necessary, and highly-important work, the govern-

ment had for a mess of pottage, partially relin-

quished the right of direct control over its organs.

Though this was certainly of great import, the

other results were even more baleful. The gov-

ernment ate up to-day what of right belonged to

the morrow. The social distinction conferred by

the office went for something, and indeed for a

good deal, in making it salable and getting a

satisfactory price for it. The ancien regime had

the Titter lack of any raison d'etre in them that he asked :

*' Qui est-ce qui achetera ces charges?" The minister re-

pUed :
" Votre majeste ignore une des plus belles preroga-

tives des rois de France, qui est que, lorsqu'un roi cree une
charge,Dieu cree a I'instant un sot pour I'acheter."—Archives

Parlementaires, I. 125.

1 It is worthy of notice that Montesquieu nevertheless

defended it. His reason for doing so is very suggestive.
*' Or, dans une monarchie ou, quand les charges ne se ven-

draient pas par un reglement public, I'indigence ou I'avidite

des courtisans les vendraient tout de meme, le hasard don-

nera de meilleurs sujets que le choix du prince ; enfin la

raaniere de s'avancer par les richesses inspire et entretien

I'industrie, chose dont cette espece de gouvernement a grand
besoin."—Archives Parlem., I. 125.

2
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with eminent success nursed the national suscep-

tibility for outward honors into morbid vanity.

As a rule, however, the purchasers also required

something more substantial for their money. One

way of remunerating them was to allow them

fees, ^. <?., the people were made to pay them

directly the interest of the capital invested in the

office. By another they were made to do it in-

directly. Tax-privileges of some kind or other,

frequently also nobility,^ which was a synonym

for exemption from certain pecuniary and other

onerous and well-hated obligations towards the

state, were acquired with the office. Now the

embarrassments of the treasury being the cause of

making offices a merchandise, it goes without say-

ing that the government could not afford to lose

what it could no longer levy from its office-

customers. The rest of the people had to make

up what they failed to pay : the strong were

relieved of their just share in the public burdens

by strapping it to the shoulders of the weak in

addition to their own fair portion. The evil

economical consequences were not to be made

light of, but in comparison to the moral effects

* According to Necker, 4,070 offices conferred nobility.—

De I'Administration des Finances, III. 145.
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they were of only small account. Owing to all

the attendant circumstances alluded to, the out-

come of the selling of offices may be summed up

thus : ever growing obscuration of the proper

conception of self-government, accompanied by an

ever diminishing longing for it ; ever progressing

decay of the sense of right; constant tightening

of the tax-screw upon the masses ; steady exten-

sion and aggravation of the bane of privilege, and

ever deepening irritation of the people at the

smarts and ravages inflicted upon it by this

scourge ; ever widening alienation of the people

from a government and a political system impos-

ing upon it all these plagues.

The flood-gates of the revolution were opened

by the financial embarrassments of the govern-

ment. The financial situation of the government

must, however, not be confounded with the eco-

nomical condition of the country. It was an

audacious untruth when Necker asserted at the

formal opening of the States-General, that the

financial distress had by no means rendered it an

imperative necessity to convene them. But it

cannot be contested that, though the load was

heavy, the economical resources of France were

more than adequate to it. The whole subsequent
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history is one continuous proof of this assertion.

That the ancien regime broke down under the

weight, was entirely due to its not being properly

distributed. Taxation under the ancien regime

was in a very high degree governed by the prin-

ciple : to whomsoever hath, shall be given more ;

and from whomsoever hath not, shall be taken

what he hath.

This applies less to individuals than to the three

estates forming, politically and socially, the con-

stituent parts of the nation—the product of medi-

aeval evolution. With the transformation of the

feudal state the cleavage had in some respects be-

come more complete. In a way the two upper

estates underwent a process of consolidation, the

class distinction getting tinged by an admixture

of the caste principle; and, on the other hand,

their vital principle became extinct. Their rights,

which originally had had their proper correlate in

corresponding duties, changed, by the gradual ces-

sation of these duties, into privileges without any

moral foundation. And the most prominent

among these privileges was that of more or less

extended tax-immunities.

In this respect the first estate or order, the

" Clergy of France," constituted a homogeneous
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and compact whole. It was not wholly exempt

from the public burdens, but its contributions did

not correspond to the wealth of the church, and,

besides, it depended to a great extent on its own
free will how large they should be, while the mass

of the people was taxed at discretion. The govern-

ment had no right to impose any direct tax upon

the clergy,! but every ten years its Ordinary As-

sembly voted the so-called don gratuit. I do not

say granted, for although it is significantly termed

a ''free gift^'' it was in a sense acknowledged by

the clergy to be obligatory. It was one of the

innumerable cases in history where custom has

acquired the force of law. By common consent a

certain sum was considered the minimum, which

the Ordinary Assembly was, though not legally,

yet in duty bound to allow.^ The government,

^ This applies only to the " Clergy of France:" The so-

called " Foreign Clergy" of the eastern and northern prov-

inces, which had been incorporated since the 16th century,

was subject to some of the regular direct taxes. When in

1750 the government contemplated a breach into this priv-

ilege of the clergy of France, the bishops, convened in

general assembly at Paris, wrote (Sept. 10) to the king

:

" Nous ne consentirons jamais, que ce qui a ete jusquHci Ic

don de notre amour devienne le tribut de notre obeissanceJ"

2 Still, for 1789 the government received nothing, and for

1788 only 1,800,000Z., while the yearly average during the

reign of Louis XVI. was not quite four and a half millions.
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however, was wont urgently to plead for more, and

as to this Plus, the Assembly, though not turning

a deaf ear to the appeals to its patriotism, was

by no means inclined virtually to renounce the

full discretion it could legally claim. It exer-

cised this discretion not only by giving less

than the government had asked. To attach con-

ditions to its grants was no uncommon thing,

and this was of much greater consequence.

To the right of voting its own direct contri-

butions and to the manner in which the oppor-

tunities offered by this right were improved, it

is mainly due that the church by its official

representation exercised at regular intervals a

true political activity..

Though with the growing financial distress, nat-

urally also the grumbling about these privileges

of the clergy grew louder and more general, the

animosity excited by them would not have become

one of the most potent ferments, if they had been

all which the people had to complain about on this

score. They assumed such an exasperating char-

acter in the thought and feeling of the tax-ridden

masses, because the church itself levied heavy and

vexatious taxes upon them. In this respect the

clergy also constituted in a measure a compact
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whole, for the humble parish priest had his share

of the tithes too. That was, with the exception

of his clerical character, about all he had in com-

mon with the higher church dignitaries, and with

a great number of these the clerical character was

only the means to gain access to the full bins of

the church. The fat places of the church were as

much as, if not more than ever, the ready means

for providing for the younger sons and other needy

members of the nobility,^ very many of whom

scorned even to pretend in the slightest degree

that they had donned the clerical robe for any

other purpose than to get the revenues of the rich

abbacies and bishoprics. Yes, the church was

rich,2 but the lower clergy, principally in the rural

^ About one-half of the whole income of the church went

to the nobility. 19 chapters for men, 25 for women, and the

260 commanderies of the Maltesian Knights of St. John

were by law exclusively reserved to it. Of the 1,500 eccle-

siastical sinecures subject to royal appointment, they had

virtually also the monopoly.—Mme. Campan, Mem., I. 237,

writes :
" Une autre decision de la cour qui ne pouvait etre

annoncee par un edit fut qu'a I'avenir tons les biens ec-

clesiastiques depuis le plus modeste prieure jusqu'aux plus

riches abbayes, seraient I'apanage de la noblesse. Fils d'un

chirurgien de village, I'abbe de Vermond, qui avait beau-

coup de pouvoir dans tout ce qui concernait la feuille des

benefices etait penetre de la justice de cette decision."

2 It owned one-fifth to one-fourth of the soil, yielding an

income of 80 to 100 millions. The whole income from
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parishes, too often barely eked out a most miser-

able existence.^ The position of the lower clergy

—constituting of course an overwhelming major-

ity—strikes one infinitely less as that of aristo-

crats lifted above the common crowd, than as that

of proletarians in their own order—a fact which

was to exercise a decisive influence on the course

of the revolution in its first stages. On the other

hand, the incumbents of the episcopal sees and

great abbacies were the privileged of the privi-

leged. So far as they chose, they unloaded the

duties of their offices on other shoulders, and led a

high life in their quality of feudal lords. This

they all were in a large degree, and many in a

much higher degree than almost all the secular

lords. They all enjoyed the feudal emoluments

and the minor, but to the people exceedingly bur-

densome feudal privileges, as that of the exclusive

invested property has been estimated at 124 millions. The
tithes—about one-thirteenth of the gross products of the

soil—amounted to about as much.
1 On the 2d of Nov., 1789, the National Assembly voted

upon Mirabeau's motion that every curacy should have an

income of at least 1,200Z. As the revolution at this time

embraced with zeal the cause of the lower clergy against

the high dignitaries of the church, one can infer from this

sum what the income of many curacies must have amounted
to before.—CEuvres, II. 327.
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right of chase, which, to an incredible extent, put

the fruits of the peasant's sweat at their tender

mercies. Besides, many of them were in the

main still the petty sovereigns they had originally

been, endowed with strictly governmental prerog-

atives, including that of jurisdiction and the right

of appointment.

Here is the point where sets in one of the most

portentous delusions into which the revolutionary

leaders were betrayed. On the one hand, there

was manifestly deep resentment against the church

in the masses, and on the other unbelief had made

such inroads upon the clergy, that a contemporary

writes :
" A simple priest, a parson, must believe

something, or he would be considered a hypocrite,

but at the same time he must not be quite sure of

what he believes, or else he would be considered

intolerant. A grand-vicar may, however, smile a

little over a sally against religion, a bishop laugh

quite openly, and a cardinal even add himself

some taunt." Now from these two facts the rev-

olutionary leaders came to conclude that the

Voltairian spirit, which imbued the great majority

of the educated classes, had also pervaded the

masses, and that their resentment was hatred of

the Catholic Church as such, or even alienation
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from and contempt for the Christian religion. In

truth they only hated the clergy in their quality

of the most privileged class in regard to taxation,

and of the most exacting among the feudal

lords. Besides, even in judging the clergy

from this point of view, the masses were not

so utterly lost to all sense of justice as not to

make some allowance for the fact, that after all,

ninety out of a hundred were at least not mere

drones.

In this respect the second order, the nobility,

stood in a worse light. As nobility, it had no

longer any political existence whatever. From

a political order it had been entirely transformed

into a privileged class. The way had been cleared

for this baneful transformation by the changes

wrought in the art of war, principally since the

fourteenth century. In the first half of the

sixteenth century it had been sedulously and

dexterously furthered by Francis I. for political

reasons, and Louis XIV. systematically and with

consummate skill completed it.

The lower nobility, of course, continued to re-

side on its estates. If thrown into contact with

the hourgeoisie in the provincial towns it was wont

to point by haughty, if not positively insolent bear-
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ing to the gulf separating it from common mortals.

Towards the peasants it was usually affable, ready

to give good advice, and even to help. But from

all public affairs it had been systematically crowded

out by the administration, and it grew more and

more to consider them beneath its dignity, because

they were the domain of the government-clerks.

It fairly prided itself upon not knowing anything

about them. " To our order in particular," said

Mirabeau on the eve of the revolution to the no-

bility of the Provence, " the reproach is addressed,

that we want to decide everything without having

learned anything." ^ Besides, an appalling percent-

age of it had become thoroughly impoverished. It

had often to live upon the feudal emoluments,^

and if so, it was in a way compelled to harden its

heart against its liegemen. " Most of the fiefs,"

says Bouill^ in his Memoirs,^ " were in the hands

of the bourgeois of the cities."

The great families, once powerful and often

' January 21, 1789, in the assemblee des possedans-fiefs de

Provence.—OEuvres, I. 3.

2 In the great night of Aug. 4, 1789, which swept feudal-

ism out of France, the Due d'Aiguillon deemed it necessary

to call especial attention to this fact. " ies droits . . . sont

la seule fortune de plusieurs particuUers."—Archives Parle-

mentaires, VIII. 344.

' P. 50.
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turbulent vassals, were entirely reduced to the

condition of an obsequious court nobility. I must

leave its characterization in this quality for my

next lecture. To-day we have to look at it from

another point of view.

Absenteeism had become more and more the

rule with the grand seigneur. The management

of the estate was left to a bailiff, who grew fat and

rich,^ while the owner became poor, the estate de-

teriorated, and the peasant was more or less mer-

cilessly sheared. While feudalism was still a live

institution, the nobleman lived among his peasants,

with them, arid to a considerable degree, for them.

In naive primitiveness he had been their chief and

their government. Therefore the peasant was at-

tached to him, and willingly bore the burdens

which a vigorous people is always ready to bear

for the sustenance of its government. Now the

moral ties that had bound them together were cut.

All the obligations of the peasant were still in

^ *' Les proprietaires des fiefs, des terres seigneuriales, ne

sont, ilfaut Vavouer, que Men rarement coupables des excis

dont se plaignent leurs vassaux ; mais leurs gens d'affaires

sont souvent sans pitie, et le malheureux cultivateur, soumis

au reste barbare des loisfeodales qui subsistent encore en

France, gemit de la contrainte dont il est la victime.^^

—Due d'Aiguillon, Aug. 4, 1789, Arch. Pari., VIII. 344.
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force, nay, partly they had become greater and

partly the general change of conditions had ren-

dered them more oppressive ; but all the compen-

satory obligations of the lord had ceased. To this

decisive point, I think, not all the weight that is

due to it has been allowed by a distinguished

American author in his excellent book on " The

Eve of the French Revolution." In Germany

feudalism was at the time partly even harsher

than in France ; but in this cardinal respect the

German landed nobility compared very favorably

with the French, and therefore the peasantry was

much less embittered against it. In France the

peasant often hardly ever saw his gracious lord,

but over and above the rent he had to pay or the

labor he had to do for him, he was made to feel

his existence most sorely at every step. The game

laws were models of galling injustice and cruelty.

The peasant was not allowed to put up fences with

out permission, and that was not easily granted ; a

broad continuous strip of land had always to be

left free for the hunt to pass. During the hatch-

ing season of the wild fowl he was forbidden to

put a foot on his own meadows, and still more to

cut any grass, even if his cattle starved. What

deer and boars had not destroyed, was plundered
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by the pigeons, which the lord alone had a right

to keep—surely not an indifferent matter, for the

dove-cots contained up to 5,000 pairs. And when

the crop was at last in the barn the vexations still

went on. Now he was bidden when, another time

where, and sometimes even at what price to sell.

At the bridge over the brook the lord exacted a

toll. What the peasant kept for his own use he

had to cart to the manorial mill to be ground, and

the flour to the manorial oven to be baked. Thus

the change of conditions had perverted into an

absurd and odious privilege what originally had

been a kind service rendered by the lord to his

tenantry. And the last-mentioned privilege is

in yet another respect a most instructive illustra-

tion. If one wants to understand the intensity of

the peasant's discontent, it is not sufficient to as-

certain the absolute weight of the load he was

made to carry. Its nature is of equal account

—

the How is as important as the How Much. He was

goaded from the first to the last day of the year,

and it is much easier to bear a short, sharp pain,

than to keep one's temper under the infliction of a

not very severe, but chronic toothache. Mr. Low-

ell is probably right in asserting that the condition

of the rural classes in France " was better than
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that of the greater part of mankind," ^ though,

if the word " mankind " is to be understood literally,

that is not saying very much, considering the

position held by France in the world as to civiliza-

tion and natural resources. Mirabeau's father is

no mean authority on a question of this kind, and

the picture he draws of the condition of the

peasantry is dark enough. "Agriculture," he

writes, " as practiced by our peasants, is a veritable

galley-slavery ; from their infancy they die by thou-

sands, and in their youth they try to find a place any-

where but where they ought to be." ^ The less

the wonder, for the peasant was subjected to all the

smarting exactions and vexations solely because he

happened to be born in a hovel and the nobleman

in a castle. Is it astonishing that, in looking at

this castle, the thought at last crept into his em-

bittered heart to throw the incendiary's torch on

its proud roof at the first good opportunity ?

On the eve of the revolution the nobility, and in

fact all the privileged classes, proved that the

humanitarian spirit awakened and fostered by the

great writers of the preceding epoch had taken a

strong hold upon them and cast deep roots in their

1 The Eve of the French Revolution, 206.

' Traite de la Population, 83.
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minds. Taine is of opinion that " the aristocracy

was never so worthy of power as at the moment it

was going to lose it." ^ But it was too late. The

same writer says : " Against all its natural chiefs,

the men in office and invested with authority, the

distrust of the people is inveterate and incurable.

Their wishing it well and working for its welfare

is of no use. It refuses to believe in their human-

ity and disinterestedness. It has been trodden

down too much. It distrusts all measures coming

from them, even the most salutary and liberal

ones." 2

Thus we see that, as to its relations to the

peasantry, the effects of that transformation of

the nobility had been altogether injurious to both

parties. But possibly the nobility had a better

showing to make, when judged as a class from the

point of view of the whole commonwealth.

The feudal state had professed the principle,

that the nobleman pays with his blood and the

villein with his money. Did the first part of this

maxim still hold good ? In a sense, yes. The

French nobility was still ever ready to shed as

much of its blood as France required. But it was

* Les Origines de la France contemporaine, I. 392.

« lb., I. 495.
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no longer its duty to do so, and that made all the

difference in the world. The duty had been per-

verted into a privilege. The commoner, who had

a liking for military service, had to be satisfied

with at best becoming a non-commissioned officer.

Every commissioned officer was in a way a walk-

ing insult to nine-tenths of the nation, for the

insignia of his rank cried in their faces : " Plebe-

ians, remember that it is but base stuff that is

coursing in your veins I
" Besides, that a noble-

man was a commissioned officer by no means of

necessity implied that he at least really served.

Only a little more than one-third of the officers

were actively employed, and not being actively

employed did not preclude promotion.

The nobility had thus not the shadow of a moral

right to claim immunity from taxation on the

strength of paying with its blood. Nor did its pre-

tensions embrace that point. What it claimed as a

matter of course was to pay less than its fair share,

and that the ancien rSgime acknowledged to be its

incontestable right. To the indirect taxes, from

which about half of the revenue was derived, it

was, of course, subjected like the rest of the people.

But as these were principally laid upon articles

of primary necessity, which are consumed more
3
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according to the capacity of one's stomach than

to that of one's pocket, it paid proportionately in-

finitely less than the poor. From the majority of

the direct taxes it was not exempted either, but it

was very ingenious in discovering ways and means

to have its proper quota reduced, and the higher

in rank, the more consummate was the skill and

shamelessness with which this low art was prac-

ticed. And, finally, from the taille^ the direct tax

which surpassed all others not only in amount, but

also in vexatiousness, on account of the positively

insane manner of its collection, it was wholly

excused.1—Can one, in looking at this picture,

accuse Rousseau of very gross exaggeration in his

description of the pact the rich concludes with the

poor : you shall have the honor of serving me, and

as a consideration for the honor of being com-

manded by me, you shall give me the little you

have ?

And the picture is by far not yet complete. To

pay the taille alone and unassisted was not the

1 The exemption attached to the estate and not to the

owner. But while, as I mentioned, many commoners had
become the owners of noble estates, the converse was, for

obvious reasons, so rare a case that it is substantially cor-

rect to say that the landed proprietor of noble extraction

was exempted from paying the taille.
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only privilege of the masses. They had also the

monopoly of the corv6e^ the road service ; they

alone could boast of the proud distinction to have

to serve in the militia ; they alone had the honor of

having soldiers quartered on them. They appreci-

ated these prerogatives the more, because not only

the clergy and nobility, but also all who were in

their service, did not enjoy them.

The effect of all this upon the disposition of the

masses was greatly intensified by the ingenuity

the ancien regime displayed in rendering the

unequal and unjust working of the tax-screw

unnecessarily painful.

The indirect taxes were not levied directly by

the government. Capitalists clubbed together and

rented them for a number of years at a fixed sum.

A considerable part of this was always paid in ad-

vance, but at an exorbitant rate of interest. They

did the collecting and kept the product. That

overstrained mercifulness was not the chief char-

acteristic of their agents, goes without saying.

The government aided them to the best of its

ability to enhance the enormous profits of the

Farmers-General by invariably allowing them the

benefit of the doubt in cases of dispute between

them and the taxpayers. Among the reforms
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effected by Turgot the reversal of this principle

does not occupy the last place.

And even this does not yet give us anything

like an adequate conception of the working of

the tax system. One feature of it, to which I

have already alluded in quite a general way—the

inequality of the provinces—calls for an ampler

illustration. The gahelle^ the salt- tax, serves our

purpose best, because it is also in other respects

eminently characteristic. Some provinces were

wholly exempt from it ; in others it was, compara-

tively speaking, more or less moderate ; in some

crushing. The difference in the price in the first

and last category was at the ratio of one to thir-

teen. The tax was partly the highest in those

very provinces which nature had supplied most

abundantly with this indispensable necessary.

Under severe penalties were the inhabitants of the

coast forbidden to let their cattle drink the sea-

water. To buy at least seven pounds of salt an-

nually for every member of the household over

seven years of age was obligatory, and these seven

pounds must be used exclusively for cooking pur-

poses and on the table. Woe to him who dared to

salt a piece of meat with it for use in the winter,

or, even in a case of pressing emergency, ventured
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to boil a few ounces out of the brine in his herring-

cask. Two years before the outbreak of the

revolution Calonne had, in an official report, the

following story to tell about the consequences of

this glorious tax-device of this most paternal gov-

ernment : 4,000 seizures, 3,400 imprisonments, 600

sentences to whipping, exile, and the galleys

—

annually. What an admirable contrivance to breed

and educate a class of hardened, habitual law-

breakers I How well those, who had been through

this school—and the ancien rSgime had half a

dozen of equal efficacy—would know how to lead

in the dance, when a political revolution opened

the flood-gates to a social revolution, ushering in a

day of reckoning, when the masses had it in their

power to square all old accounts I

Calonne's figures give us a glimpse of the darkest

cloud that was hovering over the future of France.

The masses of the French people were, under the

aucien rSgime^ as laborious and as frugal as they are

to-day. That they were exceedingly far from be-

ing then as thrifty as they are now, was solely the

fault of the iniquities and follies of the political

and social system that weighed them down. But

direful as its effects upon their economical condi-

tion were, the}' were the least part of the harm
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wrought by it. Mr. Lowell says :
" The peasant's

taxes were constantly getting heavier, but his

means of bearing them increased faster yet. The

rising tide of material prosperity, the great change

of modern times, could be felt, though feebly as yet,

in the provinces of France." I do not contest the

fact, and the same unquestionably holds good

—

even in a higher degree—of the city population.

But from the political point of view this was irrele-

vant, or only aggravated the situation. Mr. Lowell

very correctly says in another place : " It is in

their decrepitude that political abuses are most

ferociously attacked." Li this case the resent-

ment against them grew not only with their pro-

gressing decrepitude, but was besides fanned by

the relative improvement in the economical con-

dition of the masses, for it necessarily opened their

eyes more and more to the fact how glaring the

abuses were, and made them more and more im-

patient of bearing them any longer.^ *

There was the more danger in this, because to a

considerable extent what Taine says of the peas-

antry also holds good of the masses in the cities :

' Taine sums up the facts in the brief sentence : "The
more the peasant acquires and produces, the heavier his

burdens become."—I. 445.
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" They thought en hlocs^-^ i. e.^ in lumps. It is per-

haps still more correct to say, they did not really

think at all, but merely jumped at conclusions,

their smarting flesh constituting the premises.

What that signified the course of the revolution

was to make terribly clear. When they commenced

to formulate their conclusions—they had not even

done that, as long as it had seemed to them that

the yoke was grown fast to their neck—it was vain

to appeal to their reason. They had none and

could have none as to the questions at issue.

Their only guides were the heart-burnings of the

past, the passions of the present, and bewitching

mirages of an impossible future—^products of imag-

ination lashed into delirium by excitement, and

unrestrained by either experience or trust in any

recognized authority. Then it became fearfully

apparent that distrust of, and bitterness against the

government required but an opportunity to crys-

stallize into the mad notion, that in the nature of

things government is and always must be the enemy

of the people. And then it became as fearfully

apparent, that the dangers springing from the finan-

cial difficulties were but as dust in the scales com-

pared to those arising from the social and moral

disintegration of the people wrought by the aneien
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regime with the privilege-corrosive. The economic

effects of the iniquities and follies of the political

and social system furnished only the occasion for

the formal initiation of the revolution. Its real

causes were their moral effects. Therefore these

determined its character and course. Von Sybel

is unquestionably right :
" The deepest wound

of France was the hostile discord between the

different classes of the people."

The worst, however, was not the depth of the

wound. If it had been a clean cut the skillful po-

litical surgeon would have found it only a grave,

but not a desperate case. But the flesh was lacer-

ated, and not blood, but putrid matter, oozed from

it in profusion. The poisoning of the blood caused

by it made the wound fatal.

What of it, if the peasant had to live as much

for the lord as for himself, because he happened to

be born in a hovel and the nobleman in a castle ?

In the eyes of the nobility that was no more an

accident, than that the king owed the crown to the

accident of his birth. Is there any sense in calling

it an accident, that sparrows are not hatched in the

hawk's and the eagle's nest, and vice versa ? These

gentlemen saw no flaw in the simile. They were

thoroughly honest believers in the doctrine of blue
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blood, and understood it quite literally. In 1614

the States-General had been convened for the last

time. The representatives of the third estate

called themselves on this occasion, in the address

they read to the king, the younger sons of the

common mother France. The nobility demurred

against this as an insult, declaring it an unwar-

ranted pretension, because members of the third

estate " were neither of the same blood nor of the

same virtue." The difficulty to maintain the

theory, which prompted the insolent rebuke, of

course increased with the additions made by the

government to the old nobility of the sword. Had

the money, which was paid for offices conferring

nobility, the magic force instantly to change the

color and composition of the blood? Certainly

an awkward question, which it was easier to

shove aside than to answer. But it was not

quite so embarrassing as it might appear at

first sight. Though the whole nobility had blue

blood, the intensity of the blueness greatly

varied. How tenaciously those who were blessed

with the higher grades stuck to this maxim, and

how well they understood how to turn it to good

account, is proved by the curious and significant

fact, that even in the last years before the revolu-
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tion, the army regulations were made much more

stringent in this respect. Even to obtain a com-

mission as second lieutenant one had to be from

1781, on the father's side, a nobleman at least in

the fourth generation. Thus, even by being en-

nobled, one is by no means directly lifted out of

the category of mere mortals ; only in the fourth

generation does one become a real man—and then

not much of a one. Voltaire was thrown into the

Bastille, because he had the presumption to call to

account a noble brute, that had done him the honor

to have him caned by his lackeys ; but then a peti-

tion presented by the peers in 1717 to the Duke-

Regent had insisted upon it, that they should not

be obliged to accept a challenge from simple noble-

men, " even if they have been caned." So the dis-

tance between a peer and a common nobleman is

deemed as great as that between the nobleman and

—to use the significant term of the times—people

" without birth."

The other privileges claimed in this famous pe-

tition are quite in keeping with this one. Only

from the hands of a bishop will the peers receive

the sacrament ; they alone are to have cushions at

church; at banquets their health shall be drunk

before that of the host and hostess ; in the theatres
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and in driving on the streets they are to have pre-

cedence, " in spite of all inconveniences this might

lead to ;" artisans shall have no right to invoke

the aid of the courts to make them pay their debts

—they shall only be allowed to remind them of it,

" but not often." Does one not feel stifled in the

mummy-air exhaled by such precious parchments

from the archives of the ancien rSgime !

But we must beware of being unjust towards

the stars circling around the royal sun. The same

spirit pervades the bourgeoisie^ and there it is the

more repellent, because not marquises and dukes,

but plain Mr. Shoemaker and Mr. Barber knock

their noses bloody against the sun. An intendant

reports : " At last it has been decided that the

prSsidial is to have the holy-water presented before

the members of the city council. The Parliament

hesitated. The king himself decided the ques-

tion. It was high time. This affair threw the

whole city into commotion." And so it is all over.

The office-selling has carried the nefarious spirit

everywhere, for, even to the lowliest office, some

nonsensical little privilege attaches, and that is de-

fended as if life and salvation depended on it.

Everywhere, vanity struts in its most despicable

forms. There was not only hostile discord between
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the three orders, but the bane of privilege had

eaten itself so deeply into all the social layers, that

society almost seemed dissolved into its elements.

Therefore all attempts to repress the evil within

bounds had to prove futile. Sit ut est, aut non sit,—
continue to be as it is, or cease to exist,—that was

the stern decree of the logic of facts. To elimi-

nate the privilege-principle from the political and

social system was, however, in itself the radical

destruction of the ancien rigime. But by letting

privilege more and more become its very essence,

so that one could be tempted to characterize its

once proud structure as all rotten props and no

walls, the ancien rSgime not merely wrought its

own ruin. The wanton excess, to which the in-

iquitous privilege-fatuity was carried in all its

forms, begot the inexorable levelling spirit of the

revolution, sparing nothing, and adopting, to make

sure of its work, the never-failing methods of Pro-

crustes.

If any one had no right to pass judgment upon

the spirit that ruled France from 1793 to 1795,

it was the champion of the ancien regime. This

spirit was the legitimate offspring of the political

and social system bequeathed by Louis XIV. and

Louis XV. to Louis XVI.



LECTURE II.

Paris and Versailles.

The man who understood the revolution better

than any other actor in it—whose unique political

instinct intuitively divined it, whenever even his

equally phenomenal political reasoning powera

were baffled by the veils enshrouding its awful

mysteries—said : " Paris is the sphinx of the

Revolution, but I shall tear her secret from her." ^

If Mirabeau ever afterwards directly asserted, that

he had completely succeeded in doing so, I have

never heard of it. But, however that be, the his-

torian' of the revolution, in whom this confession

of its most penetrating intellect does not awaken

some diffidence, is blessed with infinitely more

self-confidence than I can boast of. Still, how-

ever inadequate my powers be, I must draw you

^ Passy, Frochot, 72.—See the anything but attractive

picture of Paris sketched by Mirabeau in the Lettres de

Cachet, I. 254.

45
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in the fe\T minutes at my disposal a sketch of the

sphinx, ere she arises in all her might ; for one

thing is certain : the history of the revolution can

no more be understood without understanding the

part played in it by Paris, than one can conceive

of the tragedy of Hamlet with the part of Hamlet

left out ; and to understand the part played by

Paris in the revolution without knowing the Paris

before the revolution is equally impossible.

The difficulty in getting at the secret of the

sphinx lies in this, that she had several heads and

several hearts, each with ideas, impulses, aspira-

tions, sentiments, and passions of its own, con-

stantly running athwart each other, now this

and now that—really or apparently—ruling the

day or the hour ; and yet she is one, always

throwing the tremendous weight of the whole

into the scales.

Let us commence at the bottom with the no-

bodies. They are no specialty of Paris. There

are many of them in every city, but the larger the

city the greater the percentage. Paris, therefore,

has the highest. They are isolated particles. In

the ushering in of the new era they have no part.

The regulations concerning the elections to the

States-General contain no provision in regard to
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them. That their existence was actually for-

gotten, can hardly be supposed, though there is

no telling, whether the men who still presided

over the destinies of France were not even equal

to that. It was simply a matter of course, that

these nobodies went for nothing in the question at

hand. Whether they were likely to continue to

be nothing in it, nobody seems to have asked.

They were isolated particles, but of the highest

imaginable affinity. A little heat would convert

them into a solid mass, and the weight of this

would tell—law or no law permitting it to get

into the scales.

The existence of this class was partly due to

natural causes, the working of which the wit of

man can to a degree mitigate, but never prevent.

In the aneien regime^ however, the wit of man had

altogether been bent upon stimulating it. The

privilege-bane had also been extended over the

domain of labor. When, in 1776, Turgot broke

down the guilds, the Parliament of Paris stren-

uously opposed the government, declaring : all

Frenchmen are divided into established corpora-

tions, forming one continuous chain from the

throne down to the lowest handicraft, indispen-

sable to the existence of the state, and not to
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be abolished, lest the whole social order break

asunder. That was but too true. Since the

days of Henry III. (1574-89) the forcing of

all industrial pursuits into the strait-jacket of

guildships had been carried to the extreme of

utter absurdity. Here, too, the chronic financial

distress had been the principal cause. At first the

handicrafts, which everybody had been at liberty

to practice, were withdrawn from free competition

and sold as a privilege, and then, when nothing

was left to be sold, the old guilds were split up

into a number of guildlets, merely to have again

something to put on the counter. And it was not

only left pretty much to the masters whom they

would admit to the freedom of the guild, but be-

sides the charges for it were so high, that it was

often absolutely out of the reach even of the most

skillful journeyman. Even a blood-aristocracy

was not lacking. In a number of guilds only

the sons of masters and the second husbands of

masters' widows could become masters. Thus an

.immense proletariat was gradually formed, which

to a great extent was a proletariat only because

the law irresistibly forced it into this position.

And the city proletariat proper received constant

and ever-increasing additions from the country.
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There such distress prevailed, that the paupers

flocked in crowds to the cities, hoping that there

it would be easier, in some way or other, by hook

or by crook, to eke out some kind of an existence.

The curious and highly-important fact, that, in

spite of emigration and the general prostration of

business, the population of Paris grew throughout

the revolution more rapidly than ever before,^ is

only the intensified and accelerated development

of a characteristic social phenomenon of the ancien

rSgime. What this kind of growth signified can

be inferred from the fact that in 1791, long before

the inauguration of the Reign of Terror, there

were in a population of 650,000, 118,000 paupers

(indigents)? Under the ancien rSgime the im-

migrant proletariat from the country was by the

law barred out from all ways of earning a live-

lihood except as common daj'-laborers, and the

wages of these were in 1788, on an average, 26

cents for men and 15 for women, while the price

of bread was higher than in our times. What

a gigantic heap of ferment ! Was it to be pre-

sumed, that the resentment accumulated through

* The growth has been estimated at 150,000.

2 As early as March 16, 1790, Bailly, at the time mayor of

Paris, told the National Assembly : "Depuis six mois le

peuple de Paris ne vit que d'aumones."
4
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generations in these masses would all turn into

the milk of gratitude, when the law itself sud-

denly battered a wide breach into the legal walls,

which so cruelly had hemmed them in ? Or was

it more likely, that a terrific explosion would

ensue ? What would be more in conformity with

human nature as it really is—especially where

education has done nothing, or next to nothing, to

provide intellectual or moral bonds to restrain the

original beast slumbering in the human breast

—

cannot be doubtful. Here educational influences

of the opposite tendency had been vigorously

exerted. The law-abiding spirit of the masses

was systematically undermined. It is another of

the high-schools of the ancien rSgime for training

habitual law-breakers, and they went unpunished

because they were far too numerous to render pun-

ishment possible. They are embittered against

the government ; there is, when they begin to

think about it, in the existing conditions of things

nothing that is dear to them ; the very fact of

their being a vast mass renders them excitable
;

when the blood of a few is stirred, that of all

instantly begins to course faster in their veins, and

the heightened temperature of every one reacts

upon that of the whole mass ; a single burning
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straw can easily be put out by a child, but if it be

one of a huge pile the burning candle cannot with

impunity be held to it; they do not reason, but

they feel all the more intently ; they will follow

every voice striking the tone, which, at the mo-

ment, awakens a responsive echo in their breasts,

and they have not been taught in vain not to

scruple to take the law into their own hands ; and

finally, in an upheaval, which would turn every-

thing topsy-turvy, they had nothing to lose,

but everything to gain. In a revolution resorting

to force, every demagogue would find in them the

flying columns ever ready to his hands, and in a

revolution coming to believe revolution in itself

the magic panacea for all political and social evils

and dangers, it would be the easiest thing in the

world to work them into a mental and moral

delirium stopping short at absolutely nothing.

For the present, however, they were to such a

degree an inert mass that the bourgeoisie ignored

them as completely as the government. That

rendered bad worse. If you know you have a

cask of powder in your cellar, you will be careful

not to go near it with fire. If your contemptuous

indifference to the foul and unsightly stuff goes

to the extent of not ascertaining its nature, you
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won't mind putting the burning candle right into

it. That the bourgeoisie did. It never dreamed

of the possibility, that some day its texts might be

appropriated by the proletariat of the suburbs of

St. Antoine and St. Marceau to preach a sermon

upon in its own way. As the Marquise du Chate-

let, Voltaire's friend, saw no reason why she

should not make her whole toilet in the presence

of her footmen, as a lady of her rank could not

possibly consider this canaille real men^ thus

it never occurred to the bourgeoisie to inquire

whether the heads and hearts of the proletarians

really were such utterly barren sands, that its

ideas, complaints, and aspirations could by any

possibility ever germ and take root in them.

It is true, the hotter its contest with the ancien

regime waxed, the less the bourgeoisie objected to

being occasionally applauded by the proletarians ;

and when experience had taught it the effect of

their applause, it was quick to learn to provoke it.

Only according to its programme, the}^ were, as a

matter of course, merely to serve as a claque^

dutifully waiting for the signal. That the prole-

tarians would, at least as a rule, for a while do so,

was not at all improbable. Quite certain, how-

ever, it was that when the bourgeoisie had carried its
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points with their help, they would not heed its cry

of " Halt, enough I " They were absolutely sure

then not only to continue the fight against the

common adversaries of old, but also to turn against

the bourgeoisie itself, for they had to settle an

account with it, that was of as old a date as that

with the government and the privileged classes,

and not much lower in amount either. A few

weeks after the insurrection of the 31st of May,

1793, by which the Jacobins put their heels upon

the Girondists, Robespierre wrote : " The internal

dangers come from the bourgeois ; to vanquish the

bourgeois the people must be rallied. All measures

had been taken to force the yoke of the bourgeoisie

upon the people. . . . The present insurrection

must be continued until all measures have been

taken to save the republic. . . . Pursuant to the

same plan the insurrection must be carried from

city to city, the sans-culottes must be paid, stay in

the cities, and receive arms." ^ We, before whose

eyes the whole field lies spread out, can see with

the utmost clearness, that nothing could avert the

day when these lines would be penned. In the re-

lations between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat

under the ancien regime the finger of fate had

' E. Hamel : Histoire de Robespierre, III. 72.
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irrevocably written the decree, that after they had

jointly drowned the monarchy in blood, the pro-

letariat would consider it as sacred a duty to crush

the bourgeoisie even more mercilessly.

The disintegrating tendencies of the ancien

rSgime were at work in the cities with full force.

Turgot complained : " Every city, exclusively de-

voted to its own interests, is inclined to sacrifice

to them the estates and villages of its district."

And within the cities the public interests sickened

under the load of the innumerable special interests

created or fostered by the ancien r6gime^ and every

class was nearly as exclusively devoted to its own

interests. As to the guild-fetters, at least half of

the responsibility and blame unquestionably at-

tached to the bourgeoisie. Nor did it stop at keep-

ing free competition shut out by the law. Like

the two upper orders, it everywhere managed to

throw the bulk of the public burdens upon the

masses below them, partly by acquiring some

petty office, carrying with it some exemption from

taxation, partly by making the octroi^ i. e., the

excises, or consumption taxes, the principal in-

come-source of the city.

When, with the annihilation of the enemy in

front, the ally in the rear ohanged into a mortal
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enemy, it became apparent that, by breaking up

into numberless groups and grouplets crystallizing

around some petty selfish interest, the bourgeoisie

had erected its own scaffold and dug its own grave.

There is not a day in the revolution when the

bourgeoisie could not- have put an end to terroristic

radicalism. Nothing can be further from the

truth than to think that in Paris, or anywhere in

France, the majority of the people became victims

to the epidemic mania of terrorism. The deeper

Paris, and with Paris, France, is plunged into the

despotism of bloody anarchy, the smaller is the

number of those by whom the country allows

itself to be held in an infernal vice. This is

proved beyond the possibility of contradiction by

the returns of election after election. The solu-

tion of the riddle, which contains the main-key to

the second phase of the revolution, can be given

in six words : there is no longer a bourgeoisie.

Only bourgeois are left, and every one of them

acted upon the maxim of Sieyes, who, when asked

what he had done during the reign of terror,

laconically replied :
" J^ai vecu^^'—I lived. Upon

the " Everybody-take-care-of-himself " of the

bourgeois frightened out of their manhood, the

terrorists reared tjieir power.
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Looking at the bourgeoisie of the ancien regime

and especially of Paris from the opposite point of

view, not ouly a more pleasing, in fact a very

attractive picture presents itself. The pulse of life

is vigorously throbbing in its veins, and it is a life

manifestly auguring a better future for the whole

country. Thanks to its steady application, in-

genuity, and enterprise, the material condition of

all its layers has greatly improved and continues to

improve, despite all the artificial impediments of

the ancien regime. With growing prosperity all

social amenities and refinements of life are better

appreciated, and the intellectual life powerfully

stimulated. Many of the foremost intellectual

pathfinders of the 18th century come from its

ranks, and many a grain from their ample seed-

pouches finds a grateful soil even in its lower

strata. The consequences of all this cannot

easily be over-estimated. In spite of the count-

less artificial barriers, the social layers are under-

going an astounding levelling process. The upper

classes voluntarily and involuntarily step down

several rounds of the ladder, while the bourgeoisie^

by the acquisition of wealth, knowledge, and social

polish, climbs up at least as many. The distinc-

tions of rank continue to be embroidered on the
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coats, but they more and more cease to be engraved

in the thought and feeling. The shell of the old

order of things still stood erect, but the moral prin-

ciple which had constituted its vitality was dead.^

The bourgeoisie not only thinks itself as good as

the two upper orders, but in the consciousness of

the worth of its labor it comes to deem itself even

better than they. On the eve of the revolution,

Sieyes directly declared :
" The Third Estate com-

prises everything constituting the nation, and

^ I cannot refrain from quoting in this connection a letter

of Mirabeau's uncle written forty years before the revolu-

tion. *'Jeconnais Paris; sois sAr que cette vile populace

qui y croupit, ou qui vient y croupir, pour y chercher fortune,

comme si fortune etait un chien perdu, est aussi corrompue
que Rome lorsqu'elle chercha a detruire jusqu'au nom des

patriciens ; compte que cet infame peuple de parvenus qui

donne le ton, sort dans la robe, soit dans la finance, est vrai-

ment un peuple republicain par I'insolence, en meme temps
qu'indigne de I'etre a cause de ses vices sans vertus. Quand
un peuple en delire veut attaquer une monarchie, il com-
mence toujours par la religion. Alors plus de prestiges

;

bientot la difference que Dieu lui-nieme a mise entre les

horames par les distinctions, dont nous voyons la premiere

trace dans la legislation des Juifs, parait une injustice a ce

peuple. II sape la noblesse ; et le chef de la hiararchie,

denue des appuis naturels de son trone, le sent ebranle, et

vacille dans sa place sacree. Crois-tu qu'il y ait du remede ?

Je ne le crois pas, et voici pourquoi : c'est que la distinction

entre la noblesse et la plebee n'est que morale et de conven-

tion ; on detruit cette distinction, et la noblesse est reduite

a de vaines pretentions qui les rendent pire qu'inutile."

—Mem., III. 193, 194.
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whatever is not the third estate cannot consider

itself as being of the nation." ^

Notice that the writer of this sentence, which,

if logically carried out in practice, would be in the

fullest sense of the term a radical political and

social revolution, was himself an ahh6^ a member of

the first order. This points to a most important

fact. The population of Paris did not consist

merely of the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. The

two upper orders were also largely represented in

it, and most of them stood neither socially nor in-

tellectually aloof. Constantly and in every respect

were they in the closest touch with the uppermost

strata of the bourgeoisie^ and very many of them

were among the most ardent and most influential

votaries of the new ideas and new tendencies,

which more and more pervaded the whole intellect-

ual and moral life of the nation. These members

of the two upper orders stood for a great deal

in making Paris what it was ; ^ and that Paris

' Qu'est-ce que le Tiers-Etat? p. 41, Edition Chapuys-

Montlaville. Paris, 1839. Thus Taine's assertion (I. 424) is

the literal truth :
" The Third Estate says, like Louis XIV.,

* VEtat c'est moi: "

* To these elements, their direct and indirect influence, it

was due to a great extent that, as Mirabeau wrote (June 16,

1790) to David Leroy, *' Paris ne fut jamais, sous le des-

potisme, qu'une obstruction du corps politique, egalement
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was what it was, was the most terrible of all

the terrible dangers of the impending revolu-

tion.

Paris was not yet the commercial emporium of

France, but in the most essential respects it was,

even in a much higher degree than to-day, France

lierself. For a while it had been favored and fos-

tered by the kings. Soon, however, its rapid

growth began to alarm them. Ordinance upon

ordinance trying to check this growth was issued,

but they always proved utterly futile : one of the

most drastic among the many illustrations of the

complete impotence of paternal absolutism in con-

tending against the development marked out by

the nature and force of the actual conditions. Paris

continued to grow, and the more it grew, the more

it became the absorbing centre of everything con-

stituting a determining and creative force in a

nation's life. For talent and ambition of every

variety, aspiring to more than a third-rate part,

there was but one place in France, Paris. As early

as 1740, Montesquieu wrote : " There is in France

nothing but Paris and the distant provinces ; the

latter only because Paris has as yet not had time to

propre et destinee a le vampirer et a le corrompre."—Mem.,
VIII. 5.
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swallow them." And the keen English observer,

Arthur Young, who left Paris a few days before

the storming of the Bastille, reports that there the

press was in feverish activity ; besides the news-

papers, as many as 92 pamphlets were published in

one week. In the provinces, however, hardly any

pamphlets, and only very few newspapers, were

printed. In the provinces there had been more

and larger printing establishments in the 17th

century than there were in the 18th, while, of

course, infinitely more printing was done in France

in the 18th than in the 17th century. Paris had

monopolized the business of manufacturing the

intellectual food for France. Small wonder, there-

fore, that Young meets with nothing but diffident

silence. Whenever he propounds any political

question, he invariably receives the exasperating

answer : We are only a provincial city ; we must

wait and see what Paris will say and do. Paris

alone really lived, but Paris knew only Paris. As

to how things looked beyond its immediate sur-

roundings, its notions were of the haziest sort.

But that gave it little concern. As in regard to

many questions of equal import, it drew a check

upon its vivid imagination to make up for its

lack of knowledge and judgment. The rest of
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France is not lifeless, but it has not an independent

life of its own. The initiative always and in every

respect emanates from the focus on the Seine, and

therefore the life of the provincials is in the main

only a reflex. To say that the provinces only

vegetated, would, however, in so far be wholly in-

correct, as with dependence morbid sensitiveness

to any impulse from Paris had grown apace. Espe-

cially in the principal provincial centres the intel-

lectual and moral conditions were such, that, if the

impulse from Paris attained an excessive degree of

momentum, the reaction might easily even surpass

it, if not in potency, at least in vehemence. That

opened an appalling vista, in case a future was in

store for France, whose signature w^as storm. As

early as 1750, Mirabeau's father sententiously re-

marked in regard to the position Paris held in

France : if the head grows too large, and all the

blood courses towards it, the body becomes apo-

plectic. How then, if a day were to come when the

supreme legal authorities would be compelled

virtually to strike the flag before Paris, and that

proletariat in the suburbs of St. Antoine and St.

Marceau would speak the decisive word in the city ?

Then this proletariat would actually be the heart

propelling the blood through the veins of the whole
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body politic, for the will of Paris was the law of

France.

That in times of great political and social com-

motion fearful dangers would be conjured up by

this abnormal position of Paris, was all the more

certain, because here only the fermenting new ideas

and tendencies had their creative centre. The

pulsating heart of the old France was not there,

but at such close proximity, that if Paris should

ever become of opinion that its beating was

altogether too much out of time, even women

might not deem it too fatiguing to walk the dis-

tance for the purpose of giving it a regulating

squeeze.

In Versailles the whole life of the ancien regime

is legally and actually focused. Versailles even

claims to be the France of the ancien rSgime.

Speaking of great court days, it is the customary

phrase with the writers, who are a part of Ver-

sailles, to say :
" All France was present." And

the whole life of this whole France concentrated

there in the artificial creation of Louis XIV. is also

in its turn legally and actually focused. " What of

it," says Taine, " that Versailles has 80,000 inhabit-

ants, is one of the biggest cities of the kingdom .•

it is filled, peopled, occupied, by the life of a single
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man." ^ That is no exaggeration, and it was so

not primarily and principally because France was

an absolute monarchy and the centre of the

governmental apparatus was located at the king's

habitual residence. Prussia was also an absolute

monarchy under Frederick the Great, but we see

nothing like it either in Potsdam or Berlin. The

unique character of Versailles is due infinitely less

to the fact that it is the seat of government, than

to the further fact that it is the permanent residence

of the court. Frederick the Great reigned and

governed, reducing his holding of court to the ab-

solutely indispensable. Louis XIV. also reigned

and governed, but nevertheless made holding of

court the first and paramount task and duty of the

kings of France. When the etiquette of the

French court was explained to Frederick the Great,

he sarcastically remarked, that, if he had happened

to be king of France, the first thing he would have

done after his accession to the throne, would have

been to appoint a king-adjunct to hold court for

him. Indeed, recourse to some such measure

would have been a necessity for a man of his stamp,

for the French kings had to husband their time

1 1. 103.
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well to spare two or two and a half hours a day

for state affairs.

Louis XIY. was fully conscious of what he was

doing, when—although he fully lived up to his

declaration at Mazarin's death, that henceforth he

would be himself his prime minister—he made

court-keeping the foremost state affair. He liked

to hear himself called by his courtiers, " le Roi

Soleil^^^—the king-sun. They knew that the most

extravagant flattery would be well received by

him, and their servility was equal to driving it to

the very acme of absurdity. " Sire, the rain of

Versailles does not make wet," said one of them,

with a profound reverence, when the king was

overtaken by a shower in his promenade and gave

permission to the suite to cover their heads. But

Louis XIV. knew better than any one of the court-

iers, that this appellation was not merely a flatter-

ing metaphor. As to them it strictly corresponded

to the facts. It had been his conscious and set

purpose to make himself the sun, around which

they, as planets of all conceivable magnitudes, had

to circle, receiving their motion and their light only

from it, and to an astonishing degree he had suc-

ceeded in carrying out his intention.

The high nobility is expected to make Versailles
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as much as possible its regular abode. The in-

tendants are required to give in their official re-

ports full information as to whether the nobility

of their geniralitS is inclined or disinclined to do

so. If the noblemen will not, or, for some reason

or other, cannot comply with this wish of his

majesty, a high moral pressure is brought to bear

upon them, to come at least from time to time to

Versailles to make their obeisance. Even a man

of the standing of the old marshal of France,

Rosen, has to undergo every year the fatigues of

the journey from distant Alsace, solely for the pur-

pose of fulfilling this duty. To attach oneself so

far to the court that one comes to be considered a

regular member of it, is to make one's nest in a

golden cage,^ even if one does not hold any office

1 The closest compartment of it was, however, occupied

by the king himself. Louis XVI. was very far from enjoy-

ing court-keeping. If it had been possible, he probably

would have very willingly acted upon the suggestion of

Frederick the Great to appoint a king-adjunct for this pur-

pose. But the chains forged by the King-Sun for his suc-

cessors were riveted so fast, that this absolute ruler over

twenty-five millions could not even help making a perfect

fool of himself. He did venture now and then to go in the

early morning to Trianon, there to breakfast with Marie

Antoinette, but all the while carefully watching the hands of

the clock. Stern duty bade him be back at Versailles in time

to undress and go back into his bed for the purpose of get-

ting out of it again and being dressed once more with all

the pomp and circumstance prescribed by the rules of 1681.

5
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imposing any real or nominal duties. Not to assist

at any of the daily ceremonies one has the right to

attend, smacks of neglecting one's moral obliga-

tions. To indulge frequently in this kind of ab-

senteeism is sure to be noticed, sooner or later, and

when noticed, will cause more or less of an eclipse

of the royal sun. Courtiers, therefore, are slow to

leave Versailles for any length of time without

asking the king's gracious consent, and this they

do not venture to request very often. As a rule,

however, they are only too glad to stay. What

have the provincial cities to offer in comparison

to Versailles and Paris ? And their estates—if

they have any—are duller still. Unless it be to

hunt for a month or two, the thought of visiting

them is usually far from being attractive, for it is

wont to be associated with the vision of empty

pockets imperatively demanding a more or less

protracted season of recuperation.

Yes, not only amusement and excitement of

every kind and the allurements offered to ambition

make the court a magnet of almost irresistible force

to whomsoever has once come within its sphere of

attraction. The exact number of courtiers—-female

as well as male—who were tied to it as fast by

their pockets, could hardly be figured out. But
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nothing would be easier than to prove that the

percentage was very great, and the tendency con-

stantly to become greater still very strong. The

example which the Roi Soleil set in leading a life

as if every night a dry rain of gold drizzled down

upon the park of Versailles, was not lost upon his

courtiers, and they ruined themselves as effectually

as he the state ; and the sons and grandsons were

fully up to the mark of their sires. " With the ex-

ception of two or three hundred at the most," says

Bouille, " the old families were ruined. Most of

the large titled estates had become the appanage

of the financiers, merchants, and their descend-

ants." 1 It was hon ton, not only to keep the serene

and graceful smile on one's lips when the last louis-

d^or was gone and the creditors refused to add any

more entries in their ledgers to the already end-

less list, but also to pretend not to know the first

thing about the condition of one's money affairs.

" Sire," replied, blandly smiling, a prelate, whom

the king asked wliether the report was true that he

^ According to Rabaut Saint-Etienne about one-fourth of

the soil was still owned by the nobility. " On ne risquerait

pas de se tromper en portant a un milliard le produit reel de

la propriete fonci^re
;
pour plus de certitude, nous le redui-

rons a 800 millions, dont 200 millions possedes par la noblesse,

au-dela de 110 millions par le clerge, et le surplus par le

tiers-etat."—A la nation frangaise, 62.
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was being hunted down by the importunities of

his creditors, " I shall inquire of my bailiff and then

report." But so much sound business instinct

these fine folks possessed after all, to know full

well that it is better to have something than noth-

ing, and more than less, and neither hon ton nor

their keen sense of honor were the slightest barrier

to their applying—in season and out of season

—

to the king to turn on his big stop-cock, whether

their own cask had run empty or not. Nor did the

king see anything out of the way in this. The

vaults of the state's treasury were practically his

personal strong-box, so far as he chose to put them

to this use ; and it was but fair that, if he wanted

to have his planets, he should also, without nig-

gardly stinting, do his proper share to supply

them with this indispensable element of motive-

power.

It would be a great mistake to attribute solely

to the passion of the kings for pomp and ostenta-

tion the incredible figures to which their retinue

swelled in the course of time. As to the state,

innumerable offices were created for the purpose of

selling them ; as to the court, innumerable offices

were created for the purpose of paying courtiers for

being courtiers. Two illustrations will suffice to
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prove this. A number of officials had to serve only

^^ree months in the year, so that there were four

incumbents of the same office and four salaries had

to be paid ; and other offices need only be named

to show that they belonged to this category, as, for

instance, the " wine-runners " and the " hasteners

of roasts." Is it, under such circumstances, so

very astonishing, that, even after the considerable

redactions of 1775 and 1776, the retinue of the

king still numbered 9,050 persons, that the court

swallowed up one-tenth of the whole revenue of

the state, that even after the so-called " great

reform of the mouth " of 1780, Mesdames, the

daughters of Louis XV., three old spinsters, re-

ceived 600,000?. for their table expenses, the

queen four millions for hers, the two brothers

of the king 8,300,000 for theirs, not count-

ing the two millions from the crown-estates al-

lotted to them ? 1 On the other hand, is it so very

astonishing, that, the court requiring such enor-

mous sums, in 1753 the lackeys had not received

their salaries for three years and the royal hostlers

went a-begging at night, or that in 1778, 792,620?.

were due to the wine-purveyor, and almost three

and. a half millions to the purveyor of fish and meat ?

1 Taine, I. 91.
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Real and nominal offices were not the only means

of mending the rickety fortunes of the courtiers.

Direct presents of money were made, especially in

the form of permanent pensions, wliich were often

granted for no other reason than that the pei"Sons

applying for them were favorites, or had an in-

fluential backing, and liked to spend more money

than they had. " It is time to remember," says

Mirabeau bluntly in his thirteenth Note to the

court, " that the prostitution of the favors (^grdces)

and the disorder of the finances have undermined

the throne and necessitated the revolution." ^

These pensions were granted without any reference

to the condition of the treasury and made payable

at all sorts of offices collecting revenue of some

kind or other, but dispensing what they collected

and running their accounts more or less inde-

pendently of the treasury. The consequence was,

that nobody knew exactly to how much the pen-

sions amounted in the aggregate.. At the time of

Necker's first ministry they had run up to about

28 millions.2

' Corresp., II. 115.

2 Two instances will sufficiently show how well the rea-

sons for which the pensions were granted could stand the test.

The Marquis d'Antichamp received four pensions : (1) "for

the services of his late father ;" (2) " for the same object

"
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Despite the reckless lavishness, with which the

earnings of the tax-payers were thus conveyed into

the pockets of the courtiers, the demand far ex-

ceeded the supply, so the tax-farmers were induced

to step in and make up for the shortcomings of

the government. To secure the pretended or real

influence of courtiers the tax-farmers let them par-

take of their profits. This was called croupes. No

man or woman, no matter how high in rank,

blushed to let everybody know it, if he or she had

the good fortune to be a croupier. Why should

they ? Did not their gracious master Louis XV.

—

the whole people talked about it—stand in the

front rank of grain speculators, while grim famine

held sway in more than one province of his king-

dom ? Small wonder that he saw no objection to

issuing formal patents for a share in the croupes.

Here we have in a nutshell the outcome of

Louis XIV.'s successful effort to make the holding

{ohjet)
; (3) "for the same reasons" (raisons)

; (4) "for the

same causes " (causes). Degalois de la Tour was the happy-

recipient of three pensions : (1) " as first president and in-

tendant ; " (2) " as intendant and first president ;
" (3) " for

the same above-mentioned reasons." According to R.

Stourm,Les Finances de I'ancien Regime et de la Revolution,

II. 134, the pensions even amounted to 32 millions, but of

these only six to seven millions were granted without good

cause.
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of court the foremost state affair : it logically leads

to systematic demoralization. And all the evils

spring from a common root. The underlying

principle of the Vetat c''est moi maxim is applied

also to the court—of course apart from its relation

to the king : no duties, only rights. Here is the

essential difference between the absolutism of the

ancien regime and that of Prussia under Frederick

William and Frederick the Great : they made—not

only by the profession of their lips, but in fact

—

their duties the basis of their rights : " The King

is the first servant of the state." Louis XIV. had

adopted for himself, and, consequently, also for

his court, the opposite principle, and the result is

thus summed up by d'Argenson :
" The court

!

all the evil is in this word. The court has become

the senate of the nation ; the last lackey of Ver-

sailles is senator ; the chambermaids have a share

in the government, if not to order, at least to pre-

vent laws and rules ; and, thanks to their prevent-

ing, there are no longer either laws, orders,

or rulers. . . . The court is the tomb of the

nation."

Of course ! Even when under Louis XIV.

frivolity reached its climax, these people were not

satisfied with eating, drinking, and dressing well
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and amusing themselves, they also hungered and

thirsted for power, as well for its own sake, as

for the sake of all that power is able to procure.

The means by which power was sought and

obtained necessarily were in accord with the spirit

bred by the maxim : No duties, only rights. To

a degree, and with certain very important restric-

tions, merit was a good thing, but the art to ingra-

tiate oneself was better still. Statecraft was not

proscribed, but skilful intriguing—and in that

lackeys and chambermaids could lend a most help-

ful hand—was often a much surer road to power

;

and to hold one's ground for any length of time

without being more or less of an expert in this

low craft was next to impossible. Was it under

such circumstances not inevitable that the welfare

of the country should often consciously be relegated

to the position of a secondary consideration, and

still much oftener, in questions not of capital im-

port, not be taken into consideration at all, simply

because it never occurred to one that it might be

proper to do so?^

> On the 11th of May, 1777, Joseph II. wrote from Paris to

his brother Leopold :
" Un despotisme aristocrate y (a la

cour a Versailles) regne ; cela parait contradictoire et cela

est pourtant vrai. Chacun dans son departement y est maitre

absolu, mais avec la crainte continuelle d'etre, non dirige
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This is a most important point. Most of these

men and women were far from being so wicked

as one might infer from what I have said thus far.

They would be judged very unfairly, if one did

not more or less apply to them the Saviour's

prayer on the cross : Forgive them, for they know

not what they do. The court Avas the tomb of the

nation, but it was as Avell a charming as a brilliant

tomb. The courtiers were wonderful masters in

the art of making it a fairly bewitching abode, and

they thoroughly enjoyed inhabiting it. It was,

however, not only a fact, that they principally

lived for enjoyment, but, for aught they knew,

par le souverain, mais deplace. Par-la chacun ne tend qu'd

se conserver, et aucun bien ne se fait que s'il est analogue a
cette vue. Ceux qui ont voulu faire autrement, en ont ete

le sacrifice et renvoyes sur le champ. Le Roi n'est maitre

absolu que pour passer d'un esclavage dans un autre. II pent

changer des ministres,mais ilnepeut jamais, s'il n'aun genie

transcendant, se rendre maitre de la gestion de ses affaires.

*' Vous pouvez-vous imaginer comment les affaires setrai-

tent. Pour moi, je vois manifestement que toutes les petites

qui ont trait aux intrigues i)ersonnelles, se traitent avec le

plus grand soin et interet, pendant que les majeures, qui re-

gardent I'etat, sont parfaitement neghgees. Toute la robe

et la noblesse, qui a pour but de parvenir un jour a une
place de ministre, crie continuellement contre ceux en place

pour qu'on les change, mais quand on voudrait attaquer

cette forme detestable du despotisme affreux que chacun

exerce dans sa charge, tons se reunissent pour I'empecher,

chacun esperant a son tour y parvenir."—Arneth : Maria

Theresia und Joseph II., 133.
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it was also their indisputable right to make enjoy-

ment the chief aim and end of life. Those were,

perhaps, not far from right, who afterwards said,

that fully to know what a refined pleasure life

can be made to be, one must have lived in those

days. Yes, refined to the last degree of exquisite-

ness. However hollow or even rotten the inside,

the form was of masterful design and the polish

unsurpassable in lustre and delicacy. Coarseness of

any kind sends an unfeigned shudder to the very

bones. Even " the great goddess Lubricity," to

use Matthew Arnold's graphic metaphor, is wor-

shipped without hypocrisy, but in a tasty drapery

purloined from Chastity's wardrobe. In every

respect the senses are allowed more than their

right, but whatever is grossly sensuous is of de-

cidedly bad taste, and whatever is of bad taste is

a social sin harder to be forgiven than many a

serious moral failing. The true perfection in

form does not only become " a second nature," but

it supplants nature. Even Mirabeau, whose last

brief illness was accompanied by excruciating

pains and most cruel torments, smilingly asked

his friend La Marck :
" Well, Monsieur le con-

naisseur in beautiful deaths, are you satisfied ? " ^

1 Mem., VIII. 478.
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How then can it surprise one that to the real

adepts of the art of living of the ancien regime it

is afterwards much easier to mount the scaffold

with an easy grace above criticism, than to over-

come their repulsion against using the uncouth

means of defence, with which they alone could

have defended themselves successfully ?

But here is the rub : the perfection of form sup-

planted nature. The pleasures of the intellect

and even of the soul were appreciated as much,

and frequently more than the mere pleasures of

the senses, but Essence was always the page having

to carry the train of the mistress Form. When to

make a proper bow had become a science, it is

easy to understand that there was a strong ten-

dency to let talking degenerate into turning fine

phrases, to think that the tickling sensation pro-

duced by a new idea dispenses one from the duty

of earnestly inquiring into its truth, to mistake

sentimentalism for sentiment, to substitute social

etiquette for morality.

There is something stern in truth of every kind

—the very idea of truth implies sternness. Stern-

ness, however, is incompatible with perfect enjoy-

ment, as the term is understood by the society of

the ancien regime. Therefore, enjoyment being
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its chief aim and end, it is not really truthful in

anything—in its feeling and thought just as little

as in its action. It plays a part with itself and,

in consequence, over-acts its part. It is suffi-

ciently tired of pleasure in the usual acceptation

of the word to be eagerly in quest for sentiment

—

food for the soul—and it literally pins its senti-

ments to its dresses and sticks them into its coif-

fures. " Enthusiasm," as Taine says,^ " was obli-

gatory." But a gentleman characterized this

enthusiasm by the following caustic remark : " A
true sentiment is so very rare a thing that, when

I return from Versailles, I sometimes stop in

the streets to look at a dog gnawing a bone." ^

1 1. 210.

2 Champford 110.—Quoted by Taine, I. 204. Emperor
Joseph II. wrote (May 11, 1777) from Paris, to his brother

Leopold :
" II y a des objets a voir tres-interessants, des

etablissements dont I'appareil et I'apparence est superbe,

Ton batit avec une recherche et un luxe etonnant, enfin Ton

met tout a I'apparence, mais quand on va plus loin et qu'on

recherche vraiment I'utile, on est tres-detrompe. Ce n'est

pas celui-la qui est une jouissance froide, peu saillante et

par consequent peu accueillie par cette nation vive et legere,

qu'on cherche pour faire parler de soi, car c'est la a quoi

tend tout le monde ici ; on veut avoir I'apparence des grands

sentiments qui ne sont point encore des vertus, et Ton se

contente d'acquerir de la celebrite par-la, ne fut-ce meme
que pour huit jours. A cet objet Ton sacrifie tout, et Ton

ne connait guere dans cette Babylone, ni les lois de la nature,
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Satiety of over-refinement has so far set in,

that it longs for some new stimulating spice,

and, under the guidance of Rousseau, it finds it

in nature, never suspecting that it is a hazardous

undertaking to play at nature in gold-embroidered

coats and on mirror-like floors: heretofore the

children had been abandoned to the servants, now

the inspiration received from the new gospel went

with some ladies to the extent, that they deemed it

fit to do their maternal duty by their babies in the

salon in the presence of gentlemen. As to the

actualities of life the Vetat c'est moi principle

was under Louis XVI. of as good service to the

court as under Louis XIV. ; but as the fathers and

grandfathers had already been born with it into the

world, it no longer offered any charm to either the

intellect or the imagination. To these the new po-

litical philosophy ministered the keenest relish, and

why not indulge them also ? In the royal theatre

of Versailles the whole court enthusiastically

applauds the verses from Voltaire's " Brutus "

:

" Je suisfils de Brutus etje porte en mon cceur

La liberie gravee et les rots en horreursy

Why not ?

ni celles de la societe, que pour un certain vemis de poli-

tesse."—Arneth : Maria Theresia und Joseph II., II. 132, 133.
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Ah, why not ! Under the ancieM rSgime France

existed for the court, but did nothing but the

court exist in France ? Were there not people

to whom what these verses expressed might be

already now, or might become in a not-distant

future, something more than a fine abstract senti-

ment and a good text for an animating political

discussion, without any reference to the real

world ? Or was, perhaps, the court after all pre-

pared to applaud also a serious attempt to have

this sentiment with all its logical consequences

carried out in practice ? Even if there had been

one man or woman ready to bring all the personal

sacrifices this implied, even his or her heart would

as yet have been chilled with horror at the idea

of the black treason against the king it also

implied. Many thought that they fully and

honestly believed in the doctrines of the new

political philosophy, and in a way they really did.

There was only one little difficulty about it : they

—if the homely saying may be excused—wanted

to eat the cake and yet keep it. They did not

only pin their sentiments to their dresses and

stick them into their coiffures, they also practiced

them, but without really and wholly giving up

—

either in theory or in practice—their old notion
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that it is for the grand seigneur to say, when and

how far the rights of common mortals ought to be

respected by him. They did ardently long to

exchange the after all rather wearying artificiality

of their studied conventionalities for the freshness

and unconstraint of nature, but nature was of

course to stalk on high-heeled shoes, to wear

stays, and to stitch lace cuffs to the coat sleeves.

They were honest votaries of liberty, and did look

forward with delight to a state and society con-

structed according to the dictates of enlightened

reason, but—to paraphrase a legal term—with the

benefit of their privilege-inventory of the ancien

regime. In a word : they were victims of the

strange illusion that they could aspire to the new

and at the same time hold fast to the old. Segur

writes : " Liberty, whatever its language might

be, pleased us for its courage ; equality, because

it was so convenient. One enjoys descending, as

long as one believes one is able to mount again as

soon as one pleases ; without forecast we enjoyed

at the same time the advantages of aristocracy

and the sweets of a plebeian philosophy."

The same writer says : " The institutions re-

mained monarchical, but the customs became

republican." It would have been more correct to
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write: the thinking and feeling, and, conse-

quently, in a measure, even the customs be-

came republican. But when the thinking and

feeling, and therefore also the customs of the

people are no more in accord with the institutions,

these are merely empty shells. The only ques-

tions are, when and how they will be crushed.

Posterity can clearly see, that in this case the

answer to both these questions was not doubtful.

Louis XIV. had departed this life, burdened with

the hatred of the people ; on Louis XV. rested,

long before his death, the unmeasured contempt

of the whole nation. The contempt of the people

is, however, an infinitely heavier and more fatal

burden on the shoulders of a monarch than their

hatred. And, if the contempt for the person of

the monarch is coupled with the hatred of the

institutions, the burden becomes crushing. Now

when the character of the institutions is eminently

monarchical and the putrefaction that is eating up

the monarchical summit, has not only seized upon

all the political institutions, but has also made

much headway in the decomposition of the whole

social structure, the break-down must be complete

and ensue with a terrible crash.

6



LECTURE III.

Mending the Old Garment with New Cloth.

Louis XY. proved himself not only a mon-

strous cynic, but also a keen observer and sound

reasoner, when he uttered that word, which would

alone secure unenviable immortality to his mem-

ory, " Apres nous le deluge ! " ^ He risked noth-

ing in leering with contemptuous unconcern at

the lowering clouds, but when he died it was pro-

posed to bestow upon his young heir the surname

" le denre^'' the longed-for. By sheer force of

habit the loyal attachment to the Bourbons was

still so strong that the successor of Louis XIV.

" le Itoi-Soleil^'* could defile the purple to any ex-

^ The phrase is perhaps more correctly attributed to Mme.
Pompadour, if, indeed, either of them is the author of it.

But though it be apocryphal, it characterizes Louis XV. 's

way of feeling, thinking and acting as correctly as the

VEtat c'est moi that of Louis XIV. The other phrase

attributed to him : Cela durera autant que nous, is probably

more authentic, and it amounts to pretty much the same
thing.

83
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tent without having to fear that he would be

called to account by the people ; and he was too

sagacious to let his government become guilty of

any inconsistencies in the sins of omission and

commission, which systematically fostered the rot-

ting of state and society. But he had filled the

vessel of the people's forbearance so to the brim,

that his successor was greeted with eloquent

silence on his first visit to the capital, merely be-

cause he had not as yet commenced the cleansing

of the Augean stables by forthwith dismissing the

two best hated ministers, Maupeou and Terray

;

and he was alive to the necessity of reforms, but

only just enough to make bad worse. However

rotten a house may be, it stands astonishingly

long, if it be but left to itself. In a certain stage

of decay, its power of resistance is increased by its

being equally rotten in all its parts. Finally, it

must fall in any case, but the catastrophe is has-

tened on by tearing down a part here and there

and rebuilding it with new and sound material.

The rotten rest is not capable of sustaining the

weight of the new pieces. Just because the new

is sound, it causes the old to break down sooner

than it otherwise would have done. Thousands of

years ago it was known that it may be foolish to
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mend an old garment with new cloth. This Louis

XVI. undertook to do, and if ever there was a

man possessed of all the qualities required for

making the worst of such an unpromising under-

taking, it was he.

His father had not allowed him to grow up in

the poisoned atmosphere of the court. That, how-

ever, was about all he had done for him, and that

was a scanty outfit for the absolute ruler of a

great empire drifting at an alarming rate into

all-embracing political and social decomposition.

But little effort had been made to make up by

thorough training in some measure for the defi-

ciencies in nature's ungenerous endowment. His

intellectual horizon was narrow, and even within

its compass he moved but slowly, and no more

than he could help. Indolent, and yet irascible
;

good-natured, and yet curt to rudeness ; yielding

to every pressure, but allowing no one to gain full

sway over his ever-vacillating will ; rendered

stubborn by the very consciousness of his weak-

ness, and sinking back into redoubled weakness as

soon as the fitful mood of asserting a will of his

own has spent its force ; in spite of his weakness,

standing before an insurmountable barrier when-

ever his religious belief is or seems to be involved
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in the question at issue, but even then not stirred

up into striking a vigorous blow for his convic-

tions, but only intensifying into absolute immova-

bility the listless passivity, which is the very

essence of his nature ; well-meaning, but devoid

of the intellectual as well as of the moral strength

required to persist, when his good intentions meet

with resistance ; morally pure, but without any

adequate conception of either the nature or extent

of moral responsibility. ^

And just in this, the most essential quality, the

queen was even more wanting, though in every

other respect greatly his superior. Later on, when

the revolutionary storm had burst in full force

from the clouds, Mirabeau called Marie Antoi-

nette, in a momentary access of enthusiastic hope-

fulness, " the only man at court." She had un-

questionably a much stronger will and more

^ La Marck, as true a friend as the hapless royal couple

ever had, thus sums up his opinion in a letter of Oct. 10,

1791, to Mercy d'Argenteau :
" Louis XVI. est incapable de

regner,—par I'apathie de son caractere,—par cette rare resi-

gnation qu'il prend pour du courage et qui le rend presque

insensible au danger de sa position,—et, enfin, par cette

repugnance invincible pour le travail de la pensee, qui lui

fait detourner toute conversation, toute reflexion sur la

situation dangereuse dans laquelle sa bonte a plonge lui et

son royaume."—Corresp. entre Mirabeau et La Marck, III.

248.
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initiative as well as a keener intellect than lier

royal husband, and therefore her ascendency over

him grew apace with the increasing troubles and

dangers. But the reason that to the last he never

implicitly followed even her lead is not to be

sought exclusively in his character. Though in

the scorching heat of her trials she intellectually

and morally matured almost beyond what one

could have expected of her, she remained to the

end intellectually and morally utterly unable to lay

down for herself a clearly-conceived course, or to

pursue her course with unswerving steadiness and

determination. Apart from her attitude in her

trial and on the scaffold, she never rose to being

reall}^ great in a great time, but always betrayed

the illy-balanced woman, who cannot refrain from

allowing petty considerations of every imaginable

kind to interfere more or less with the decision of

capital questions. And what was ultimately lack

of the required elevation of judgment, purpose, and

fate-defying energy, had been originally shallow-

ness, fickleness, and frivolous unconcern. Louis

understood from the beginning that his inherited

vocation of kingship not only conferred rights, but

also imposed duties, and however dim liis ideas

of them were, he did not shirk them, though his
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sluggish mind derived no real satisfaction from

their performance, and his locksmith-workshop was

much more attractive to him than the cabinet

council. Marie Antoinette thought the life-task

of a queen consisted in enjoying herself and help-

ing her friends to have a good time of it. Only so

far as it was serviceable to these ends did she at first

try to exercise an influence on questions of state,

and all attempts to kindle in her a sustained in-

terest in any other serious occupation proved sad

failures.^ All the charges that have been laid to

* Among the sincere devotees of the old order of things,

perhaps none has a better claim to be considered a classical

witness as to the character of the queen than Besenval. He
writes :

" La reine est loin de manquer d'esprit, mais son

education a ete nuUe sous le rapport de I'instruction. Hors
quelques romans, elle n'a jamais ouvert un livre, et ne

cherche pas mame les notionseque la societe peut donner

;

des qu'une matiere prend une couleur serieuse, I'ennui se

montre sur son visage et glace I'entretien. Sa conversation

est decousue, sautillante et voltige d'objets en objets. Sans

aucun fonds de gaiete personnelle, elle s'amusait de I'histo-

riette du jour, de petites libertees gazees avec adresse, et sur-

tout de la medisance comme on la prepare a la cour ; voila

ce qui lui plait. Facile, point exigeante, mais peu faite pour

le sentiment Dans le temps que la confiance qu'elle me
temoignait m'avait autorise et excite a lui donner des con-

seils, j'ai tout fait pour I'engager a acquerir des connais-

sances qui Teussent mise a portee de se livrer a la pretention

qu'elle avait de faire des ministres, et de determiner ou de-

truire une decision d'administration ; mais je ne pus obtenir

qu'elle mit un peu d'application a la place des frivolites qui

remplissaient le vide de ses journees.
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her door, with a view to make her appear wicked,

are malicious distortions or wholly unfounded

slanders. She was only thoughtless and frivolous

;

but her thoughtlessness was of a kind to provoke

malice and slander, ^ even if she had been sur-

rounded by saints, instead of the putrescent

court inherited from Louis XV. and Madame

Dubarry ; and her frivolities went to such excesses,

that under the existing condition of things, they

could not but have the effect of crimes against the

commonwealth. That in all she did and left un-

done she did not swim against the stream, but

only allowed herself to be gayly carried along by

it, goes far toward mitigating the moral judgment

that has to be passed upon her, but it could be of

no avail as to the consequences.

Does it require uncommon discernment to see

that the hapless fate of this royal couple—he

hardly out of his teens, she still in them, and both

^ " C'est avec ce manque de moyens que I'archeveque de Sens

la fit entrer dans tous les comites, et lui donna une voie pre-

ponderante dans les decisions. Par ce moyen, il augmentait

son credit, la reine n'etant que I'echo de son opinion ; mais

cette conduite ne pouvait manquer de donnor un tort a

cette princesse, et de jeter un ridicule sur eUe, en meme
temps qu'elle discreditait Tadministration."—Memoires, II.

309, 310. Compare the letter of Joseph II. to his brother

Leopold, May 11, 1777.—Arneth, Maria Theresia und
Joseph II.,n. 134.
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SO moulded by nature that even fifteen years later

they are still but overgrown children—was irrevo-

cably written in that surname, " le dSsirS,^^ which

paints the whole appalling situation so drastically

in one word ? A man of a different stamp would

have derived from it not only inspiration, but also

strength ; Louis XVI. was chained down by it to

the task of working from the first days of his

reign systematically at his own doom. His heart

readily responded to the nation's pressing call

for reform, but he utterly failed to realize, that as

to the outcome of the promptings of his heart,

everything depended on what his head stood for

in the question. Not officially prime minister, but

virtually the head of the cabinet, was Maurepas, a

cynical and wily old courtier, whose principal merit

consisted in having been exiled in punishment for

a biting lampoon on Mme. Pompadour, the late

king's mistress, who had long been the virtual

sovereign of France. To embark on the stormy

sea of reform with such a man at the helm was

certainly a venturesome undertaking. Nothing

would be more erroneous than to infer from this

choice, which was imposed upon the weak mon-

arch by his aunts,^ that the king was not perfectly

' The king had resolved to make the former minister,
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honest in his desire to fulfill the just expecta-

tions of the people. It was manifestly only an

error of judgment, but of such grossness, that

even chance would be powerless to keep the craft

Machault, prime minister, but the imperious princess

Adelaide induced him by her importunities to change the

address of the letter. Mme. Campan writes :
" La lettre

pour appeler M. de Machault etait ecrite, lorsque madame
Adelaide obtint la preference de ce choix important en
faveur de M. de Maurepas. On rappela le page qui etait

muni de la premiere lettre." And she adds in a foot-note :

" Ce fait a ete mis en doute ; mais je puis assurer que Louis

XVI. s'adressa a M. de Campan pour rappeler le page
;
qu'il

le trouva pret a monter a cheval, le fit remonter pour rendre

sa lettre au roi lui-meme ; et que la reine dit a ce sujet 4
mon beau-pere :

' Si la lettre eut ete parti, M. de Machault

eut ete premier ministre ; car jamais le roi n'eilt pris sur lui

d'ecrire une seconde lettre contraire a sa premiere volonte."

—Mem. de Mme de Campan, I. 88. The letter itself bears

witness to the truth of the story. It would surely not have

contained certain expressions if it had been originally

intended for Maurepas. Besides Mercy, who was unquestion-

ably well informed, directly asserts that Maurepas owed his

api)ointment to the aunts of the king. He writes on May
17, 1774, to the empress :

*' Le premier soin de Mesdames a

ete de se meler de matieres de gouvernement, de donner des

conseils, de proposer qu'on fit venir le comte de Maurepas,

et la reine, de complaisance en complaisance, a servi elle-

meme d'organe pour faire parvenir au roi les id^es de Mes-

dames, ou pour mieux dire, celles des intrigantes qui les

dirigent."—Arneth et Geffroi, Marie-Antoinette, Corresp.

secrete entre Marie-Therese et le comte de Mercy-Argenteau,

II. 146, 147. This (Ubut is eminently characteristic of

Louis XVI.
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out of the currents running with irresistible force

straight on to the breakers.

Still at first the prospects were apparently-

bright enough. Turgot, the contrdleur gSnSral,

assisted by Malesherbes, launched the reform

vessel with such vigor in the right direction, that

under the animating effect of the applause and

gratitude of the people even Louis was moment-

arily stirred up into something like zest and zeal.

Turgot proved that the credit of the government

was by no means irretrievably ruined, and that,

with the restored credit of the government as a

starting-point, the sanitation not only of the state

finances, but also of the whole economic life of

the nation, could be successfully put under way.

To free the government from its financial em-

barrassment, however, meant the sealing up of the

ojie source from which any immediate political

dangers were to be apprehended ; and if but a

direct political contest with the people was obvi-

ated, progressing economic sanitation could be

made to furnish a basis of sufficient extent and

solidity to bring about gradually the required

political, social, and moral regeneration. Only

one thing was in the nature of the case utterly

impossible : not even the first steps towards the
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sanitation either of the state finances or the

nation's economic life could be taken without

violently jostling against those who had a selfish

interest in the maintenance of the existing vicious

system, and these embraced all who possessed

power or could exercise influence. Not every re-

form hurt them all, but by every step forward

some wasp's nest was stirred up, and soon all who

fattened upon the follies or vices of the ancien

regime were tacitly leagued against the audacious

minister, for they were quick to learn that they

were bound up in a common cause.

The most effective weapon had been furnished

to the opposition by Maurepas. Despite his

cynicism he relished popularity, and as Maupeou's

dismissal had been so vividly applauded, the

undoing of what had rendered him so hateful to

the people—^the suppression of the Parliament

—

was sure to be hailed with still greater exultation.

So it was, but it also started ill-boding reflections

as to the nerve this government was likely to

display, whenever it had to encounter popular

clamor. "What you want to be considered an

amnesty," warned Turgot, " will be deemed an

amende honorable and a confession of weakness ;^

* He saw even then that weakness constituted the
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therefore the Parliament will prove bolder and

more intractable than ever, while you expect from

it meekness and gratitude. You enter upon the

arduous work of reform by restoring to its enemies

their most formidable stronghold, for with the

Parliament revives its right to register the royal

edicts, and it is sure to refuse the registration of

one and all that strike a blow against the interests

of the privileged classes." ^

Louis followed Maurepas' advice,^ but when

greatest danger for the success of Louis XVI. 's reign, and
with the experiences of every month this conviction grew
upon him. His letter of April 30, 1776, to the king contains

the oft-quoted solemn warning : " Do not forget, Sire, that

it was weakness which put the head of Charles I. on the

block ; it was weakness which formed the League under

Henry III. , which made crowned slaves of Louis XIII. and of

the present king of Portugal ; it was weakness which caused

all the misfortunes of the late reign." This most remark-

able letter has been published in full by Larcy, Louis XVI.

et Turgot, 27-31, and it deserves to be carefully read from

the first to the last word. Turgot has erected himself by it

a monumentum cere perennius.

' The import of the restoration of the Parliament is point-

edly summed up by Rocquain in the sentence :
" Le monar-

que detruisait I'ouvrage de Louis XV. , et donnait raison a la

nation contre laroyaute."—L'Espritrevolutionnaireavantla

Revolution, p. 323.

2 The Journal historique, VI. 301, Nov. 8, 1774, reports :

" Sur les diverses representations faites au Roi concernant

le danger pour son autorite de retablir le Parlement, S. M.

a repondu : cela peut etre vrai, c'est peut-etre mal vu en
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the course of events proved how good a prophet

Turgot had been, he let himself be persuaded to

compel the registration of two incisive reform

edicts—the abolishment of the road service

{corvee) and of the guilds. It was a worse than

barren victory for the good cause. On the 12th

of March, 1776, the " bed of justice " had been

held, and exactly two months later Turgot was

dismissed. He was only a high-minded patriot

and a great statesman, and things had come to

such a pass, that these qualities could not suffice

to maintain a minister in his post. It is no exag-

geration to say that they were, on the contrary,

disqualifications, which rendered his speedy fall

inevitable. The approval or disapproval of the

people at large was as yet wholly irrelevant as to

this question ; and as Turgot had necessarily hurt,

offended, or at least alarmed, all whose approval or

disapproval was not irrelevant, his only support

was the king, and, though legally everything

depended exclusively on him, his approval was

actually under such circumstances quite as irrele-

vant as that of the people at large. More than

politique, mais il m'a pani que c'etait le voeu leplus general,

et je veux etre aime."—Quoted by Oncken, Das Zeitalter

Friedrichs des Grossen, II. 571, 572. Also this is eminently

characteristic of Louis XVI.
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eleven years later Jefferson wrote, without any

qualification as to circumstances : " The king goes

for nothing." ^ " Only Turgot and I love the

people," Louis plaintively said, and yet he con-

sented to dismiss him, though he had pledged his

word of honor unswervingly to sustain him. Ac-

cording to his conception of his political duties,

a sigh sufficiently atoned for his straying from the

right path.2

Marie Antoinette did not even sigh. She had

contributed to Turgot's overthrow in petty anger

over his having caused the recall of a certain diplo-

mat whom she was pleased to honor with her

good opinion. It was her first unpardonable

political sin.

If a fair judgment is to be passed upon her folly

and the king's weakness, one must, however, not

leave out of sight that even many of those who

could derive only benefit from Turgot's reforms,

rejoiced in their unreason at his removal, and that

1 8th of Oct., 1787, to Jay.—Works, II. 294.

^ It is, however, not to be denied that the critical notes of

the king to Turgot's memoir on the " Mumcipalites^^ go far

towards justifying Professor Oncken's opinion, that Louis'

confidence in the soundness of Turgot's poHcy was severely

shaken.—See Soulavie, Mem. historiques et politiques, III.

147-154.
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also those who regretted it the most were exceed-

ingly far from understanding its full import. In

regard to just the most essential point they seem

hardly to have seen much clearer than those who

were in high glee. Their victory could not have

been more complete than it was, for there were not

only to be no more reforms, but even what Turgot

had achieved was not allowed to stand : Clugny,

his successor, forthwith repealed the edicts abolish-

ing the road-service and the guilds. One thing,

however, neither Clugny nor any power on earth

could undo : the fact that the reform-ministry had

existed, and that its history had made certain

impressions upon the thought and feeling of the

people, could not be blotted out, and this fact was

a living, working, originating force. And Turgot's

adversaries applied themselves to the task of mak-

ing it such with an energy and ingenuity, which

must recall to one's mind that saying of the ancients,

" Those whom the gods wish to destroy they first

make mad."

Turgot had stripped the shackles of internal

duties from the grain commerce within the empire,

and thereby removed the main cause of that as-

tounding fact, that more or less of famine in some

part or other was rather the rule in this country so
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blessed by nature. In acknowledgment of the

inestimable boon, the so-called flour-war was waged

against him, the real originators and organizers of

which had to be sought up to the very footstool of

the throne. It never occurred to these high-born

gentlemen that the lesson they now taught the

mob might not ba obliterated from its memory

as soon as it suited them. Ah, if the mob had a

genius for anything, it was the art of purposeful

bread -riots. Systematized holding up of the trans-

ports, especially those destined for Paris, destroying

rather than plundering them, insisting upon having

the price arbitrarily fixed by the government, with-

out regard to the market value, placards threatening

to hang the minister and even the king himself^

—it remembered everything so well fifteen and six-

teen years later, that it could perform the terrible

comedy to perfection unbidden and unassisted by

its quondam teachers, and even greatly improve

upon them. This chapter of the history of the

^ Rocquain, p. 330, gives the following samples of pla-

cards : "Louis XVL sera sacre le 11 juin et massacre le 12 ";

" Si le pain ne diminue pas, nous exterminerons le Roi et

tout le sang des Bourbons "; " Si le pain ne diminue pas et

si le ministere n'esfc pas change, nous mettrons le feu aux

quatre coins du chateau."—Mirabeau's lincle, the bailli,

wrote : "Si je ne me trompe, de pareilles emeutes ont

toujours precede les revolutions."

7
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reform-ministry certainly went far towards making

the complete victory over it an earnest of ultimate

crushing defeat.

And another lesson the masses had learned

from it quite unaided was still infinitely more

potent in this respect. When Clugny re-established

the corvee^ open force had to be used to get the

peasants to work again at the roads. Could a

more ingenious way have been found to embitter

the people than to make them fully conscious of

the weight of their burdens by taking them off for

a little while ? And, in consequence of his being

dismissed, Turgot had worked altogether only to

this end—the embittering of the people. Because

he had not been allowed to do more^ all that he had

done served only to shake the masses from their

lethargy into consciousness of the unbearableness

of the existing order of things. And when they

had been made to feel their just grievances more

keenly by a partial redressal of the same, hopeless-

ness was added to bitterness. Hopelessness—for at

the bidding of all the cormorants feeding upon

their vitals, Turgot was ignominiously kicked out

because he had dared and proved himself able to do

for all France what he had done as intendant for

poor Limousin ; and, to cap the climax, a well-
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meaning king, who had appointed him for this

very reason and purpose, did it despite himself.

Could there after this still be anything for them to

hope from the government? And what did a

negative answer to this question signify to a

people so systematically educated to letting the

government do all the thinking, willing, and act-

ing for it ? Turgot's overthrow did not tempt the

masses to rise in revolution. Its effect—I do not

venture to say upon their thinking, for as yet they

hardly did any as to these questions, but upon

their feeling—was a much more dangerous one. A
ray of light had flitted before their eyes, and now

their outlook into the future was again the old

leaden blank, only its oppressive dulness several

shades darker than ever before. The consequence

was that, unless other agencies brought about a

revolution, the doom of France was irrevocably

sealed, for what progressive paralysis is to the in-

dividual, the listlessness of hopelessness is to a

nation. On the other hand, however, if a revolution

were brought about by other agencies, it would

indeed inevitably become a deluge, for the masses

would necessarily be hurled from one extreme into

the other, because everything had concurred to

keep their political instincts in the embryonic
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state, and the madness of their unreasoning

enthusiasm might prove to be even more terrible

than the fury of their unbridled resentment. To

save France without a revolution by reform

had been rendered impossible by Turgot's over-

throw.

That the government would make fresh attempts

at reform, was not only possible, but more than

likely. Its financial distress would compel it to do

so. But if it had become impossible to save

France without a revolution by reform, reform,

while it might defer a revolution, must evidently

render its ultimate outbreak more certain.

Necker, to whom the department of finances was

confided, when, a few months later, death happily

put an end to the most disreputable administration

of Clugny, was thoroughly convinced that his tak-

ing the reins was in itself salvation assured. That

his successes apparently justified this overweening

self-confidence was the greatest misfortune. He

was not a statesman, but only a good financier,

and even that not in the higher sense of the word.

Only in all the resources and artifices of the

craft of banking was he really great, and these

qualities ultimately worked as a curse, because

they were with him not the complement of, but
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the deceptive substitute for, genuine statesmanship.

They made him utterly mistake the true nature of

his task. In his eyes it was confined to procuring

the necessary means for keeping the machine in

motion. The brilliant manner in which he man-

aged to do that, not only confirmed his self-

deception beyond the possibility of ever being

disabused, but also deceived the people more and

more about his abilities and the character of his

achievements. Public opinion not only met him

half-way, but pushed him vigorously on in the

wrong track he had taken, because his banker's

skill found the principal field of its application in

procuring the funds required for the prosecution

of the American war. That he did not realize the

tremendous political effects this war was to have

upon France, cannot be laid especially to his charge,

because he was only as blind as all the rest. But

he, above all others, was bound to foresee its

disastrous financial consequences, and they rendered

it his solemn duty to warn his colleagues and the

king against embarking in this venture as earnestly

as Colbert had warned Louvois and Louis XIV.^

^ Turgot had done so in March, 1776, and for the moment
not in vain. He deprecated the idea of engaging in such a

war as the greatest calamity, " because it would render im-
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He, however, did exactly the contrary. He prided

himself on being able to procure the money, and

he did so all the more, because he procured it

without increasing the taxes. And for this very

reason the people enthusiastically cheered him as

an incomparable miracle-worker. Mirabeau's eye

pierced through the dazzling halo to the rotten

core. He wrote : " What you account his glory is

his crime. . . . Credulous people ! Make haste to

admire him ; some day your children will curse

him." To get even with England for the disasters

of the colonial war, the rulers of France, lustily

applauded by the people, made the present eat up

what belonged to the future, and thereby pushed

her over the brink of the precipice.

The indirect effects of the way in which Necker

contrived to meet the government's financial needs

fully equalled in perniciousness the direct results.

His financial operations scattered broadcast the

germs of a virulent speculative fever. Stock-

jobbing, with a chronic bull tendency, became a

wide-spread craze and fast degenerated into un-

principled gambling at the expense of the unsophis-

possible for a long time, and perhaps forever, a reform

imperatively demanded by the welfare of the state."—See

Daire, II. 571.
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ticated but covetous public. The epidemic,

sedulously fostered by Calonne's system, raged far

into the revolution, and contributed greatly towards

plunging it into its maddest excesses. Mirabeau's

father prophesied in 1785, when Necker was no

longer in office : " I tell you point-blank, that the

imminent crash will be brought about by Necker's

system, and if I had a better stomach, I should

expect to see it yet as I have seen that of Law." ^

While thus the qualities from which Necker

mainly derived his strength as a financier, in the

end wrought but sad havoc, he also did really good

work by introducing order, method, and honesty

into the administration of the finances, suppressing

many useless offices, curtailing the profits of the

tax-farmers, and so forth. But though these

reforms were by no means so paltry as has often

been asserted, they could do nothing towards

averting a catastrophe. On the contrary, they

even helped to make it more certain, by provok-

ing resentment here, and deepening the delusions

there, as to the worth of his state-craft.

In both respects his celebrated compte rendu was

still infinitely more effective. The publication of

this report on the administration of the finances

1 Lomenie, III. 682.
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and their actual condition was undoubtedly Necker's

most momentous political deed ; but it is a very dif-

ferent question how far it can be justly accounted

a great merit. Not to enhance the merit unduly,

one must above all not fail to notice a most im-

portant fact: the publication was, in a measure,

made under compulsion. The credit of the govern-

ment had by this time become so strained that it

could no longer be maintained without giving the

creditors of the state some information about the

situation. This cause of the bold step, together

with Necker's boundless vanity, determined the

character of the report. It was very far from pre-

senting a true picture. More than anything else

most scrupulous truthfulness was needed, and the

minister palmed off upon the country a deliberate

falsehood. Yes, though it did not contain a single

incorrect item, it was a gigantic falsehood ; not

however, as Haeusser thinks, owing to dexterously

deceptive grouping, but principally in consequence

of what it did not contain. By the simple strata-

gem of ignoring one-half of his subject he figured

out a surplus of ten millions for the ensuing year,

while the full accounts resulted in a deficit of

almost 219 millions. Sooner or later the bold jug-

gler would be found out, and when the truth be-
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came known, direful consequences were a matter

of course. From the political point of view, how-

ever, the most essential thing was the fact in itself

that he had said anything at all, no matter whether

what he had said Avas the truth or not. It was an

unprecedented proceeding, for absolute secrecy was

one of the most characteristic traits of the adminis-

tration of the ancien regime.^ The people were

denied any right to know, think,^ judge, or will in

regard to it. Now the government confessed by

its act that it was constrained to let them know,

and that was the virtual acknowledgment of their

right to think and to judge, while it conceded

nothing as to a right to will. It was an appeal to

public opinion, but without summoning it to co-

operate in an organized legal way, an invitation to

criticise without subjecting it to the restraint of

^ In 1775 Malesherbes, at the time President of the cour

des aides, had submitted to the king a memoir urging that

the clandestiniM pervading the whole tax system be done

away with. Turgot recommended the pubUcation of the

Memoir, but Maurepas prevented it. Malesherbes had even

ventured to write :
" Personne ne doit vous laisser ignorer

que le voeu unanime de la nation est d'obtenir ou des etats

generaux ou au moins des etats provinciaux."
•2 It is eminently characteristic that one of the gravest

charges brought by the court against Turgot was his pre-

fixing explanatory introductions to the royal edicts. To

give the people reasons, it was said, is to degrade the crown.
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the responsibility imposed by the right and duty

to act, a lusty application of whip and spurs, but

the bridle kept carefully stowed away in the sad-

dle-bag.

It is safe to say that history knows of no other

financial report that has had an equal sensational

success. Even on the ladies' toilets the compte

rendu lay next to the scent-bottle. The courtiers,

however, were maddened by the way in which he

had exposed them in their quality of bloated para-

sites. Goaded by their attacks his vanity betrayed

him into furnishing himself the petard with which

he was hoisted.

To find a suitable successor was less easy than

it had been to get rid of him. For two years one

got along somehow with Joly de Fleury and

d'Ormesson, letting time, wind, and weather go on

doing their work of destruction upon the old

garment. They did it so effectively that one could

no longer close one's eyes to the necessity to put

the helm once more into the hands of a man pro-

fessing to have something really deserving the

name of a financial policy. Calonne offered him-

self, the courtiers found him admirably suited to

their wishes, and a clumsy intrigue sufficed to im-

pose him (October, 1783) upon the king, although
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the first suggestion had aroused his indignation,

because Calonne had the reputation of being a

paragon of bold frivolity and profligacy. The

charge was more than borne out by his debut. He
requested the king to deliver him from the impor-

tunities of his creditors, brazenly intimating that

in case of refusal he would know how to obtain the

money by means of his new office. Louis knew

the argument to be irrefutable. He went straight

to his desk and took out 230,000Z. in stocks

—

10,000Z. more than the minister had asked. The

scene is equally characteristic of both men.

Calonne did not propose to sew patches of new

cloth on the old coat. He was going to renovate

it, as the dealers in second-hand clothing renovate

the cast-off garments of the rich. A finer piece

of work of this kind was never turned out. The

old coat not only looked sleek and trim, but shone

with dazzling brilliancy. As to how it would

wear—ah, well, chemicals that produce such won-

derful effects are apt to be rather hard upon the

fibre.

Calonne's maxim was : If you are in distress for

money don't noise it about, but spend lavishly. Tlie

public, believing that you have much, will readily

lend you all you want. It worked excellently.
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The king was more than reconciled to his brilliant

minister, and the courtiers were in the seventh

heaven of delight. One of them said : " I knew

well that Calonne would save the state, but I did

not expect that he would do it in the twink-

ling of an eye." The miracle-working maxim

was, however, no new invention. From time

immemorial it was the main article in the cate-

chism of every bankrupt swindler, and therefore

the dashing minister had to end as every swin-

dling bankrupt ends. Loan followed loan in

rapid succession, but the spending went on at

such a rate, that when a new loan was contracted,

its proceeds were already squandered. After three

years the game was up. The Parliament could

no more be induced to register and the capitalists

buttoned their pockets.

It was not pleasant to drop from the sublime

flight into the cold water of stern reality, but

Calonne was nothing daunted. As it was swim or

drown, swim he would. As there was no other

choice, the saving of the state had after all to be

done by the prosaic and wearisome process of re-

forming. He went at it with all the frivolity he

had displayed in laying down and carrying out his

first programme. I do not mean to say that his
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propositions were frivolous. He had charged

Dupont de Nemours, Turgot's most prominent

disciple, with the drawing up of the plan, and it

was therefore in the main only a revised edition of

Turgot's reform programme. But if it be doubtful

whether this programme would have sufficed at.

that time, it is most certain that it was now

sorely insufficient. And what of it, if that had

not been so? Was it not the acme of folly to

suppose that he would be able to put through a

programme which had dragged a Turgot down

when the government was still in the actual pos-

session of the plenitude of its powers, and that he

would be able to accomplish this after the infi-

nitely more modest demands of a little order and

economy had overthrown a Necker ? ^ Reforms,

exacting considerable sacrifices from powerful

classes, cannot be effected by a man who is justly

considered the very incarnation of frivolity. For

certain political tasks a character challenging a

high degree of moral respect is an absolutely in-

dispensable requisite: an infinitely more critical

^ Mirabeau wrote, on the 24th of March, 1787 :
** La reputa-

tion de I'homme est le plus grand obstacle a la chose."

—Lettres a Mauvillon, 201. For brevity's sake I shall thus

quote the " Lettres du comte de Mirabeau a un de cesamis

en AUemagne."
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juncture, the revolution, furnished an infinitely

more portentous illustration of this all-important

truth.

As the Parliament was sure to offer a most de-

termined opposition, Calonne induced the king to

have the reform-propositions submitted to an as-

sembly of Notables. I am not prepared to assert

that the historical lumber-room of France contained

instruments better adapted to his purposes, but

this was surely egregiously unfit. It was a repre-

sentative assembly, and yet in no sense did it

really represent the people ; it was composed

exclusively of members of the privileged classes,

even the few that were to figure as representatives

of the third estate, i. e., of the overwhelming

majority of the people, being of the privileged

minority of their own order, and all the members

were not elected, but appointed by the king.

The Notables did exactly what one had to ex-

pect from such a body. The reforms proposed by

the minister cut deepest into the flesh of the clergy,

and it was principally the clergy that unhorsed

him. Mirabeau wrote :
" It is much less to the

public cause than to the clergy that the Notables

have sacrificed Calonne." ^

1 Lomenie, IV. 88.
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It is, however, more than questionable whether

Calonne had been guilty of indulging in any de-

lusions about what might be expected, either from

the high-minded patriotic liberality or from the

political sagacity of the Notables, which ought to

have told them that the refusal to give something

might eventually lead to having all taken. His

idea had been, in fact, to submit neither the Wheth-

er nor the How to their decision. Before they met

the edicts were all ready and printed for promul-

gation, i. e., the Notables were simply to say " Aye,

aye," to whatever the government wanted. To

induce them to do so, he relied upon his glib

tongue, court influences, and all sorts of stratagems,

as the dividing of the assembly into seven bureaus,

each presided over by a prince of the royal family.

What would the achievement have amounted to if

his expectations had been realized ? The Notables

had no legal authority whatever ; the value of their

consent consisted only in its moral weight.^ But

^ In the Memoir in which he proposed to have recourse to

the expedient of such an assembly as Henry IV. had in

1596 (Soulavie, Mem. historiques et politiques, VI. 120-132),

Calonne himself emphasized, that only from its being backed

by public opinion could one expect to attain the intended

results. Such an assembly he declared, " est le seul moyen
de prevenir toute resistance parlementaire, d'en imposer aux

reclamations du clerge, et de forcer tellement I'opinion
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could suc% a consent of an assembly thus constituted

and tJius composed be expected to have much

moral weight with the nation ? One fine morning

the following placard adorned the fences of Paris

and even the minister's own door :
" The new

theatrical company organized by M. de Calonne,

which is to commence its representations on the

29th of this month, will play as the principal piece,

The False Confidences^ and as a by-play. The Forced

Consent ; these plays will be followed by an alle-

gorical pantomimic ballet, entitled The Cask ofthe

Danaides.^^ Did not the author of these biting

sarcasms betray sounder political judgment than

those who with Thomas Jefferson expected great

things from this assembly, although the Notables

refused to perform the " Forced Consent," and, in

consequence, the ballet, called " The Cask of the

Danaides," could, as a matter of course, not be

danced? The establishment of provincial assem-

blies after the pattern of those organized by Necker

(1778) as an experiment in Berry and Haute-

Guyenne was the only reform worth mentioning to

which the assembly consented.^ Jefferson, there-

publique, qu'aucun interet particulier n'ose elever la voix

contre le temoignage preponderant de I'interet general.

1 Cassagnac says very correctly: " Les Notables n'avaient
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fore, was surely on the wrong track when he wrote :

" The king, who means so well, should be encour-

aged to repeat these assemblies." ^ The king,

however, had been still infinitely farther off the

right way, when he wrote to Calonne the day after

the convocation of the Notables had been resolved

upon : " I have not slept this night, but from joy."

The courtier came nearer the truth, who dryly re-

marked, " The king resigns." And he came nearer

the truth, because Mirabeau was right when he

wrote from Berlin to Talleyrand, " I deem the day

one of the brightest of my life, on which you ap-

prise me of the convocation of the Notables, which

undoubtedly will precede by but little that of the

National Assembly.^
"

That is the decisive fact. Jefferson did not

over, but grossly underestimate the import of the

convocation of the Notables. It was, however, the

fact of their being convened that in itself rendered

it an event of world-wide import, and the import

was doubled just because, in the nature of things,

aplani aucune ancienne difficulte et ils en avaient leve cent

nouvelles."—Hist, des Causes de la Revolution, II, 137.

1 Febr. 28, 1787, to Lafayette. Jefferson's Works, II. 131.

2 Lomenie, IV. 89. Mirabeau (Memoires, IV. 339, 340)

claimed to have suggested to Calonne the convocation of the

Notables. Assuming the assertion to be well-founded, the

advice has to be judged in the light of this declaration.
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the hopes set upon them had to prove cruel delu-

sions. The convocation of the Notables was an

onward move in the direction into which the gov-

ernment had been launched by Necker's compte

rendu^ and it was the decisive step forward.^ It

was the confession, that the government felt un-

able to cope any longer single-handed with its diffi-

culties and was compelled to ask the cooperation

of the nation by representatives. The Vetat c'est

moi, the claim that immutable divine law con-

demned the people to be nothing but an object,

was virtually abandoned. Though it was not in-

tended to concede anything whatever as to the

question of right, they were actually acknowl-

edged to partake also of the nature of subject, i. e.,

1 The speech of the keeper of the seals, Lamoignon, at the

close of the Assembly, contained the following remarkable

sentence :
" Vous avez ete le conseil de votre roi ; vous avez

prepare et faciUte la revolution la plus desirable, sans autre

autorite que celle de la confiance qui est la premiere de

toutes les puissances dans le gouvernement des Etats."

(Weber, Memoires, I. 177). The government was getting

into a way of using the word revolution, which is striking

and very suggestive. So far from feeling any concern

about it, one becomes anxious to improve every opportunity

offered to fructify the growing fascination it exercises upon
public opinion. It does not occur to these wise gentlemen

that a word readily turns into a live force, and that even in

a lantern a burning candle is a dangerous plaything, if one

be seated in a pile of dry straw.
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dire necessity had now wrung from the reluctant

government for public opinion also the right to

will. Having in fact yielded the principle, no

power on earth could prevent its legitimate and

logical consequences being forced upon the gov-

ernment. To play off the Notables as the legiti-

mate organ of public opinion, i. e., the nation,

was a mockery, and to propose the limiting of

their task to serving the government as a speaking-

trumpet was a fraud. Therefore, on the one

hand, the government could not possibly derive

from them the benefit it expected ; and, on the

other, as it had acted under the irresistible com-

pulsion of its situation in calling them, the failure

rendered impossible effectual resistance to the

demand of summoning to its assistance a genuine

representation of public opinion with a formal

bona fide acknowledgment of its right to a co-deter-

mining will. The Notables, with whom Calonne

undertook to mend the old garment, were, in a

sense, not a piece of new cloth. He unearthed it

from the tomb of the past, where it had lain for

more than a century and a half. The patch was so

decayed, that it tore in the attempt to mend it on.

And the very dust and mould of the grave that

lay on it, rendered it so heavy, that under its
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weight the garment itself was rent in twain from

end to end.

Brienne, Calonne's successor, had no difficulty

whatever in ridding himself of the Notables, who

had served him as a footstool to climb into the

minister's chair. They were, indeed, glad enough

to go, when, after the overthrow of Calonne, they

could no longer screen their obtuse selfishness be-

hind virtuous declamations againt the criminal

frivolity of the contrdleur gSneral. Nothing,

however, could be mended by sending them home.

The mischief was done, and it was irretrievable.

That Brienne did not at once submit to the in-

evitable, but had once more recourse to the Parlia-

ment to help the government out of the lurch,

only rendered bad worse. The Notables had been

convened, because the ears of the Parliament were

irrevocably closed against Calonne. No one pos-

sessed of the slightest knowledge of the history of

the contest between the government and the Par-

liament could, however, indulge in the delusion,

that the main cause of the latter's intractability

was the obnoxious personality of the minister.

By the turn things had now taken, this personal

element went for nothing in the question. Un-

less the gentlemen of the Parliament were as
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blind as bats, they could not help seeing that they

were compelled to appear more than ever to be in

dead earnest in their alleged determination no

longer to hold the candle for the government and

brook its governmental methods. The all-pervad-

ing and all-embracing despotic paternalism had

logically resulted in rendering opposition to the

government in itself highly meritorious in the

eyes of the people. To this most portentous dis-

position of public opinion, the Parliament owed

its intoxicating popularity. It completely veiled

the eyes of the people to the fact that the Parlia-

ment, being the apex of a privileged class, in

truth contended, like the other privileged classes,

for the maintenance of its own power and its own

prerogatives,^ while it ostensibly carried the ban-

' Mirabeau wrote, Oct. 4, 1788, to his father :
" Ces aristo-

crates a robe noire, ces insatiables privilegies qui veulent

depouiller le roi, mais uniquement pour se doter de ses de-

pouilles."—Mem., V. 196. Even Louis XVI. fully re-

alized that. As early as 1776 he wrote: " My Parliaments

have been in the habit of yielding everything that is

demanded of them, when it bears only upon the people

at large. They are in the habit of refusing everything,

and of submitting to hardship and exile, when any rev-

enue is required to their individual detriment." He
added: " Were I to call together the landholders of my king-

dom, and to require them to assess themselves, this would

be the very way to excite them to oppose the revenue de-

manded. Abbe Terray clearly found, that one is never sure
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ner of popular rights and fought for the people's

interest. There were appallingly few who under-

stood Mirabeau, when he wrote : " For ten months

I am the target of all imaginable calumnies, be-

cause I do not share the parliamentary fanaticism,

and have not written a line in favor of this opposi-

tion. I always was of opinion, that there is be-

tween king and Parliament another small party,

called the nation, to which all sensible and honest

men should belong." ^ To allow itself to be out-

done by the Notables and palpably to lag behind

them, meant nothing less for the Parliament than

to drop from its face the deceptive mask as to the

of carrying a tax into effect, unless it is to be imposed by
the party that pays no part of it, or that pays a very small

part of it."—Soulavie, Hist, and Polit. Memoirs of the Reign
of Louis XVI. Translated from the French. III. 147, 148.

I have several times quoted the original of the work from
notes taken in former years. Here I have been unable to

procure the original, but in the Boston Athenaeum I found
this English translation.

1 Aug. 21, 1788. Lettres a Mauvillon, 374. On the other

hand, hovt^ever, he bluntly refused to comply with the solic-

itations of the minister Montmorin to enter the lists for the

government against the Parliament. "Jeneferais jamais

la guerre aux parlemens qu'en presence de la nation," i. e.,

in the States-General. (Mem., IV. 480.) So long as these were
not convened there was, in his opinion, only the choice

between two evils, and by far the smaller of the two was
the selfish and impure opposition of the Parliament: "que
la volonte seule du roi fait la loi " he deemed infinitely worse.
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true character of its opposition, and to turn the

enthusiastic applause of the people into contempt-

uous wrath. The Notables, however, had refused

to serve the government as a crutch, and some of

the members of the Assembly had dared to pro-

nounce with most impressive emphasis the great

word, which of late had been heard more than

once, the States-General. New negotiations be-

tween the government and the Parliament were

indeed not thereby precluded, and if all the legiti-

mate and illegitimate means of persuasion still at

the disposal of the government were dexterously

brought into play, it was even still possible that

once more a way would be found to tide over the

decision by a nefarious bargain at the expense of

the suffering people. But it was utterly impossi-

ble to prevent a new clashing of the two powers

for any length of time, and as soon as they clashed

no choice was left to the Parliament.

It is true, to put an end to the tediousness of

its exile at Troyes it did consent to another

bargain, and it would not be easy to hunt up a

more ignominious one in all the records of history .^

^ In vain d'Espremenil, the leader of the opposition, ex-

claimed with hot indignation: *'We have left Paris covered

with glory, and we shall return to it covered with dirt."
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But it soon became aware, that it had thereby

driven the first nail into its own coffin. The

quarrel at once broke out afresh, and the Parlia-

ment no longer shrunk from fully accepting the

situation created for it by the Notables. It did

not stop at entering a formal protest, when the

government proceeded to peremptorily impose

obedience by a stance royale^ a modified form of

that death-bed of legal resistance, misnamed " bed

of justice." It anticipated the intended cowp d'etat

of the government by a unanimously-adopted

declaration purporting to set forth the unalterable

fundamental laws of the realm. This declaration

cast the government with tied hands and feet into

the roaring sea of its financial embarrassments,

for according to it one of these unalterable funda-

mental laws was the right of the people to vote

the taxes by the regularly-convened and regularly-

constituted States-General.^ And no brute force

^ It is deserving of notice what the king had written in

regard to regularly convened States-General, when in 1776

Turgot in his curious and most remarkable Memoir on the

"Municipalites," suggested the creation of a kind of perma-
nent popular representation. ** The idea of giving existence

to perpetual States-General is subversive of the monarchy,
which is only absolute, because its authority does not admit
of a partner. The instant such an assembly shall have com-
menced, there will no longer be any intermediate agency
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was to avail it in any attempt to cut the fetters.

It was beforehand branded as legally null and

void, and in case the Parliament were broken

down by the strong hand, the principles laid down

in the declaration were to stand committed to the

care and protection of the king, the royal family,

the peers, the estates constituting the nation,

whether assembled or not assembled, collectively

and individually.—That was a terrible thrust

home, directed with fatal precision against the

most vital point of the anden rSgime; yes, not

only against the supreme political authority of the

ancien regime^ the government, as the Parliament

believed and intended, but against the ancien

regime itself, and the Parliament was an integral

organic part of this ancien regime.

Apparently the Parliament was completely

worsted. From the government's point of view

between the king and the nation, but that of an army; and
it is a horrible and painful extremity to entrust to an army
the defending the authority of the state against the assem-

bly of the French people. The system of M. Turgot is a

beautiful vision—it is the Utopia of an individual, projected

by a man who has excellent views, but which would

overturn the present state of France. The ideas of M.

Turgot are extremely dangerous, and ought to alarm us

by their novelty."—Soulavie : Hist, and Polit. Memoirs of

the Reign of Louis XVI. Translated from the French.

III. 148.
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the coup d'etat was now no longer only morally and

politically justified, the declaration had rendered

it an imperative necessity. Forcible resistance to

the decree of the 8th of May, 1788, abolishing

the old magistracy—a eour pleniere supplanting

the Parliament of Paris, and new superior courts,

GdiW-Qdigrands haillages^ the provincial Parliaments

—

was out of the question. One of the greatest and

most essential institutions of the ancien regime,

and that very one which was upon the whole un-

questionably the soundest, or rather the least

rotten, successfully crushed and entombed by the

supreme government of the ancien regime—that

was the singular achievement of the Brienne

cabinet, if one did not look beyond the day.

Looking into a not distant future, the character of

the momentous victory was more correctly de-

scribed by an advertisement pasted on the palace

of the late Parliament and reading thus : " Palace

to be sold, ministers to be hung, crown to be dis-

posed of."

The Parliament of Toulouse had replied to the

coup d'etat of the 8th of May by declaring:

" There being no longer any barrier between the

king and the people, nothing is left to the latter

but the consciousness of its strength." That was
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not so. There was no lack of champions for the

seemingly lost cause. In some parts of the realm

the representative bodies entered the lists to tilt

a lance against the government. At least for the

purposes of opposition the vitality of the old

provincial estates now proved to be by no means

extinct : and the new provincial assemblies, the

establishment of w^hich might have done a great

deal towards averting a catastrophe, if it had been

attempted twenty or thirty years earlier, had in

the main only stimulated the process of general

disintegration, because resorted to at the eleventh

hour.^ In several provinces the nobility boldly

pushed to the forefront, leading the van in the

fray, with reckless unconcern as to the eventual

ultimate consequences to itself, even not scrupling

to stir up the masses. Nobility and Parliament

were equally blind as to the true nature of the

game they were engaged in. And the clergy, as I

^ Besides,the sound idea underlying the reform was carried

out in a most bungling way. The administrative powers

conferred upon the provincial estates to a great extent virtu-

ally dismounted the old administrative apparatus, without,

however, substituting another for it. Nor was this the only

reason why the reform necessarily had to result in system-

atically anarchizing the country. See as to this most

important question, Tocqueville, L'ancien Regime et la

Revolution, b. 3, c. 7.
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shall point out in my next lecture, did not see a

whit clearer, though the method of its suicidal

onslaughts upon the ancien regime was mostly a

different one—I should fain say the opposite.

The oddest and most significant feature of the

political wrangles leading to the revolution is

that it was by the beneficiaries of the ancien regime^

the privileged orders, that the government was

driven from pillar to post, and finally forced to

capitulate.

1

As to practical importance, this feature has,

however, to contend for the honor of the first

place with another, to the closer observer apparent

enough throughout the struggle, but now in the

last decisive hour glaring forth with such inten-

sity, that everything else is almost swallowed up

by its lurid effulgence. Not the strength of the

assailants carried the day. This government,

' " Qui avait accoutumele peuple aux atroupemens et a la

resistance? les parlemens. Qui, dans les provinces, avait

montre le plus d'hostilite contre I'autorite royale ? la Noblesse.

Qui avait refuse avec le plus d'opiniatrete de venir au se-

cours du tresor, et employe le plus d'astuce pour se sou-

Btraire aux charges publiques ? le Clerge. Ainsi c'etaient

veritablement les parlemens, la Noblesse et le Clerge qui

avaient seuls declare la guerre au gouvernement, et donne le

signal de I'insurrection ; le peuple n'etait la que comme
auxiliaire."—M. de Lameth : Histoire de I'Assemblee Con-

stituante, I. 100.
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which had arrogated to itself the exclusive right

to think, will, and act for the nation, suddenly

stood exposed before the people and the whole

world in the total impotence of abject senility.

Nobody heeded the behests of its intendants, its

judges were desecrated and hooted at, its very

sabres stuck fast to their scabbards or had lost their

edge. Its claim to be the state had been made

good by it for more than a century, so far as it

was within human possibility to do so, and now

of a sudden the whole governmental machinery

came to a dead stop. The government had not

been overthrown, for nobody had attempted or

even wanted to do that ; it lay prostrate, because

it had not had the strength to keep on its feet.

Did that only mean, that the dismissal of

Brienne had become a matter of course ? Clearly

not. Immense as was the popularity of Necker,

who succeeded him, it would have melted away

faster than freshly-fallen snow in the April sun,

if he had presumed to act as if nothing had hap-

pened. Though his boundless vanity forbade him

to doubt that the state was saved, by the fact in

itself of his being recalled to the helm, he under-

stood, or at least instinctively felt, that at least as

to one thing, Brienne had at last read the signs of
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the times correctly : the days were past when the

government could exercise any volition as to the

calling of the States-General.^ Brienne's blunders

had not been the cause of, but only furnished the

occasion for, the stoppage of all the wheels.

Therefore a lever had to be applied to the mechan-

ism to put it again into motion, and this was the

only one that had not yet been tried; all the

others had proved to be so rotten, that they had

broken into splinters in the attempt to keep it

agoing. "Whether this one would stand the test,

nobody could tell. Thus much, however, was cer-

tain, that it was cut out of wood of an essentially

different fibre. But while for the present only con-

jectures were possible as to the positive side of the

experiment, its portentous negative side stood re-

vealed in terrible clearness. This—to use once

more my first metaphor—was not merely another

' Mirabeau had not only foreseen but also foretold the

government that it must inevitably come to that. He had
written to Montmorin as early as Apr. 18, 1788 :

" Ne voyez-

vous pas que les etats generaux sont aussi necessaires comme
la seule ressource des finances que comme moyen unique de
constituer le royaume, et vice versa ? qu'en un mot il n'y a
de difficultes dans tout ceci que celle que Ton se suscite a
soi-meme, ou qui resultent de cette terrible maladie des min-

istres, de ne pouvoir jamais se resoudre a donner aujourd'-

hui ce qui leursera infailliblement arrache demain."—Mem.,
IV. 483.
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effort to make the old garment hold together by-

patching it up with a piece of new cloth. Though

the political obtuseness of king, court, and min-

ister was much too dense, consciously and fully to

abandon this impossible project, the government,

by summoning the States-General to its aid, in

fact formally and officially declared, not indeed

royalty^ but the ancien r^gime^ bankrupt—com-

pletely and irretrievably—not only in the literal,

but in every sense.



LECTUEE IV.

Tlie Revolution before the Revolution.

The convocation of the States-General, I said

at the close of my last lecture, was the formal

official declaration that the anden rSgime was

bankrupt—completely and irretrievably—not only

in the literal, but in every sense. To-day I have

to show that what the government by the convo-

cation of the States-General admitted to be a fact

—that, and even more than that—had been a fact

for a long time. It had not only become an im-

possibility to maintain any longer the political

system of the aneien rSgime^ but as a political and

social system it was dead a long while. But its

legal interment had been deferred. This the

government had been able to do, because state

and society, though of an organic nature, differ in

this from the individual organism, that they also

partake of the character of a machine.^ Though

* The fundamental mistake of the political metaphysicians

consisted in deeming admissible and even necessary to con-
138
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the vital forces be completely spent, machine-like

they are kept in motion by the impetus originally

imparted by these. Unless a catastrophe be pre-

cipitated by outside pressure, they may thus go on

for generations and even centuries. But if the

governmental machinery is allowed to get so out

of gear that all the wheels only clog each other,

the whole fabric must instantly commence falling

to pieces. On the other hand, it is in itself proof

absolute that a political system and social order

must have been dead a long time, if upon the

breaking down of the governmental machinery

the whole fabric instantly goes to pieces, as the

spoils from the graves crumble into dust when

exposed to the air.

The institutions of a country derive their vital

energy exclusively from the feeling and thinking

of its people. The more they get into discrep-

ancy with these, the more they become impedi-

ments of life, instead of being its regulators and

incentives. In France, however, the feeling and

thinking of the people had become more and more

sider and treat them as nothing but a machine. Sieyes

bluntly asserted :
" Jamais on ne comprendra le mecanisme

social si Ton ne prend pas le parti d'analyser une societe

comme une machine ordinaire."—Qu'est-ce que le tiers

ecat ? 75.

9
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not only estranged, but consciously opposed to the

institutions of the ancien rSgime. From different

quarters systematic and most persistent attacks

had been directed against them with ever-increas-

ing effect. And, though the assailants were

prompted by different motives, wielded different

weapons, and brought their battering-rams to bear

against different points, in a sense, all the charges

ran upon convergent lines : the intersecting point

was the general principle underlying all the insti-

tutions, the very spirit of the ancien rSgime, It,

therefore, would have been strange indeed, if ere

long a methodical siege had not been consciously

laid to this very spirit. Only when this was com-

menced, it became fully apparent how successful

the preceding attacks upon its different concrete

manifestations had been. While these had all

had as determined adversaries as champions, it is

but little exaggeration to say that this last onset

was hailed by all. Their reasons for doing so

considerably differed, and none of them realized

the full import of their acclamations, but the

gratification they felt proved that—whether they

were themselves aware of it or not—the ancien

rSgime had no longer any living roots, either in

their hearts or in their minds.
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We must pursue the history of this process more

in detail. By this preliminary characterization of

it, however, one fact is clearly revealed—the most

important one of all. The primary cause of the

death of the ancien regime was not inanition.

Purposely root after root was cut^ until none were

left to convey any sap to the trunk. In other

words, though the ancien rSgime underwent a pro-

cess of mummification, the nation had not lost its

vitality. It grandly manifests itself in the vast

intellectual labor, the principal aim and end of

which is the cutting of those roots ; but these

efforts absorb its energy to the almost total ex-

clusion of everything else. " Louis XIV.," says

Lemontey, "asked France for a single publicist,

and she did not answer him." With every decade

this held good more and more in regard to every-

thing. France could still boast of great minds,

but their services were no more at the command of

the ancien regime; they were the leaders of the

different opposition hosts.

It was the government's doing. Narrow-minded-

ness had caused it to declare relentless war against

the principle of progressiveness, the force of habit

and the indolent unconcern of cynicism kept it

from turning back into the right way, and to be
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helped out of momentary difficulties of one kind

or another, it allowed itself from time to time to

be pushed on in the wrong direction by those who

were too engrossed by their selfish interests to per-

ceive, that by too much zeal in their pursuit they

worked with equal effectiveness at the govern-

ment's and their own ruin.

If it is asked, who did the most towards the de-

struction of the ancien regime^ the correct answer

is, beyond all question, Louis XIV., its greatest rep-

resentative. In every respect he inoculated the

germs of death into the system, and by extending

the Vetat cest moi principle over the spiritual

domain, he laid the axe to its very roots. By set-

ting himself up as lord-absolute over the con-

sciences of his subjects, he forced the current of

historical evolution to run backward, for the

principle, not indeed of religious liberty, but of its

precursor, religious tolerance, had already obtained

legal recognition in France. It had worked benefi-

cently, and no political necessity or even expedi-

ency could be alleged as a reason for breaking it

down. The revocation of the Edict of Nantes did

not only strike a hard blow at the material pros-

perity of France, by causing the expatriation of

vast numbers of her most industrious and skilful
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citizens, of even more consequence was the debili-

tating effect it had upon the Catholic Church of

France by depriving it of the stimulus of friction

with differing, though kindred, ideas. Toleration

of friction is, however, incompatible with the

'Vetat e'est moi principle. As there is of right but

one will, also but one way of thinking is admissible.

Louis XIV. was only consistent when he did within

the Catholic Church of France what he had deemed

his right and his duty to do in regard to the

Huguenots. But the effect was not the same. To

smother Jansenism, and to compel obedience to

the constitution of the bull Unigenitus^ which the

Holy See (Clement XI.) issued at the instigation

of the king's father-confessor, the Jesuit Le Tellier,

was to close the safety-valve while stoking the

fire under the boiler. There was no use in crying

ever louder and more imperiously : Down ! The

harder the serpent Opposition was knocked on the

head, the deeper it inserted its fangs. If it had

only, or but principally, been a question of creed, it

might have been different, for the times were past

when all the higher interests and aspirations of

men were focused in their religious opinions. But

it soon became in the main a political contest, and

the political contest was of such a nature that the
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opposition, in casting its eyes about for effective

weapons, was compelled more and more to press

forward towards fundamental principles and to

apply them to all the relations of human life.

An alliance—defensive and offensive—with

ultramontanism, that was the true purport of that

climax of Louis XIV.'s warfare against Jan-

senism, his accepting the championship of the

bull Unigenitus, Therefore he and his successors,

so far as they Irod in his footsteps, had to en-

counter henceforth the resistance, not only of the

Jansenists proper, but of all who thought the

liberties of the Galilean Church and the spirit

breathing in them a possession worth fighting for.

To coax or force the recalcitrant members of the

clergy into submission was by no means to ter-

minate the contest victoriously. Rather the con-

trary. Oil was poured on the glowing coals,

for ultramontanism grew the more exacting, the

less there was of open dissent among the prelates.

As late as 1775, Turgot's and Malesherbes' exer-

tions in behalf of the Huguenots, demanding for

them again the right of worship or, at least, that

of concluding legal marriages, was met by the

bishops by presenting in person a written protest

to Louis XVI., insisting upon inexorable execu-
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tion of all the harsh laws passed since the revoca-

tion of the Edict of Nantes and the completion

of the suppression of Protestantism. And the

government was ever ready to work the bellows

by acceding to the demands—trampling under

foot not only individuals, but also the Parliaments

—whenever, for pecuniary or political reasons, it

stood in need of the church authorities. But it

also almost as readily turned against them, if what

it deemed its paramount interests for the time

being invited it to do so : fanning the flames as a

rule from the right side did not prevent its fan-

ning them occasionally also from the left. The

suppression of the Jesuits in 1762 by no means

completely and definitively severed the alliance

between the crown and ultramontanism, but it

nevertheless was a tremendous blow struck for

the opposition. It was not, as Rocquain says,

" the first breach in the edifice of the ancien

r^gime^^ ^ but it was the first breach in it made by

the law. As to public opinion—if one has the

* " Aux yeux des contemporains, I'abolition de la Societe

de Jesus ne fut pas seulement la destruction d'un institut

deteste, mais rebranlement de tout un ordre de chose qui

pesait sur la France depuis le commencement du siecle. Ce
fut une premiere conqutee de I'esprit revolutionnaire, une
premiere breche operee dans cet edifice de I'ancien regime

qui apparaissait fonde sur I'alliance du despotisme royal et de
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educated classes in view—there was no longer any

need of making breaches in regard to ultramon-

tanism ; orthodoxy, nay, even Christianity, had

already been battered down to a fearful extent.

This work of destruction was continued with such

effect, that since 1785 the General Assembly of

the clergy refrained from publishing any " Actes^''^

by which it had been wont to exhort the people

to remain true to the faith, and suppressed the

pensions which it had paid to clergymen of liter-

ary ability for "writing up" the faith and the

cause of the church. It tacitly confessed its utter

defeat and abandoned the field. Henceforth when

this highest representative body of the French

church appears on the scene, it is no more as the

representative of religion, but only as that of a

privileged class. In this character, however, it

remained to the last true to its past. When, in

1788, Brienne requested its support against the

Parliament for his tax-edicts, it replied by em-

phatically asserting the old claim, that the church

could not be subjected to any direct tax ;
^ but at

rultramontanisme."—L'Esprit revolutionnaire avant la Revo-

lution, 233.

' Remontrances du clerge, presentees au roi, le dimanche
juin 1788, sur les droits, franchises et immunites du clerge.

—Archives Parlementaires, I. 377-384.
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the same time it declared, that " the French people

is not taxable at discretion," and endorsed the de-

mand of the Parliament, to have the States-Gen-

eral convened.^ To shield its own interests, says

Rocquain, " it called the revolution." Church

and crown in looking at the outcome of the al-

liance of 1713 might well quarrel as to which of

the two had got, not indeed the best, but the

worst of the bargain.

Church and crown were the vanquished ; but

who were the victors ? Not the Jansenists. Long

since the pennons had been grasped by other hands

that spurned the shield. They did not defend

;

to attack was their creed. In other respects they

differed not a little among each other, using differ-

ent weapons, and, consequently, also different tac-

tics. This tenet, common to all of them, was,

however, of such paramount importance, that they

rightly considered themselves a close fraternity,

^ *' Le peuple frangais n'est done pas imposable a volonte.

La propriete est un droit fondameutal et sacre ; et cette

verite se trouve dans nos annales, quandmeme elle ne serait

pas dans la justice et dans la nature. . . .

" Depuis les premiers Etats generaux jusqu'a ceux d'Or-

leans et de Blois, le principe ne se perd jamais de vue, que

nulle imposition ne pent se lever sans assembler les trois itats,

et sans que les gens desdits etats n'y consententy—Remon-
trances du clerge, presentees au roi le 15 juin 1788. Archives

Parlementaires, I. 375.
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calling itself the philosophers. Ultramontane histo-

rians never tire of bringing the accusation against

the Reformation, that it begot the so-called phi-

losophy of enlightenment of the 18th century.

In a sense the charge is not without foundation.

Without the former, the latter could never have

come into existence. But there is this cardinal

difference between the reformers of the 16th and

the philosophers of the 18th century, that the

former wanted to reform the church, while the

latter devoted all their energies to writing it

down.i In this they were most powerfully aided by

the wondrous advances of the sciences. Inherited

beliefs were so hard pressed by the onset of de-

monstrated facts, that reason, which had heretofore

never been allowed an equal chance when coming

into collision with dogma, found itself, on a sud-

den, fighting from strong vantage-ground. If

science could not be refuted by simply pointing to

the catechism, why then should the church have a

right to dispense itself from answering the ques-

tions of reason? The implicit submission to au-

thority was shaken to such a degree by science,

* Voltaire's ecrasez Vinfame is in truth the motto of all,

though they do not all choose quite unreservedly to declare

it to the public, or even to confess it to themselves.
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that the inalienable right of reason to institute a

never-ending cross-examination as to the claim of

being an absolute authority, or, for that matter,

any authority at all, was readily admitted. Men
were eagerly—though not always over-earnestly

—

in quest of truth, and soon came to brand as in-

compatible with the dignity of man the accepting

of anything as truth on the strength of alleged

unchallengeable authority from on high. "Whether

truth can really be elicited only from science and

reason, or whether an irrepressible craving of the

human mind does not peremptorily demand the

assumption of a third source, which must at least

be permitted to serve as a complement of the other

two, though the claim to control and overrule

them be disallowed—this decisive question was

disposed of with flippant levity or wholly ignored.

But even mocking laughter and cutting taunts

were allowed to pass for victorious arguments.

Reason was not only reinstated in its right, but

put on the altar. Yes, not merely the throne, but

the altar. Not only obedience was rendered, but

worship offered and exacted. The conquering

fraternity never became fully consolidated into a

party, but the hotter the fight waxed, the more it

was wrought into a sect by the glow of passion.
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Voltaire repeatedly speaks of "our Church." But

he also complains, that the " brethren " lay them-

selves open to the charge of speaking, like their

adversaries, too apodictically.^ How could it be

otherwise! Having substituted another absolute

and unchallengeable authority for the one they

tried to overthrow, they necessarily drifted into

dogmatism in fighting it. Just as necessarily they

also became as intolerant as their adversaries, for

intolerance is not the offspring of any particular

kind of dogmatism, but whoever says dogmatism

also says intolerance.

That the warfare of the philosophers took this

deplorable turn, was partly due to their other

handmaid, the so-called classicism, which pervaded

the whole intellectual life of the educated classes to

such an extent, that we find it far into the revolu-

tion exercising a most portentous sway over the

minds of nearly all the leading men. Its dominant

traits were an almost conscious aversion to the par-

ticular, definite, and concrete, with a corresponding

excessive fondness for the general, vague, and ab-

stract, and a mania for systematizing. Although

science lifted the philosophers into the saddle,

observation was with them only the groom of logic

» VIII. 148.
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and abstraction. The consequence was, that the

charger Reason took the bit between the teeth,

madly rushing off into the quagmire of system-

craze.

That was the more dangerous, because the dis-

ciples, as is their wont, soon outran the masters.

Public opinion, created and made a power by the

philosophers, grew fast to be even less tolerant

than they.^ It became an inappealable law unto

itself. That something was the prevailing opinion

came to be considered as in itself sufficient proof

of its being true. Therefore, to contend against

public opinion was to contend against truth, and

to contend against truth was to be a self-confessed

fool or knave. Thus the worship of reason logi-

cally led to bidding reason step back and take the

second place. Not that public opinion claimed

the right to set aside and overrule a verdict of

reason ; but by assuming its decisions to be al-

ways, as a matter of course, in conformity to rea-

son, it actually erected itself into the court of last

resort. Men thought they had fully emancipated

* Necker wrote in 1784 :
*' Most strangers find it difficult

to form a conception of the authority which public opinion

exercises to-day in France ; they comprehend with difficulty

what this invisible power is, which commands even in the

palace of the king."
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themselves, and in fact most of them had to a

fearful extent only changed masters. Nothing

could be further from the truth than to suppose

that the vigor and daring with which public

opinion strikes at the inherited authorities, fur-

nishes the right measure of the intellectual and

moral courage of the individuals. They stand in

an inverse ratio to each other. The noble aspira-

tion to mould public opinion is rapidly supplanted

by eagerness to swim with it. Thereby it is

more and more rendered a yoke. By the time it

is elevated to the position of a legal authority its

rule has become so confirmed, that it needs only to

have the opportunity offered to turn into a more

ruthless despotism than that of the worst Bour-

bons. And it is to encounter no barrier, either in

its own doctrines or in the political instincts of

the masses, for there is one tenet in the creed of

the anden regime the philosophers left untouched:

they not only did not shake, but even greatly

strengthened, the direful belief in the omnipotence

of legislation.

This points to a fact of the utmost importance.

The philosophers were first and above all not the

fathers, but genuine children of their time, and

because they were that, they exercised such a
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tremendous influence upon it. It is strange that

even many historians of eminence have failed fully

to understand this. The French literature of the

18th century has often been called the main cause

of the revolution. That I do not put a low esti-

mate upon it as a factor in the historical evolution

issuing in the revolution, has certainly been made

sufficiently apparent by what I have said already.

But I nevertheless assert, that a literature never

has been, and never will or can be, the primary

cause of a revolution, because in the nature of

things it is always itself primarily a symptom.

To satisfy oneself that this is the case here also, it

suffices to notice, that ere under the influence of

the writings of the philosophers, vaguely floating

tendencies have taken definite shape as conscious

public opinion, other agencies are at work in the

same directionwith equal energy and as much effect.

At the middle of the century this stage had not

yet been reached, as the publication-dates of most

of the more important works in question conclu-

sively prove. Yet d'Argenson writes at that

time : " The exiled gentlemen of the Parliament

. . . have begun to study the public law in its

sources and discuss it as in the academies. In the

public mind, and from their studies, the opinion is
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being established, that the nation is above the

King as the church is above the Pope." ^ And
those lines throw a flood of light on the true

situation not only on account of the time when

they were penned. Even after the philosophers

have—without slackening their attacks upon the

church—entered with full force upon their war

against the existing political system, they argue

the question, what the public law ought to be.

Here we find the magistracy of this early date

discussing the question, what the public law is.

Nor was this discussion ever again to stop. Un-

der the impressions of the disasters of the Seven

Years' and the Colonial War, the contentions be-

tween the government and the Parliaments are not

only revived with great acerbity, but they assume

besides an essentially different character. The

crown is compelled to argue its claim to absolute

power and tries to prove its legality ; and, on the

other hand, the Parliaments set up the claim to be,

in the aggregate, a representation of the nation,

and as such at least a co-ordinate, if not a superior

power to the crown.^ Voltaire wrote in December,

» Taine, I. 385.

^ In 1763, the Parliament of Paris proclaimed the doctrine,

that to impart the force of law to the royal edicts they must
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1760 : " Gentlemen of the Parliament will soon

burn the edicts of the Lord King." ^ From this

may be inferred the degree of spiritedness with

which the magistracy conducted the discussion.

As to its effect upon the public, we may form

an opinion by what d'Argenson had written the year

before : " A philosophical wind of free anti-

monarchical government is blowing ; that enters

into the minds. . . . Perhaps the revolution would

meet with less resistance than one thinks ; it

might be effected by acclamation." ^ When the

government finally put its heel upon the Parlia-

ments, it was too late. The ideas and catchwords

had sufficiently taken root in all classes of the

people to work as self-active forces.

Also in the warfare against the church the Par-

liaments played an independent and important part.

Though they had officially to contend against the

philosophic spirit, the magistracy, like the

other educated classes, became thoroughly im-

be registered by all the thirteen Parliaments. In the same

year that of Rouen—" non comme Parlement particulier de

Rouen, mais comme classe du Parlement general seant a

Rouen "—demanded that an account be published of the

revenues and the expenses of the state.

» Corresp. gen., VII. 231.

2 Taine, I. 385.

10
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bued with it. We are told, that it was no un-

common thing to let the hangman throw some

waste paper into the fire instead of the books that

had been condemned to be publicly burned : these

were brought to the judges as a highly prized

addition to their private libraries. That is a most

genuine trait of the ancien regime: the public

authorities lustily making grimaces at themselves.

But the Parliaments being what they were, it was

quite as much a matter of course with the magis-

trates, that their private opinions about the teach-

ings of the philosophers were not to interfere with

upholding all their rights as public authorities and

as the representatives of a privileged class. When
Turgot and Malesherbes undertook to apply those

teachings, the Parliaments at once made common

cause with the church authorities, with whom
they had been thrown into a protracted and bitter

contest by the bull Unigenitus, On the other

hand, however, they had struck in this contest

many a telling blow for those rights, and the effect

of those blows could not be confined to what they

had been intended to accomplish. While Voltaire

pretended to think it possible that the Parliament

might eventually go to the extremity of burning

royal edicts, the Parliament of Aix in 1765 actu-
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ally condemned a brief of Pope Clement XIII. to

be burned by the hangman. After such exploits

there was no use in again concluding an alliance

with the church. Though prompted by different

motives and proceeding in a different way, the

Parliament had as effectively as the philosophers

sawed off the roots, with which the church of the

ancien rSgime was imbedded in the heads and in the

hearts of the people, and this work of destruction

could no more be undone by such an alliance, than

a rootless tree can be kept alive by gluing roots to

the trunk.

From still a third quarter the existing order of

things was simultaneously assailed with vigor and

systematically. It is true, the economists are

comprised in the philosophers, if the designation

is understood in its broader acceptation. In the

main, however, they form a distinct group, though

the leading economists also try their hands in the

field that is more especially tilled by the philoso-

phers proper, and some of the leading philosophers

also dabble in economics. Voltaire's article on

grain (hlS^ in the Dictionnaire Philosophique is con-

sidered by some to mark an epoch in the history

of the war upon the political system, while Turgot

as early as 1757 preached the revolutionary doc-
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trine, that the individuals have rights which the

commonwealth may not infringe, because they, the

individuals, exist independently of it, but that the

corporate bodies (corps particuliers—perhaps orders

would render the meaning more correctly) within

the commonwealth must cease to exist, when they

cease to be useful, for they have been created by

and for the commonwealth.^ The economists were

also a sept, " political philosophers," as Bachau-

mont (III. 318) calls them, " destined to overthrow

all the accepted principles in regard to govern-

ment and to build up a new order of things."

Lack of time compels me to refrain from entering

upon this chapter of the history of the revolu-

tion before the revolution. I can add but one

word to what I have incidentally mentioned about

it in my last lecture. The reform ministry now

presents itself in a new light. With Turgot and

Malesherbes " the philosophical spirit " was form-

ally admitted into the government and for a while

even allowed to take its supreme direction. We
can now realize the full import of this fact, for we

now know that " the philosophical spirit " was,

so to speak, but another name for deadly enmity

to the ancien rSgime.

* Article "Fondation" in the Encyclopaedic, VII. 75, § 6.
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After the economists had had their day, the

" patriots " stepped into their place. As is already

indicated by their name, politics in the stricter

sense of the word was their special field. " Going

back "—as the continuator of Bachaumont says

—

" to the origin of laws and the formation of govern-

ments, they have pointed out the reciprocal obliga-

tions of subjects and sovereigns, and fixed the great

principles of administration." ^ The result of their

disquisitions can be summed up in the following

sentence from one of their writings :
" There are

people on the earth, who of right can call the

sovereign to account for his conduct." ^

Surely, in itself a result of no small moment.

But to make clear its whole portent, attention

must be called to a fact, which is not duly empha-

sized by most historians. Politics, as treated by

the philosophers, was for a long time in the high-

est degree fashionable. Up to the highest circles

the ladies took at least as lively an interest in

them as the gentlemen, so that it was said the

salons had become " little States-General." Here,

however, the political discussions were principally

looked upon as an animating pastime. One or two

of the newly-founded clubs—an institution here-

' Rocquain, 298. ^ lb., 306.
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tofore not known in France—betrayed some dis-

position to make them serve more serious purposes.

But as yet they did not attract much public

notice. The hot zeal with which the bourgeoisie

plunged into the maelstrom of political and social

problems since Rousseau had thrust the firebrand

of his impassionate dialectics into the mountains

of venerable rubbish of every kind, could, how-

ever, not fail to strike even comparatively dull

eyes as a sign of the times which ought not to be

made light of. Upon the bourgeoisie his writings

made the deepest impression, for it was the embit-

tered plebeian that spoke to plebeians. And here

again the disciples stood ready to outrun the mas-

ter. The keenest observers were well aware of

the fast growing desire of the bourgeoisie to try its

hands at putting the theories of its great apostle

into practice. As early as 1786, Mme. de Stael

speaks of the " republican spirit of Paris." And
the patriots had gone even beyond Rousseau. As

theorists, they were less radical than he ; but they

were not only theorists, but also agitators, and as

agitators they stepped into the midst of the vast

masses that stood behind the bourgeoisie. Their

weapons were not only books, but also pamphlets,

and these pamphlets were written in such a way,
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that, as one of them expresses it, " the simplest

and most uneducated people" could understand

them. The seeds they sowed were slow to sprout.

The surviving philosophers, proudly surveying

their luxuriant harvest field, did not heed and

hardly saw the little weeds cropping out here and

there .1 Their time came in the dog-days of the

revolution, with their incessant alternation of

scorching heat and torrents of rain.

.

The patriots had no successors. Lassitude sets

in, says Rocquain. People amuse themselves and

get over the gravest problems of the times by means

of epigrams and lampoons. Did that mean that

the winds had spent their force and everything

had settled down to undisturbed rotting in utter

stagnation ? Just the opposite. The race is run,

the work done. What this work was, is stated

by Taine in two brief sentences : " All the insti-

1 Grimm wrote in 1768 :
" Cette lassitude generale du chris-

tianisme qui se manifeste de toutes parts, et particuliere-

ment dans les Etats catholiques, cette inquietude qui tra-

vaille sourdement les esprits et les porte a attaquer les abus

religieux et politiques, est un phenomene caracteristique de

notre siecle, comme I'esprit de reforme I'etait du seizieme,

et presage une revolution imminente et inevitable. On pent

dire que la France est le foyer de cette revolution, qui aura,

sur les precedentes du moins, I'avantage de s'effectuer sans

qu'il en coiite du sang."—V. 358, 359.
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tutions have been sapped at the foundation. The

reigning philosophy has withdrawn all authority

from custom, from religion, and from the state." ^

I took exception to the assertion, that the litera-

ture of the 18th century is the primary cause of

the revolution. It is more. It is the revolution

—

only in the abstract. And as early as 1770 the

crown, in an official document published by ex-

press order of the king, formally admits, not that

this revolution is in process^ but that it has become

an accomplished fact.^ And while the philosophic

revolution has completely broken down the ancien

rSgime in the heads and in the hearts of the peo-

ple, the ancien rSgime^ according to Turgot, has

resulted in the complete disintegration of the peo-

ple .^ The work of destruction had thus been done

» I. 302.

2 Seguier, avocat-general of the Parliament of Paris, says

in a requisitoire, "Imprime par ordre expres du Roi,"
*' Leur (the philosophers) objet etait de faire prendre un
autre cours aux esprits sur les institutions civiles et reli-

gieuses, et la revolution s'est pour ainsi dire operee. Les

royaumes ont senti chanceler leurs antiques fondements

;

et les nations, etonnees de trouver leurs principes aneantis,

se sont demande par quelle fatalite elles etaient devenues si

differentes d'elles-memes."—Rocquain, 278.

2 *' La nation est une societe composee de differents ordres

mal unis, et d'un peuple dont les membres n'ont entre eux

que tres-peu de liens, et ou, par consequent, personne n'est
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with equal thoroughness by the ancien rSgime

itself and by the philosophers. Had the latter

been as successful as to the positive side of their

work ? If not, what must the future be that was

in store for France ?

" Return to nature, i. e ., the abolishment of

society, that is the war-cry of the whole encyclo-

psedistic battalion," says Taine.^ Yes, the abolish-

ment not merely of this particular form of society,

called the ancien rSgime^ but of society—that is

what the return to nature meant. Rousseau him-

self, while insisting upon it, that the organization

of the commonwealth ^ must be absolutely deter-

mined by nature, very correctly says in one of his

innumerable self-contradictions, that the constitu-

tion of the commonwealth is the work of art.^

Because to them everything in the ancien rSgime

seems to run directly counter to nature, the phi-

losophers come to think that to find out what the

proper political structure would be, all one has to

occupe que de son interet particulier. NuUe part il n'y a

d'interet commun visible."

» I. 289.

' That is the proper rendering of societe, as he understands

the term.
^ " La constitution de rhomme est I'ouvrage de la nature ;

celle de I'Etat est I'ouvrage de I'art."—Contrat social, Livre

III., ch. 11.
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do is to reason the problem out logically from the

nature of man as the given premises. That by

this process at best the proper political structure

for abstract man can be arrived at, they fail to see.

They ignore the fact that in the real world insti-

tutions are always the product of historical evolu-

tion, and that therefore the " what is " cannot

with impunity be left out of consideration, if in

regard to a real people and with a view to prac-

tical application the " what ought to be " is to

receive a satisfactory answer. They do not

realize, that in the real world it is in itself a

monstrous undertaking of a sudden to set up

abstract reason and justice as the supreme law-

givers, because the real world cannot will the fact

out of existence that it is what it is, ^. g., what it

has grown to be, and cannot start out afresh, as if it

were only now coming into existence. At least as

to the task they have laid down for themselves

they hold history in sovereign contempt. They

not only ignore the facts, but to an astounding

degree the insane, " So much the worse for the

facts," is virtually their maxim.

But, it will be asked, how can this with justice

be laid to their charge, if they do not at all pre-

tend to deal with the facts, but declare their only
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purpose to be to establish the correct doctrine?

At this moment I can give but one-half of my
answer to this question. Their sovereign dis-

regard of the facts necessarily becomes a source

of incalculable mischief, because they themselves

argue from beginning to end, as if their premises

were incontestable and uncontested facts, while

they are in truth but unproved and unprovable

hypotheses. They assume a prehistoric state of

nature of an impossible character, and make this the

basis of their logical structure. This must crash

down from top to bottom, if the basis be " a false

creation, proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain."

To test the doctrine, it is fair to examine it in

its last phase of evolution.

In the state of nature, ere society has come into

existence, says Rousseau, all men have equal

rights and the rights of every one are unbounded.

Putting the alleged axiomatic truth into other

words it reads thus : originally all have the ful-

ness of nothing, for all are declared to have had

equally unbounded rights at the time when no

rights existed, the very conception of right not

having as yet entered man's mind.^ A feat of

^ " * Jure enim natural! ab initio omnes homines liberi

nascebantur ; ' which is equivalent to saying that before any
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equal logical monstrosity is required for the next

step forward. In the state of nature, says Eous-

seau expressly, man was " a stupid and dull ani-

mal " ; the creating of society by the social con-

tract " made him an intelligent being and a man." ^

Let it pass, that a contract presupposes law, is it

not a most marvellous idea, to evolve intelligent

men from dull animals by letting these dull ani-

mals simultaneously and unanimously perform an

act of volition requiring the whole intellectual

outfit of this great philosopher of the 18th century

of the Christian era ? To get the effect it is made

the cause, and then the effect caused by itself,

becomes the cause of all the rest, working

strictly according to the precepts of implacable

logic.

laws were in existence, no differences between man and
man were recognized by law. Ulpian's ' jus naturale ' is

therefore a merely metaphorical phrase, leading to conse-

quences which, however magniloquently they may be ex-

pressed, turn out upon analysis to be dangerous truisms.

All legal right and wrong had its origin after human society

was put in motion and began to reflect and act. To talk of

law and right as applied to mankind at a supposed period

anterior to society beginning to think and act is a contra-

diction in terms."—Th. E. Holland, The Elements of Juris-

prudence, p. 32. ** Das Recht existirt erst vermoege der

Sanction der Rechtsgemeinschaft des einzelnen Staates."

—^Bar, Das intemationale Privat-und Strafrecht, p. 519.

1 Contrat social, Livre I., ch. 8.

i
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And Rousseau not only rears his structure upon

an imaginary basis, but he also builds it of im-

aginary material. In common with all the phi-

losophers, he starts from the following two pro-

positions : man is by nature reasonable, and, man

is by nature virtuous. As to the first, Alexander

Hamilton was unquestionably right, when he

said : man is rather a reasoning than a reasonable

animal. As to the second—well, why has it

always been, why is it still, why will it remain to

the end of days, such an arduous task to advance a

step in making the life of mankind in state and

society conform to the behests of ethics ? Ah, the

day was dawning that was to put the truth of the

two assertions to an appalling test. The two

together substituted for real man with his needs,

desires, and passions, with his prejudices and be-'

dimmed intellect, with his love and his hate, a

soulless and heartless homunculus—for the ever

falling, but still onward and upward striving man

of God Almighty, the constructive being of the

philosopher's brain, as mouldable by institutions

as clay in the potter's hands. The judgeships,

not requiring any special talents, says Rousseau,

might be filled by drawing lots, for " good sense,

justice, and integrity" are "common to all citizens
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in a well-constituted State ;
" ^ and Condorcet an-

nounces the day when reason will be the only-

master of nian.2 The philosophers—and, above all,

Rousseau—were in fact but dreaming poets in the

garb of stern logicians, fancying that by their

dialectic juggleries they were elevating politics

to the rank of a science, nay, laying the flattering

unction to their soul, that they had—as Siey^s

directly asserts—" completed the science of poli-

tics." 3

Bachaumont makes a statement in regard to

Rousseau's Social Contract, which the student of

the history of the revolution must ponder well.

" It only develops maxims," says the writer of the

Secret Memoirs, " which everybody has in his

heart." * This explains the almost unparalleled

^ Contrat social, Livre IV., ch. 4.

2 *' II arrivera done ce moment oii le soleil n'eclairera plus

sur la terre que des hommes libres, ne reconnaissant pour

maltre que leur raison : ou les tyrans et les esclaves, les

pretres et leurs stupides ou hypocrites instruments n'existe-

ront plus que dans I'histoire et sur les theatres."—Tableau

des progres de I'esprit humain. Dixieme epoque. Taine, I.

302.

3 He adds :
" The alleged historical truths have no more

reality than the alleged religious truths." That goes far

towards explaining how an accurate mind, like that of the

renowned ahM, could be betrayed into raising such an

insane pretension.

4 1. 137.
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success of the treatise : Rousseau only put into

words what was in everybody's mind already.

For the same reason, however, there was a terrible

danger lurking in these pages. The spark of his

terse, impassionate eloquence had kindled a fire,

which needed but some wind to burst out into a

blaze of fierceness, which nothing could check, for

his logic seemed absolutely unanswerable to well-

nigh all his contemporaries, and especially to

those with whom those maxims had not been

thoughts, but only vague sentiments, until he

clad them in his inimitable language. Nothing

is easier than to prove from Rousseau's writings

that he thought, what Si^yes most explicitly

declared : I do not propose to put my doctrines

into practice ; it is the administrator's business to

see how far that can be done ; the philosopher's

duty is to tell the whole truth—to go to the end

of the road.^ But when the philosophers or their

^ Au moins, dira-t-on, ce sont la des clioses aosolument

impracticables par le temps qui court. Aussi je ne me
charge point de les pratiquer. Mon role, a moi, et celui de

tous les ecrivains patriotes ; il consiste d publier la verite.

D'autres s'en rapprocheront plus ou mioins, selon leur force

et selon les circonstances, ou bien s'en ecarteront par mau-
vaise foi, et alors nous souffrirons ce que nous ne pouvons

pas empecher Je rencontre partout de ces gens qui, par

moderation, voudraient detailler la verite, ou n'en presenter
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disciples had themselves become the administra-

tors, would thej then still see with equal distinct-

ness the essential difference between the tasks of

the two? Above all, would the crowd reason

thus, when its notions had, actually and legally,

become an authoritative power? Would then its

coarser logic not assert itself, bluntly declaring :

What ought to be, must be ? And how could this

conclusion be refuted? Did the Social Contract

not proclaim in trumpet tones, as the very corner-

stone of the whole edifice the maxim, that what-

ever is not in conformity with its tenets is illegal,

null, and void—cannot, in the nature of things,

be binding upon any one ? Did it not expressly

declare that the commonwealth itself had no right

to, nay, cannot for prudential reasons, abate this

principle by a hair's-breadth—^that the slightest

infraction, of itself dissolves the social contract,

and restores everybody to the liberty of the state

a la fois que de legeres parcelles. Je doute qu'ils s'enten-

dent lorsqu'ils parlent ainsi. A coup sur, ils ne considerent

pas assez la difference des obligations imposees a I'adminis-

trateur et au philosophe. Le premier s'avance comme il

peut ;
pourvu qu'il ne sorte pas du bon chemin, on n'a que

des eloges a lui donner. Mais ce chemin doit avoir ete perce

3usqu'au bout par le philosophe. II doit etre arrive au terme,

sans quoi il ne pourrait garantir que c'est veritablement le

chemin qui y mene."—Qu'est-ce que le Tiers-Etat ? Edition

Chapuys-MontlaviUe, Paris, 1839, p. 182.
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of nature ? ^ Was it then not the paramount duty

of all and every one to avert this direst of all

calamities ? Could that be accomplished by rea-

son and virtue ? Oh, yes, of course ; but reason

and virtue must be enforced. Who will have a

right to complain ? Is it not the essence of the

social contract that, as Rousseau says, " the gen-

eral will forces everybody to be free " ? ^ Ay, is

to cry out against force and to pretend that it can

be abused not to denounce oneself a rotten limb,

which must be lopped off ? For hear the infallible

expounder of the miracles worked by the original

contract concluded by the dull animals :
" It is

impossible that the whole should want to harm all

its members ; and we shall see, later on, that it

cannot harm any one in particular. The sovereign

(i. e., the people) is, by the fact in itself of his

existing, always what he ought to be." ^ Add to

this the fundamental maxim, that the social con-

tract consists in " the total alienation of each

associate with all his rights to the community in

the aggregate," and you will readily see what

^ Livre I. , ch. 6.

^ " Quiconque refusera d'obeir a la volonte generale, y
sera contraint par tout le corps ; ce qui ne signifie autre

chose sinon qu'on le forcera a §tre libra." Livre I., ch. 7.

3 lb. .

11
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evil genii could be conjured up out of these

pages, when the masses, under the leadership of

purblind doctrinarians and unscrupulous dema-

gogues, became the authoritative interpreters of

them, and passion run mad ruled the hour. If

such a thing is conceivable as the most ruthless

and unbounded despotism decked out with all the

paraphernalia of unrestricted liberty, then here

was its catechism.

But perhaps the writings of the other philoso-

phers furnished some antidote to the poison that

might be eventually extracted from, those of Rous-

seau ? If none could be found in them, it was

not because they had confined themselves to tear-

ing down and refrained from building up. Every-

body took a hand in the agreeable business of

setting the wicked world to rights. "There is

to-day," writes Grimm in August, 1774, "not a

young man who does not, upon leaving college,

form a project of establishing a new system of gov-

ernment, not an author who does not consider

himself obliged to teach the powers of the earth

the best manner of directing their states." ^ Ten

years before, however, he had written with re-

gard to the same phenomenon : " From the pres-

' VIII. 383.
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ence of many physicians one can infer that the

patient is in a bad condition, and the moment

when everybody volunteers his advice is usually

that of the agony." ^ The trouble was, that to all

the concoctions applied, what Voltaire, criticising

one of the numberless financial pamphlets, says in

the same year (1764) in characterization of all the

philosophers :
" Very successful in breaking down

the systems of their adversaries and not establish-

ing a better one." But what could it have helped

anyhow to construct a better one, if Bachaumont

was correct, and Rousseau had only said what was

in everybody's mind already ?

The ancien rSgime a whitewashed tomb, the

leaders of public opinion riveting afresh the chains

of the inherited belief in the omnipotence of legis-

lation, and as stock in trade for effecting the

imperative reorganization of state and society,

nothing but impracticable theories, which readily

lend themselves to most portentous perversions in

the attempt to put them into practice—that was the

awful situation of France. Surely it would have

required a miraculous interposition of Providence

to avert from her the days, whose legend Mme.

Roland proclaimed in mounting the scaffold : " Oh

Liberty, what crimes are committed in thy name !

"

1 III. 285.



LECTURE V.

A Typical Family Tragedy of Portentous

Political Import.

" Don't be frightened !
" It is said that on

March 9th, 1749, these ill-omened words an-

nounced to Victor Riquetti, Marquis Mirabeau, that

the longed for son and heir was born to him. The

warning was to prepare him to see a twisted foot

and an over-sized head of uncommon ugliness, ren-

dered the more impressive by two premature teeth.

If a prophet's hand had lifted for him the curtain

concealing the future, he would have seen that

there were other and infinitely graver reasons to

frighten him. With that ill-shaped baby Provi-

dence had committed to his hands a trust of incal-

culable import to France and thereby to the world.

He knew it no more than tl^e child knew that the

very first thing it did in life was to cause deep

vexation to its irritable father by its unsightliness.

If he had known it, he might have understood his

164
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duty towards the child somewhat differently, and

some of history's most awful pages might possibly

have a somewhat different tale to tell.

In his last years Mirabeau rather prided himself

upon his ugliness. He declared it no mean ele-

ment in his extraordinary power over men, and

there was in fact a strange fascination in its force-

ful impressiveness. The father, however, was

proof against its charm. If I read the character of

the eccentric man correctly, the baby acted most

unwisely in furnishing good cause for that horri-

fied exclamation. Any father's child is to be

pitied that is bid such a welcome upon its en-

trance into the world, and if there was a father

whose feelings could not with impunity be trifled

with, it was the famous author of the " Friend of

Men." Forsooth a proud title. A brighter dia-

dem than a crown, if it had been conferred by

others. Bestowed by himself it savored of pre-

sumption. Still it was by no means a false, men-

dacious pretension. A great and warm heart beat

with an uncommonly strong pulse in the rugged

chest. But when this heart set to reasoning, as it

was fearfully prone to do whenever it was hurt, it

always did so with the sledge-hammer's logic.

And as to this baby it at once began to reason,
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because it was deeply wounded in a most tender

spot by its extravagant ugliness. From the first

dismayed look the father took at his offspring, it

was certain, that, unless the son proved a paragon

of all virtues according to the father's conceptions,

fair weather would be the exception rather than

the rule in their relations. Ere the child is fairly

out of the nursery they begin to take a tragical

turn. When Gabriel Honor^ is still a lithe-

limbed boy, a veritable tragedy is well under way.

The beard does not yet sprout on the chin of the

youth, and bitter wrangling degenerates into a

fierce feud. The same blood flows in their veins,

but as to each other every drop of it seems to turn

into corrosive poison. No diseased imagination of

a sensational novelist has ever invented a wilder

romance and used more glaring colors in painting

characters and scenes. It is indescribably revolt-

ing, but at the same time of overwhelming heart-

rending pathos, not only because it is life and not

fiction, but principally because both, father and

son, are infinitely more to be pitied than to be

blamed, though the guilt of both is great. As to

this there can be no difference of opinion. But

for more than a century it has been a much con-

troverted question, whether the father or the son
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was the more culpable. I shall give no doubtful

answer to the question, as to what I think on this

head. By far the greater stress, however, I lay on

the assertion, that the principal culprit was the

ancien regime. If this be not made the basal line

in examining the case, it is impossible to do full

justice to either of the parties, and, in my opinion,

all the historians of the portentous family tragedy

have thus far more or less failed to see or, at least,

to do this.

Unless Marquis Victor could exempt himself

from the law that causes have effects, his being

constantly in hot water in regard to his family

affairs was inevitable. The hot sun of the Pro-

vence tells upon the temperature of the blood, and

with the Mirabeau it seemed to rise a degree or

two with every generation. In this respect noth-

ing was changed by the fact that any ordinary

man would have died if he had lost half the quan-

tity of blood that flowed in the wars of Louis XIV.

from the wounds of Jean Antoine, Victor's father.

He deemed it his due always to be sent where

death was sure to reap the richest harvest, and he

was not possessed of any charm rendering him

steel-and-bullet-proof. Of one of the battles he

used to speak as " the day on which I died." The
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soldiers said of him : " He is a Mirabeau ; they are

all devils."

Victor and his brothers were genuine scions of

old Jean Antoine. One of them, known in later

years as the hailli^ was to play an important part

in the life of the great revolutionist. In his

character is much less base alloy than in that of

any other member of the family. He is by far the

most estimable and sympathetic of them all. And
yet even he had passed through a period, when it

seemed infinitely more likely that he would end in

some drunken brawl as a disgrace to his family,

than that he would render the name " illustrious,"

as Victor could with some justice aver he had

done. Jean Antoine, the younger, had not been

reformed by being branded and treated as an irre-

deemable criminal ; one fine day he had of his own

accord turned over a new leaf. The marquis com-

mended the sagacity of the superiors in allowing

the better self of the young officer time to assert

itself.^ Would that he had learned something

'" Je connais ma tempestive race. J'ai vu, en quelque

sorte, la jeunesse du bailli qui, pendant trois ou quatre ans,

ne passait pas quatre jours de I'annee hors de la prison ; et,

sitot qu'il voyait le jour, courait se perdre d'eau-de-vie, et de
la tomber sur le corps de tout ce qu'il trouvait en son chemin,
jusqu'a 06 qu'on I'abattit et le portat en prison. Mais, avec
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from this lesson in regard to the treatment of his

son

!

It is the more astonishing that it was utterly-

lost upon him, because he did not even need to re-

call to his memory the turbulent youth of the be-

loved brother to know, that no Mirabeau was in

his youth a candidate for sainthood; that upon

every Mirabeau a strong curb acted as a madden-

ing lash, and that though the Mirabeaus were

lamentably liable to be for a while appallingly

familiar with the gutter, they never made it their

permanent abode and might be depended upon

being ultimately worth a good deal more than

most of those who had never tripped into it. He

himself bears loud testimony to the fact that his

own story is a pretty eloquent sermon on this

threefold text. " Women," he confessed, " were

the only occupation of my foolish youth ;

" and,

" licentiousness becamemy second nature." ^ And

yet he had even a much better right to declare in

the same sentence in which he said his brother had

cela, il avait de I'honneur a I'exces, et ses chefs, gens experi-

mentes alors, promettaient toujours a ma mere qu'il serait

un jour excellent. Cependant, personne ne pouvait I'arreter

et il s'arreta tout-a-coup de lui-meme."—The marquis to the

count du Saillant, Jan. 26, 1770. Lucas Montigny : Memoires

de Mirabeau, I. 293, 294.

^ Alfred Stern, Das Leben Mirabeaus, I. 12.
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rendered the name " illustrious," that he had made

it "famous" (^cSUhre). Yes, his drinking so

deeply from the cup of lust did not prevent his

settling down to earnest work and becoming one

of the celebrities of the times. And deservedly

so. There are to-day competent judges who

think that tho contemporaries under- rather than

over-estimated him. He was one of the foremost

founders of the new school of national economists,

called Physiocrats. Partly he even anticipated

Quesnay, the celebrated physician of Mme. Pompa-

dour, who is always named as the originator of the

new doctrines. " The Friend of Men " was not

only a keen, but also an independent and very

original thinker. Among the discoveries of the

all-pervading interdependence of material and

moral conditions, he stands in the very first rank as

to time, clearness of perception, and systematic

examination.

I doubt whether the great truth was revealed to

him by abstract reasoning and observation, though

he was an acute reasoner and a good observer.

Moralizing is the dominant tract of his character.

It is with him not only a strong tendency, but a

burning, irrepressible, and uncontrollable passion.

One would have to search long among his innumer-
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able letters to find a single one that does not betray

it in some way or other. I am, therefore, inclined

to suppose that while the abstract thinker and the

observer furnished abundant materials to the

moralist, the moralist had primarily led the ab-

stract thinker and the observer on the right way.

But however that be, the three necessarily con-

spired to push him in many respects of the highest

moment into conscious and sharp antagonism to

the ancien regime. Unfeigned broad humanitari-

anism, inborn aversion to all sham and hollow

pretence, the honest desire to grasp the essence of

things, coupled with the truthful intention to con-

form his feeling, thinking, and acting to it, and a

morbid pleasure in fault-finding, served to impart

a piquant democratic flavor to the pungent

censures of the critic as well as to the doctrines of

the enthusiastic apostle. And yet no man held

the levelling heresies of democracy in greater

horror than he. He was not only an unquestioning

believer in the theory of the blue blood, but he

made an idol of it and worshipped at its shrine

with the passionate devotion of an Eastern fanatic.

It was in his nature to delight in posing as impla-

cable justice incarnate, and to use in this r61e,

instead of the anachronistic bandage of the stern god-
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dess, a magnifying glass of extraordinary power.

But if in the code, according to which he pro-

nounced sentence, the chapter on his obligations

towards his ancestors had not held such a prom-

inent place, he would after all have been a more

lenient, and therefore better and much wiser

father.

There is a highly respectable element in this : a

deep-rooted spirit of loyalty. But like everything

else in this singular man it is ill-balanced. Where

it remains unshaken, as towards his old mother,^ it

is pushed to reprehensible excess : "She was to

me God on earth," he writes to the Marquis

Longo.2 Where it is overcome by just resentment,

as towards his wife, his eldest son, and one of his

daughters, it still asserts itself by lashing him into

such a fury, that by dint of reasoning under the

^ She did not take kindly to her elder grandson. The
marquis' idolatrous veneration for her seems to render it

likely that this also influenced his feeling towards the boy.

Montigny says she " avaitde I'aversion pour I'aine."—Mem.,
VIII. 80. Her favorite was the marquis' younger son, best

known by his nickname Mirabeau-Tonneau. He had made
an excellent record as a valiant officer in the American war
of independence. In the National Assembly he was one of

his great brother's political antipodes in the ultra-conserva-

tive faction. He excelled more by sarcastic wit than by
sound judgment.

« May 22, 1779. Mem., III. 458.
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dictation of his lacerated heart, the moralist is

turned into a moral monstrosity. The intrepid

and high-minded arraigner of despotism deems it

his incontestable right before God and man to be

sole and irresponsible judge, though he is a party

to the case, and he glories in making his heart a

flint against the supplications of the son ; ^ he fairly

dotes on the savage cruelties in which he vengefuUy

indulges, complacently dubbing them just punish-

ments ; nay, he has the infernal courage to present

another daughter, the best beloved of his children,

with a pen-portrait of the wife that had borne him

eleven children, every line of which appealed to

her to despise, if not to curse the womb that had

borne her.^ And this man declared again and

again emphatically and in perfect good faith, that

^ When Mirabeau had succeeded—^not without difSculfcy

—

in sending to him from the Donjon de Vincennes a letter of

hot entreaties, he did not deign to take any notice of it what-

ever. To the bailli he wrote concerning this letter :
" La

lettre m'e^t-elle touche, effleure meme, il n'en seraitni plus,

ni moins de ma fagon de penser, et du plan de conduite qui

est a poste fixe dans mon ame et dans ma conscience, que

j'aurais dans tous les cas, vis-a-vis de ce personnage, parce

que tout est fonde sur I'idee tres-reflechie de mon devoir ;

mais cette lettre n'a fait ni I'un ni I'autre, et je le laisse sur

le fumier de ses crimes."—June 3, 1779. Mem., II. 305.

^ He calls her in this letter " in every respect an unmiti-

gated monster."
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he had never crossed any one's way, nor ever done

the slightest harm to anybody .^

In our times such a character would be in any

civilized country an impossibility. At all times

the germs of the same discordant traits may be

found in many bosoms. But even where much

less resistance is offered by the good qualities,

laws, customs, and public opinion so effectively

restrain the development of the evil ones, that

they seldom force themselves at all upon the at-

tention of the superficial observer. In the ancien

rSgime everything tended to nurse them into

luxuriant growth, and Marquis Victor, in spite of

his being " the Friend of Men," was as genuine a

son of the ancien regime as could be found in

France. He is a representative of the doomed old,

as well as of the dawning new spirit of the times.

In spite of their being indissolubly blended in

' In a letter of March 30, 1769, to the hailli, he says of him-
self :

" Qui est Tami de tous ceux qui ne I'ont jamais vu
;

qui, par lui-meme ni par son ombre, n'a jamais ete sur le

chemin de qui que soit
;
qui n'a jamais fait peur, ni embarras,

ni mal a personne."—Mem., I. And while he kept the son
" buried alive " in the Donjon de Vincennes, he wrote :

" Je

n'ai jamais fait ni voulu faire du mal a personne: cependant,

je semble etre un objet du courroux du ciel, et dans tous les

details, et de toutes les manieres."—Oct. 21, 1778. Mem., II.

396.
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him, they constantly contend with each other for

the mastery, and, as to his family relations, the

former always carries the day. His severest

accusers are his strong redeeming features. It is

easier to forgive a monster than a more than

highly respectable man, a man with traits of real

intellectual and moral grandeur, who acts like a

monster towards his nearest kin. It is in vain to

search for any other excuse than that afforded by

the only possible explanation of it : he was the

product of a monstrous state of society.

It is hard to decide whom he made to suffer the

most from it. I rather think it was himself, not,

however, because his heart bled, as it unquestion-

ably did, but because his pride was wounded unto

death. His heart, so far from being destitute of

feeling, was morbidly sensitive ;
^ but to minister

^ He writes, Nov. 13, 1759, to the Comtesse de Rochefort

:

" Vous savez que mon tendon d'Achille est dans le coeur

—

un ccBur qui sent les peines, les pressent, les divine, les anti-

cipe." And he declares to be " de plus en plus persuade de

mon grand principe moral, qui est que pour travailler a son

propre bonheur ici-bas, il faut sans cesse cultiver la sensibi-

lite et deraciner I'amour-propre."—Mem. , I. 258. There was
a good deal of truth in this self-characterization. The
trouble was that, as I said before, he allowed his heart to do

his thinking. " Je dois te le dire, le coeur pense beaucoup

trop chez toi," scolds the bailli, who was of a much kindlier

disposition. (lb., HI. 342.) And the marquis himself very
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to his pride he did not shrink from crushing his

heart, and his pride was the typical pride of the

nobleman of the ancien rSgime.

He was not contented with his family being one

of the foremost of the Provence ; he was bent

upon making it one of the great families of France.

The hot zeal and the recklessness, with which he

began to work at the realization of this proud fancy,

became the bane of his life. Literally and figura-

tively he was made to pay a fearful price for it.

It was the foundation on which he reared with

wonderful skill the gorgeous structure of his

family's misery, shame, and guilt.

Though he was ever hunting for wealth, and

contentions about money were one of the principal

causes of the interminable and fierce family feuds,

he does not seem to have had any craving for

money for its own sake. Nor was he addicted to

an ostentations and luxurious way of living. First

that di-eam of his ambition, and then the ever-

correctly said :
" Le sentiment est souvent mauvais logi-

cien." (lb., III. 444.) He added :
** Mais jamais trompeur

sciemment." That is only half true. There is such a thing

as conscious self-deception in regard to one's feelings. The
ancien regime had made it so common a fault, that it became
one of the most characteristic and most portentous traits of

the spirit of the times, and the marquis was uncommonly
skilled in the cunning craft.
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increasing embarrassments growing out of it were

at the bottom of it all. Even to his many specula-

tive ventures was he prompted as much by that

aspiration, as by the desire to put his economic

theories to the test of practice. Not one of them

stood it under his management.

" Your fine plans often looked to me, as if they

were built upon the mists of the Seine," ^ grumbled

the good-natured hailU, who had an almost un-

bounded admiration for the elder brother, and again

and again put his hand deep into his own pocket

to keep him afloat. As the marquis himself as

early as 1766 figured out that he had sunk at least

200,000 francs in the incidental expenses alone of

his ventures, the reproach was certainly not wholly

unfounded.2 But the good bailU, as he com-

plained, was never believed in time, no more in

questions of this than of any other kind.^ How
should or could he? The marquis always did

what his duty bade him do, and he was not the man

to compromise with his duty to please any one.

1 Stem, I. 18.

2 " En frais de notaires, de courtage, de banque, etc."—

Letter of Oct. 29, 1766, to the baillL Mem., I. 221.

3 "Tune m'as de ta vie cru a temps, quoique tu aies

souvent dit que le bailli avait toujours raison."—July 15,

1783. Mem., III. 375.

12
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As to his living in Paris and the bad speculations,

the brother, however, accused him of always man-

aging " to make his duties conform to his tastes." ^

In other and graver questions, strange to say, they

always accorded, if not exactly with his tastes, at

least with what he, under the circumstances, liked

best to do. That was hardly fortunate, for the

man who protested that he had never crossed the

way of any one also frankly declared : " I am

headstrong as a woman in child-bed is brave." ^

Surely, to be an object of his duties was to run no

small risk. A man who justly boasts of being the

blindly obedient slave of his conscience is certain

to be the terror of others, if the behests of his con-

science so miraculously happen to coincide with

what his notions and passions prompt him to do.

In one of his lucid moments in regard to himself,

he confesses that he could hardly have selected an

unsafer guide than this odd conscience of his. " I

have almost always exaggerated and misplaced my
conscience," he writes to the hailli?

It was all the more a dangerous guide, because

—

as the hailli said—he was " possessed of the devil

' Nov. 28, 1782. Mem., III. 323.

^ Nov. 12, 1776, to the Marquis Longo. Mem. , III. 444.

3 Dec. 20, 1782. Mem., I. 236 ; III. 325.
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of scribomania." ^ He never allowed the ink in

his pen to get dry, always wrote what he felt or

thought at the moment, expressed it always in the

most drastic words his perfervid imagination could

command, and—his implacable conscience ever pre-

siding over his counsels—was very loth to retract

anything he had said. Thus his pen necessarily

became a most fruitful source of mischief.^ For

there was in his moods and, consequently, in his

momentary opinions and judgments, no more

stability than in an April sky, and he was pos-

sessed not only of the devil of scribomania, but

also of the arch-devil of " the fanaticism of infalli-

bility," as Montigny expresses himself. The

great moralist Vauvenargues wrote to him

:

" You are fiery, spiteful, stormier, prouder, and

more changeable than the sea, thirsting above all

for pleasure, knowledge, and honors." ^ Now look

at the power accorded by the laws and customs to

1 Mem., III. 355.

2 " Ta plume, apr^s t'avoir attire bien des chagrins, est ce

qui rend cette reunion (of Mirabeau and his wife) si difficile
;

et, en verite, on te prend de partout sur tes ecrits quelcon-

ques ; et tous les malheurs ont distille de ta plume, parce

que tu as ecrit toute la vie suivant la pensee du moment,

sans reflechir que les circonstances changeant, les idees

peuvent et doivent meme changer."—Mem. III., 343. 343.

3 Stern, I. 13.
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a man—and he a nobleman of eminence and in-

fluence—over his family, remember that the ancien

rSgime was simply paternalism run mad, recollect

that Marquis Victor was a most genuine son of

the ancien rSgime^ and you can form some idea of

the temptations and possibilities for tyranny offered

to an infallible man, stormier and more changeable

than the sea, and implicitly obeying a conscience,

that is at the same time so complacent, so exacting,

and so rigorous.

The marquis was none of your shilly-shallying

votaries of paternal duty. Ere he began to look

about for a wife, his irrepressible pen was busy

laying down the law for his children that were to

be. When he chose a wife, he did so solely with a

view to making the next Marquis Mirabeau one

of the bulky planets in the solar system of

monarchical France. He had, as it appears, never

seen Miss Yassan before setting out on the

journey for his nuptials. But what of that ? No

sentimentalities in business, and he was among the

nobility of France no exception to the rule in

looking upon marriage purely as a business affair.

In the uppermost layer of society, a marriage

merely from love, and a pure and happy matri-

monial life were much commented upon with a
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sort of puzzled admiration, but the contrary was

too common to call for any other notice than as

a legitimate subject of social small talk.^ Miss

Vassan, to judge from her portrait, was not the

ogre the marquis afterwards tried to make her out

;

but she was no beauty either. What was under

her skin, it would be time enough to find out after

the nuptial knot was tied. About her being a

rich heiress there was no doubt, and this was for

the present so much the only question of moment,

that the marquis even refrained from higgling

about some objectionable clauses in the marriage

contract, rather than to defer making sure of the

fine prize against all peradventure.

When husband and wife were afterwards fight-

ing each other in and out of the courts like two

wild cats, the marquis declared in his emphatic

style, that his amiable spouse had kept him for some

twenty years in nephritic colic. The fact that she

had borne him eleven children sufficiently proves

* " Sur vingt seigneurs de la cour, il y en a quinze qui ne

vivent point avec leurs femmes et qui ont des maitresses.

Rien meme n'est si commun a Paris entre particuliers."

—

Barbier, IV. 496. "Jamais ils (husband and wife) ne se

voyaient, jamais on ne les rencontrait dans la meme voiture,

jamais on ne les trouvait dans la meme maison, ni, a plus

forte raison, reunis dansun lieu public."—De Besenval, 49.

Quoted by Taine, I. 172.
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the monstrosity of the exaggeration. But to con-

clude from this fact, that, in the main, the relations

between them must have been for many years

pretty much what they ought to have been, would

nevertheless be a great mistake. Loyalty and

pride induced the marquis for a long time de-

terminedly to shut his own eyes against his

misery. The hailli repeatedly told him in later

years : Your putting on a serene face never

deceived any one but yourself.

The marquise was uneducated, of little intellect-

uality, ill-mannered, slovenly, fickle, passionate,

blindly yielding to every impulse, moody and

wilful, shockingly indiscreet and grossly sensual.

We have heard what the marquis had to report

of himself on the latter score. Fierce, unrestrain-

able sensualism was one of the principal curses

blighting Mirabeau's life.^ The father, judging

his son on this head, certainly had no right to

forget that he owed his existence to gross sen-

sualism wedded to gross sensualism.

The marquise being possessed of so many ami-

able qualities and the marquis being endowed

^ He wrote to Champfort :
*

' As to women I am the weak-
est of all men. I have idolized them and, if this be possible,

my spiritual being can do even less without one than my
physical."—Quoted by Stern, I. 170.
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with Job's temper, the family life, of course, be-

came every year more and more heaven on earth.

Already in 1758 separation was talked of. Four

years later some letters, convicting his wife of

adultery, accidentally fell into the marquis' hands.

Thereupon she had to comply with his demand, to

relieve him of her hateful presence. Pride kept

him from using this weapon in court, though the

wife, turned into a raving fury, goaded him to

madness by the violence and vileness of her at-

tacks. When his consent was asked to have the

suit of the son against his wife carried before the

court of last resort, he refused it saying : the

public were not to get from him a tragedy in five

acts ; he was not going to furnish them any fresh

cause for saying : shall we never hear of anything

but this ungovernable race?^ It was, however,

* " Tu me demandes absolument de decider si je veux que

Ton plaide oui ou non ; tu veux que je prononce, et je dis

non, absolument non, quant a present non. Je tiens par

tous les bouts, mais je ne tiens qu'a des roseaux tranchans,

a des branches epineuses, a des barreaux de fer rouge.

Puisque le public aime les tragedies et les drames en cinq

actes, qu'il aille en demander a Mole ; moi et les miens

nous n'avons ete, et ne sommes que trop en spectacle. Mon
propre proces (against his wife) bruit encore, et je suis

chaque jour braille en pleine audience au palais
;
jeneveux

pas grossir ce cri universel: n'entendrons-nous jamais

parler que de cette race effrende des Mirdbeau ? "—Jan. 27,

1783, to the hailli. Mem., III. 347, 348.
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not only pride, that prevented him from purchas-

ing victory over his wife at the price of letting

the world know the worst. The marquise replied

to his charges : " If any guilt attaches to me, it

has grown entirely out of yours." Whether this

counter-charge was well-founded as to the asser-

tion of priority, cannot be said ; but that the

marquis was guilty of adultery was known to

everybody, who knew anything at all about him.

Mme. de Pailly, the wife of a retired officer

living in Switzerland, consoled him for having

been so unlucky in the lottery of marriage. She

was no common mistress. She was an ever wel-

come guest at some of the first families and

sincerely respected by many highly estimable

people. Even the stern piety of the marquis' old

mother became reconciled to seeing the stranger

occupy the place of legitimate wife at her son's

fireside. If one wants to fathom the rottenness

of this society, one must realize what it signifies,

that even the best are stricken to such a degree

with color-blindness as to some of the fundamental

principles of social ethics. To these good people

it seems the most natural thing to keep heaven

snugly warm with the furnaces of hell. The

marquis and Mme. de Pailly always scrupu-
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lously guarded appearances ; she was well educated,

refined, so entirely free from mercenary motives,

that even her not over-well garnished purse was

always at the disposal of the ever needy noble-

man ; she took an appreciative interest in his in-

tellectual pursuits, advised him—only too readily

—as to his unruly children, poured balm on his

aching heart, tended him kindly in his bodily ail-

ments, stood staunchly by him against neglect,

envy, ingratitude, and calumny—^surely that was

more than sufficient to justify the pasting of a

little slip of paper over that troublesome seventh

commandment, or at least the interpreting it some-

what freely to suit one's convenience. The marquis

died in the belief that, as never anything but bliss

had come to him from his attachment to Mme.

Pailly, the Almighty had not taken amiss the

liberty he had taken in this respect with His

behest. Others thought that he had been terribly

punished for it. The hailli told him to his face

that if it had not been for Mme. Pailly, his relations

to his children would never have become such an

infernal cesspool. He did not directly charge her

with intentionally sowing tares, but he maintained

that she had actually done so all the while, be-

cause the consciousness of being an illegitimate
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intruder rendered her all the more determined to

hold exclusive and unlimited sway over him.^

' Lomenie tells the story in a way calculated to produce

the impression that this was but a passing notion, mainly due

to Mirabeau's misrepresentations and persuasive eloquence.

If he had given all the quotations bearing on this question,

which Montigny furnishes from the haillfs correspondence,

every unbiased reader would be convinced that such is not

the case. The hailli knew that it was impossible to cure

his infallible brother of his infatuation—he too was a true

son of the times, holding altogether too lax opinions on such

questions—love and admiration for his brother rendered

him in this as in all other respects over-indulgent towards

his faults and weaknesses—and he was fair-minded enough
not to shut his eyes to the good qualities of the woman.
These were the reasons why he now and then spoke in a

different tone of her. To the unspectacled reader of his

letters it is, however, as clear as anything can be, that his

well-settled opinion accorded with the truth : he cursed the

hour which had brought the marquis into contact with Mme.
Pailly.—"Trop de gens se melent de tes affaires: tu me
comprendras si tu veux

;
que tout ce qui te parait obscure

soit eclairci par toi-meme, et point d'yeux etrangers, sur-

tout des yeux feminins
;
plus ces yeux-la ont d'esprit et

sont aimables, plus il faut s'en mefier, comme de ceux d'une

belle Circe, derriere laquelle I'esprit de domination et de

jalousie s'etablie et s'insinue, de maniereque les plus grands

hommes en sont les dupes . . . celle (femme) en qui tu as

une trop forte confiance est comme les autres, veut etre la

maltresse: tout ce qui pent faire obstacle a cet empire, ou

le partager, lui est desagreable, et en est hai cordialement.

Regie generale, et sans exception, toute femme, dans sa

position, veut gouverner absolument, et elle comme les

autres ... ce ... cheque beaucoup les enfans ; elle n'a

jamais aime aucun des tiens . . . compte que, sans me meler

trop dans les choses, je vois a peu pres tout, et je laisse

J
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It was an uncommonly ugly baby—that is all I

have thus far said of him who was to render the

name Mirabeau immortal, and yet I have said al-

ready enough to decide the mooted question, wheth-

er the father or the son was more to blame, that

the story of their relations was written with gall and

venom and the latter's name became a stench in the

nostrils of all decent people. I have said enough

aller, parce que je sais qu'on ne pent pas empecher la riviere

de couler."— ** Faible dont tu ne gueriras pas, parce que
nos passions durcissent avec nos os, au lieu de decliner avec

notre dge, soit dit en passant, car on te flatte et tu te flattes."

Even if he (the marquis) owed her much more gratitude

than he supposes, " il n'en est pas moinsvrai qu'a mes yeux
et a ceux de tous ceux qui prennent interet d la chose, quoi-

que tres-innocemment, et aveuglee elle-meme sur les objets,

certainement elle a cause beaucoup de mal a toi et a ta

famille, car on ne me parlait jamais d'elle, qu'en ricanant,

et tout le monde sentait que la jalousie de ton adverse (the

vrife) etait placee. Tu es fort eloignee d'avoir procree de

ton corps des anges ; mais tes enfans, eussent-ils ete cela,

jamais des enfans ne se verront gouverner et gourmer dans

leur maison par une etrangere, f<it-elle leur maratre, sans

en avoir du depit." He is not to tell him, that she has never

spoken " mordacement " to the children; he himself has

heard it and interfered. He does not want to deprive him
of what offers him consolation. "Je veux croire que la

personne en question n'a pas la mechancete que lui supposent

tous ceux qui I'ont vu vis-a-vis de tes enfans ; mais elle est

femme, et veut commander, et suit mecaniquement son

instinct." He renders her responsible for the fact that

Mirabeau lost the suit against his wife.—Mem., IH. 200, 201,

205, 206, 208, 409, 419.
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to decide this question, unless one is prepared to

contend that not parents have to educate their

children, but children their parents, and to deny-

that example is one of the most essential elements

in education.

Surely, the children of the marquis would have

needed a treble set of guardian angels, to come

out of the atmosphere of this household uncontam-

inated. As to Honor^ a whole battalion of them

would have been of no avail, for against them

father and son were from the first the closest allies.

All that was out of joint and awry in the father's

way of feeling, thinking, and acting, was brought

to bear upon the hapless child systematically, with

dogged persistency, and the utmost force. Not

enough that he was born so ugly that the most

mealy-hearted father, intending to make his son

the head of one of the great families of France,

would have felt justly aggrieved. As if he

wanted to try just how much the father's patience

would stand, he became still more disfigured by

small-pox. The hailli was informed that his

nephew vied in ugliness "with the devil's

nephew." Starting from this basis, the marquis

soon commenced to discover that he resembled

this disreputable personage in many other respects
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also. Small wonder ! The precocious child was a

most genuine twig of the old tree, and most people

judge those defects of character with the greatest

severity which characterize themselves. Upon the

hot-tempered father afflicted with the infallibility-

delusion and the duty-craze, the faithful reproduc-

tion of his own unconfessed faults in his son nec-

essarily had the effect that a red cloth has upon

the turkey-cock, and the logical consequence was

a pedagogical policy necessarily producing results

diametrically opposed to those it was intended to

have. Dismay grew into chronic anger, baffled

anger into provoking passion, thwarted passion

into obdurate rigor and obstinacy, defied rigor

into systematic injustice and cruelty breeding re-

vengeful spite and more and more weakening and

wrenching out of shape all the springs of moral

volition.

The brain in the oversized head of the boy

worked with unnatural intensity,^ and molten iron

instead of blood seemed to flow in his veins.

What he needed above all was, therefore, a steady

hand to guide him. The hand, however, cannot

possibly be steady, if the judgment is constantly

* When he was five years old his father reported: '' Whole
Paris speaks of his knowledge."
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whirling around like a weathercock. Now the

father sees in him " a lofty heart under the jacket

of a babe, with a strange but noble instinct of

pride," and only four days later, he has changed

into " a type of unutterably deep baseness, of abso-

lute platitude, and the quality of an uncouth and

dirty caterpillar, which will not undergo a trans-

formation." ^ Then again: "An intelligence, a

memory, a capacity which overpower, exciting

astonishment, nay fright." And not quite four

weeks later : "A nothing, embellished with trivial-

ities, that will throw dust into the eyes of chatter-

boxes, but never be anything but a quarter of a

man, if, peradventure, he should ever be anything

at all."

Unquestionably, it was no easy task properly to

educate this boy, for there was a great deal of

solid foundation for every one of the father's con-

tradictory judgments : the boy was like the father

as " changeable as the sea." Still, by conforming

the education with untiring, loving patience, to

the strongly pronounced individuality of the child,

a good pedagogue would have been sure to achieve

excellent results. The application of any cut-and-

* I am at a loss to find a better rendering of the fine *' qui

ne se declievelera pas."
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dried system based upon preconceived notions was

certain to work incalculable miscbief. This the

marquis failed to see, and bis system was in all its

parts as adapted to tbe intellectual and moral

peculiarities of tbe boy, as a blacksmith's hammer

to tbe repairing of a chronometer.

Many years later, tbe Baron Von Gleichen wrote

to tbe father : " I told you often, that you would

make a great rascal of tbe boy, while be was of a

stuff to make a great man of him. He has be-

come both." 1 So it was, and that he became a

rascal was, to a great extent, due to tbe treatment

he received at bis father's hands, while he became

a great man in spite of it. Appeals to reason,

pride, honor, noble ambition, and, above all, affec-

tion, always awakened a strong responsive echo in

bis bosom ; ^ the father, however, whenever he was

^ Denkwiirdigkeiten des Baron C. H. von Gleichen, 90.

Quoted by Stem, I. 67.

2 The father himself wrote with purblind self-compla-

cency: " La rigueur ne lui (the writer) coAterait rien."

—

March 21, 1767. Mem., I. 287. Mirabeau, however, said :

' 'Un Lambert pouvait me perdre,un Viomenil tout obtenir de

moi."—Lettres de Vincennes, I. 295. Lambert commanded
the regiment at Saintes, in which Mirabeau commenced his

military service. The father had selected this regiment,

because Lambert enjoyed the reputation of being the

strictest disciplinarian in the army. Viomenil was the

kindly colonel of the legion de Lorraine with which Mira-

beau went to Corsica.
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provoked—and the high-spirited unruly boy con-

stantly provoked him—had only sternness, sting-

ing sarcasm, sharp rebuke, and severe punishment

for him. Instead of educating him by method-

ically developing his better qualities he persists in

trying to subdue him by fear, although he cannot

help confessing that the word fear is not to be

found in the boy's vocabulary. Contradicting

himself, he then again proudly asserts that, while

Honor^ is afraid of no one else, he fears him.

That was a delusion. He knew that from the

father he had to expect nothing but punishment,

and that he tried to elude by hook and by crook,

having, in spite of his fearlessness, no more a lik-

ing for it than any other boy. The father accused

him, now and ever afterwards, of being by nature

a liar. It was he who had caused the germ of

untruthfulness, which is liable to be pretty strong

with most very vivacious children, to sprout so vig-

orously and to cast such deep roots, by systemati-

cally watering it every day. From his early child-

hood to the day of his death, Mirabeau was pos-

sessed of a secret charm, that, in spite of every-

thing, opened him the hearts of almost all people

with whom he came into closer contact. ^ Even

* The father never tires of bitterly complaining about
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the father was by no means, as he pretended to be,

wholly proof against it.^ But as he was extraor-

dinarily skilful in deceiving himself on this head,

he also admirably succeeded in concealing it from

the son. The boy learned more and more to look

upon his father as his one natural enemy, whom it

was a matter of course to oppose by all available

means, fair and foul. He did his best to make

himself a terror to his son, and he not only dead-

ened natural affection, but also undermined filial

respect. To reimpose the punishments remitted

by the teacher,^ to make everybody, from the father-

that. '
' N'eut-il que son horrible talent pour faire des dupes,

il ne serait bon qu'a etouffer : un homme, marchand de

Dijon, disait a Gassaud :
' II m'emporte beaucoup, mais tout

ce que j'ai serait encore a son service.' "—" Le marquis de

Lambert me disait I'autre jour qu'il avait partage la ville et

la province entre la raison et lui, et que, malgre son carac-

tere odieux, il aurait trouve dans la ville de Saintes vingt

mille livres qui n'y sont pas."—" II ensorcelle le bailli d'Au-

lan lui-meme."—" C'est a ne savoir a qui entendre dans ce

concert de panegyristes."— '* Votre frere avait gagne tout le

pays, peuple, et les bons juges ; 11 est etonnant comme ce

bourreau-la s'empare detout lemonde."—Mem., I. 298, 300
;

III. 344, 412.

"Tant qu'Honore a ete avec toi, tu m'en a chante les

louanges, quoique avec la retenue que le passe inspirait.

Depuis que tu ne I'as vu, on I'a fait redevenir a tes yeux un
homme terrible."—The bailli to the marquis, Dec. 25, 1782.

Mem., III. 345.

2 " Monsieur le comte ne sort pas de sa suite de penitences

;

13
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confessor down to the comrades, a spy and inform-

ant,^ purposely and confessedly to exaggerate to

instructors and superiors his moral shortcomings ^

—

that was a policy to drive an angel to revolt. It

would have been nothing less than a miracle, if it

had not goaded into viciousness an unusually

bright and hot-tempered boy, with a superabun-

dance of human nature in his every fibre.^ There

is no surer way utterly to ruin a full-blooded colt

than madly to tear and jerk the bridle, while

brutally belaboring him with spur and whip.

et, en verite, il en a et en merite prou. Je suis un instrument

de plus pour Poisson (the tutor), parce que, quand il a pro-

mis remission, jis lui sers a y manquer, sans manquer sa

parole, et je tiens rigeur."—Oct. 10, 1756. Mem., I. 248.

^ Honore "me parait, du moins jusqu'a ce temps, ne
devoir etre qu'un fou, presque invinciblement maniaque, en
sus de toutes les qualites viles de sa souche materneUe.

Comme il va maintenant chez nombre de maitres choisis, et

que, depuis le confesseur jusqu'au camarade, tout est autant

de correspondans qui m'informent, je vois le naturel de la

bete et je ne crois pas qu'on en fasse jamais rien de bon."

—

Apr. 19, 1763. Mem., I. 273.

2 " J'ai pris le veritable tour pour I'engager (a certain

Sigrais, to whose care he committed Honore), non seulement
en ne lui cachant rien, mais encore enchargeant lamesure."

—Jan. 15, 1764. Mem., I. 275.

2 Mirabeau said of himself, " II (mon coeur) est bon, mais

fougueux ; mon esprit lui-meme est melange de bien comme
de mal. C'est mon imagination trop bouillante, trop impe-

tueuse, et trop mobile qui a fait mes erreurs et mes fantes."

—May 28, 1778. Mem., II. 309.
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Honor^ was still a child, and the marquis al-

ready persuaded himself that he was in the strict

sense of the word a criminal. He not only said

so, but he also treated him as such, though he ad-

mitted, that in truth thus far only boyish pranks

could be laid to his charge .^ As a last attempt to

save him from perdition, he was, at the age of

fifteen years, entrusted to the ahhS Choquard.^

The marquis himself applies to the institution the

harsh name " reformatory school." It was not so

bad as that. Among Honor^'s comrades were

even some English boys " of family," who were

not at all suspected of being candidates for the

hangman's kind attentions. Not by putting him

into this institution did the marquis disgrace his

son, but he did brand him by depriving him of his

name. As Pierre Buffiere he was entered in the

lists. Lom^nie

—

-facile princeps among Mirabeau's

biographers—makes light of this. He is even

strongly inclined to suppose that, as Buffiere was

the name of a large estate forming part of the

^ Yet in 1771, he writes to Choiseul, '* Qu'il n'a jamais pu
etre note que pour des travers d'enfance."—Lomenie, III. 66.

^ ** Get homme est roide, et force les punitions dans le be-

soin : ce dernier essai fait et rempli, s'il n'y a pas d'amende-

ment, comme je n'en espere point," etc.—June 2, 1764, to

the hailli. Mem., 276.
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prospective inheritance of his wife, the marquis

was largely induced by the desire to gratify his

pride to impose this name upon the son.^ A
strange way of distributing light and shadow in

painting this family tragedy ! The marquis states

m the plainest words, that he intends to burn a

mark upon the forehead of the son, and with some-

thing of an ugly grin, he tells of the desperate but

vain resistance of the boy to its application.^ A
chasm was torn open between father and son,

which could never again be completely bridged

over.

Here again Mirabeau soon gained the vivid

affection, not only of his comrades, but also of

his teachers. A touching demonstration of the

former induced his father to refrain from carrying

out the intention of punishing him for the crime

of accepting some money presents from his mother,

by taking him out of the school and casting him

adrift on the sea of life in a way which would

» Lomenie, III. 213.

^ Je n'ai voulu qu'un nom habille de quelque lustre Mt
traine sur les bancs d'une ecole de correction

;
j'ai fait ins-

crire sous le nom de Pierre Bufiiere ce monsieur qui a recal-

citre, pleure, ratiocine en pure perte ; et je lui ai dit de

gagner mon nom, que je ne lui rendrait qu'a bon escient."

—June 8, 1764, to the bailli. Mem., I. 27G.
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have burned an indelible mark on his, the father's,

forehead.

In 1767, Pierre Buffidre was put into the army.

From this time the feud between father and son

rapidly sinks into darker and darker depths. The

son now comes in for a steadily and fast increas-

ing share of real guilt, but his guilt is always

outrun by the father's unreasonable, unjust, and

despotic paternalism.

Time does not allow me to sketch even with a

few words all the phases of the bitter contest. I

can only with the utmost brevity direct the atten-

tion to some facts, which are indispensable to the

correct understanding of the times and of the bear-

ing which Mirabeau's ante-revolutionary career

had upon the course of the revolution.

Debts, contracted at the gambling table and in

all sorts of other indulgences of a more or less

reprehensible character, and an indiscreet and im-

pure love affair, caused his father to resume the

idea I just alluded to. He thought of sending the

son to the Dutch colonies, because their mephitic

climate rendered it rather more than likely that

he would never return from them.^ Many a year

* That the *' because " is fully justified, the followLag sen-

tences from a letter of the much kindlier hailli amply
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later Mirabeau wrote from his terrible dungeon in

Vincennes to his father : " You have confessed to

me in one of your letters, that from the time of

my imprisonment on the island Rh^ you have

been on the point of sending me to the Dutch

colonies. The word has made a deep impression

upon me and influenced in a high degree my
after-life. . . . What had I done at the age of

eighteen years, that you could conceive such an

idea, which makes me tremble even now, when I

am buried alive ? . . . I had made love." ^ Why
do Lom^nie and Stern not quote this letter ? It

seems to me that it must be quoted, if one is to

judge fairly.

The project was abandoned in favor of a milder

means, which the ancien rSgime offered to persons

of high standing and influence to rid themselves of

people who were in their way, the so-called lettres

de cachet. The person whose name a complacent

minister entered upon the formulary ^ was arrested

proves :
" Ask yourself, whether the excesses of this miser-

able fellow do not deserve that he should be forever cast out

of society ; in this case it would be best, as you say, to send

him to the Dutch colonies. One would be sure to see never

again appear on the horizon a wretch, who is born to cause

grief to his neighbors and be the shame of his family."

^ Lettres de Vincennes, I. 196.

2 Sometimes they were even given in bianco.
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in the name of the king and disappeared, without

trial or judgment, in some state prison for as long

a time as his persecutor chose to keep him caged.

By this handy means the marquis now began to

drag his son from prison to prison, in his " quality

of natural tribunal," as he said.^

Lomdnie lays considerable stress upon the fact

that once or twice Mirabeau seems to have been

rather satisfied with thus being taken care of, be-

cause he was thereby protected from his creditors.

The marquis, however, gains but little by that.

As to his son he appears, in regard to this particular

instance, in a better light than before this fact was

unearthed, but from the other side a new shadow

falls upon him. Where did this fanatic of duty

find the moral justification to prevent the creditors

from getting their due by thus putting their debtor

" under the hand of the king," as the phrase ran ?2

' The expression occurs in a very characteristic sentence,

which makes one look aghast at this " Friend of Men," who
was so sure that he had never harmed any one :

" J'ai fait

justice en quaUte de tribunal naturel et domestique, et ver-

rais sans remords, la mere sur les treteaux, le fils a la Greve,

et n'en irait pas moins la tete levee, et le sein decouvert."

—

June 20, 1779, to the baillL Mem., II. 314.

2 He says quite naively :
" II vaut mieux qu'il soit mon

prisonier que celui de ses creanciers." It is true, Mirabeau's

revenues were to be applied to paying off his debts, but this,

as he figured out, would keep him twenty-seven years in
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It certainly could not be derived from any para-

graph in his catechism. It is a most genuine

piece of the code of the ancien rSgime.

For a number of years Mirabeau's debts con-

stituted his principal wrong. He was one of those

men who would somehow manage to get into debt

even on a desert island and with Robinson's lump

of gold for a pillow. But he would have had no

opportunity to run up in the briefest time an ac-

count of over 200,000 francs, if he had not closely

followed the father's bad example in choosing a wife.

Miss Marignane was also an heiress, but—though

bearing no resemblance to the nSe Miss Vassan

—

in almost every other respect pretty much the re-

verse of what a sensible man must wish his wife to

be. Mirabeau would certainly never have thought

of offering her his hand, if she had not been an

heiress. His main reasons for wooing her seem,

however, to have been the longing to become more

independent of his father and a freak of petty

vanity ; he was tickled by the sensation it would

cause that, in spite of his ugliness, the much

prison. Besides, though it was an exaggeration that, as he

asserted, "pour aider a cette Hquidation mon pere touche

bien mes revenus, mais ne paye rien," yet the father laid

himself open to very grave reproaches in this respect.—See

Mirabeau's Memoir of Apr. 16. 1776. Stern, I. 306, 307.
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coveted prize was carried off by him. He did not

even scruple to force the hand of the girl by

gravely compromising her. But when she was his

wife, he was only too gallant a knight. She was

one of those women whose whole existence is com-

prised in sipping the cup of pleasure. She is, so

to speak, all outside without anj^ inside at all. If

you want to get at her intellectual life, you must

listen to her merry laugh about nothing at the

picnic parties and the animated recitation of her

part on the amateur stage, on which she is quite a

star ; and to find her heart, you must go to the

milliner's and jeweler's shop.^ To them and to the

caterers Mirabeau carried the bulk of the money ^

he borrowed from the usurers. She had eaten up

with her frivolities most of the money, for the

squandering of which he had to pine his youth

' The bailli calls her " la plus sotte et la plus begueule de

son sexe." In another letter he says of her :
" Elle s'est

accoutumee a etre le coryphee d'une societe tres-bruyante,

qui passe du concert a la comedie, de la au bal, de la aux
quatre points cardinaux, sur la plus petite apparence de

fete ; elle est la divinite de tout ce monde, et tient a son

piedestal."—Mem., III. 336, 333.

2 The hailli writes :
" Ce que j'ai vu de relatif aux dettes

de ton fils est, pour les trois quarts au moins, pour presens

faits a sa femme. Qui plus est il yen a pour le beau-

pere." The father admits the truth of the assertion: "La
plus grande partie des creances valables est en fourniture

d'utilite feminine."—Mem., III. 346.
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away in prison. And that was not all she had to

answer for. She too had enjoyed all the advan-

tages of good example, and she profited as much by

it as Mirabeau. Her grandmother and her mother

were separated from their husbands, and very soon

she gave Mirabeau the right to bid her leave his

house forever. He forgave her the adultery, of

which she stood convicted by her own confession,

and he never told any one of her shame, until he

thought that by revealing his magnanimity he

could induce the courts to compel her to rejoin

him. She thanked him for his generosity by tell-

ing him that he was a fool, when he implored and

commanded her to join him in his place of deten-

tion, in order to stand between him and the temp-

tation which threatened to close the gulf over him

by pushing him from guilt into crime. Aye, Mira-

beau sinned much, but he was infinitely more

sinned against.^

In Pontarlier, while he was officially a prisoner

at Fort Joux, he and Sophie, the wife of President

Monnier, fell in love with each other. Sophie was

* ** Bref, sa femme a eu plus de torts que lui, car, pendant

ses souffrances, elle etait sur les treteaux ; et, a dire vrai,

Honors, quoique bien coupable, a ete encore plus mal-

heureux."—The &ai7K to the marquis. Dec. 3, 1772. Mem.,

III. 344.
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twenty-four and her husband seventy years old.

She had married him because her parents wanted

her to, and he had married her principally to spite

a daughter from his first wife, who had married

against his will. There were people who thought

the old bigot had in truth no objection to some-

body else's helping him to beget a son, in order not

to let his fortune go to that daughter. Intel-

lectual affinity had little to do with the love of

the two young people, though an unruly and ex-

uberant imagination was a trait common to both.

The animal senses were the main source of their

mutual passion. Indulgence did not quench the

fire but fanned it. The scandal after a while be-

came of such a character, that no amount of com-

placency on the part of the authorities could any

longer render it compatible with Mirabeau's official

status as prisoner. He fled, probably breaking his

word of honor, though he asserts that he had been

released from his promise. The father, more ready

to spend money to punish than to help the son,

hired some detectives from the government to

hunt him down. He always gave them the slip

—

at least once at the eminent risk of his life. At

last he recrossed the frontier, was joined by Sophie,

and escaped with her to Holland. A suit was in-
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stituted against thein. She was sentenced to con-

finement for life in a convent, he to death. His

picture was nailed to the gallows. That they had

rendered themselves amenable to the penal law, is

indisputable. This sentence, however, was a judi-

cial outrage. According to the moral code of the

social classes, to which they belonged, they were

— as the hailli afterwards maintained— hardly

guilty of more than a petty offence. In the eyes

of these circles their real crime consisted not in

what they had done, but in the " crying publicity
"

of their wickedness.^

The fugitives worried but little about the sen-

tence, for they deemed themselves perfectly safe.

They might have been, if Mirabeau had not pro-

voked his father afresh. The marquis thought

that he was forever rid of him, and he was glad of

it. He was honestly desirous of being allowed to

* ** Fallait-il . . . que d'un fait tres-vulgaire on fit une
monstruosite sans exemple et de la morale, et de la theorie,

et du dogme ?
"—" Qui, dans cette infame Babylone (Paris)

oi\ tous les scandales sur tel sujet sont sondes, cicatrises,

consolides n'est pas, de fait ou de volonte, de ce qu'il a eu de

reprehensible essentiellement, dans la conduite de Vinfail-

lible (Mirabeau) ? Qu'il y ait mis plus d'eclat, cela est vrai

;

mais le fond des choses est le meme ; mais, adultere, rapt,

seduction, en le supposant coupable des trois, et il ne Test

que d'un, c'est I'histoire de tous ou presque tous ; il n'y a

que la publicite bruyante de plus."—Mem., III. 253, 254.
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consider liim henceforth as simply non-existing.

The suit of his wife against him frustrated the

realization of this hope. The mother induced the

son to champion her cause before public opinion

and the court. He wrote and published a memoir

against his father, brimful of concentrated venom.

It was the meanest and vilest deed of his life.

Though he maintained that his father had no

longer any moral claim upon him,^ he afterwards

declared in a letter, which cannot possibly have

been written for effect, that he regretted this act

" with tears of blood."

Before Mirabeau's flight from Dijon, his father,

supported by other relatives, had already requested

the minister Malesherbes to have him locked up

in Pierre-en-Cise for so long a time as he, the

father, should deem fit, and not to allow him any

communication whatever with the outer world.^

"Mon pere a outre-passe envers moi les droits d'un

homme quelconque sur un autre homme, et par consequent

d'un pere sur son fils, et alnsi brise la chaine de mes devoirs

envers lui." The oppressed has the duty to resist the

oppressor, and " dans nos pays esclaves, on ne pent arreter

le credit dans sa marche inique et tortueme, qu'en suscitant

contre lui I'opinion publique."—May 12, 1779, to Boucher.

Mem. , rV. 49. It is interesting that Mirabeau partly excuses

himself by " ma maudite facilite a ecrire."

^ The naive frankness with which he enunciates his pater-

nalistic notions in this memoir is fairly startling: " S'il
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Now he was determined not to rest ere he had

succeeded in making an end of it in this way.

Not just indignation alone prompted him to this

resolution. Nothing was to be left undone to

deprive his wife of the aid of this powerful pen,

for the thought that he might lose the suit, was

utterly unbearable to him.

The States-General, against their wont, con-

sented to the extradition.^ On June 7, 1777, the

(Mirabeau) doit I'etre {i. e. , free) encore, je m'en lave les

mains et devant Dieu et devant les hommes, mais je mets

sur la conscience du ministre tons les delits qui en resulte-

ront . . . quand I'autorite tutelaire et souveraine se refuse

a appuyer I'autorite domestique, reconnue impartiale et equi-

table, elle sait sans doute, ou prendre les ressorts, propres a
veiller sur la tete de chaque individu en particulier. Je m'y
resigne done, mais elle ne pourra refuser un jour a ma vieil-

lesse, qui viendra lui demander compte de la prostitution

d'un nom, qui m'avait ete transmis sans tache et que j'avais

tache de conserve tel, son secours pour le derober du moins

a la fletrissure, portes par les lois."—Stern, I. 302, 803. The
refusal of the government to give him possession of the

trunks of the son, after imprisoning him at his demand in

the Donjon, fills him with the deepest indignation. " H
faut qu'on nous ait outrecuidamment oublies, nous et nos

ascendans. pour que, quand nous enfermons notre propre

geniture, on nous marchande et nous rogne notre autorite."

—Mem., II. 284, 285.

1 Fr. Kapp (Soldatenhandel deutscher Fursten nach

America) is of opinion that the Landgrave of Hessia, whom
Mirabeau had denounced in a pamphlet for selling his sub-

jects to the English to help them subdue the rebellious

Americans, influenced them. From the Donjon Mirabeau
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gates of the Donjon de Vincennes closed upon

Mirabeau. His father intended that they should

never again open for him. " Besides the official

authorities," he wrote to the hailli^ " I alone want

to know his place of confinement ; after my death

it shall be revealed to my successor by a sealed

letter." And that to a son, of whom he himself

declared again and again, that at bottom his heart

was good, and that perhaps not a man could be

found in France less capable of a premeditated

wickedness.^ Yes, indeed, a heart that was at bot-

tom good. When at last after three and a half

years he was allowed to re-enter life on trial, the

tears rushed from his eyes when he saw a portrait

of his father, and from his trembling lips fell but

two words, which in their simplicity are the most

repeatedly and urgently requested to be allowed to join the

French army in America.—Lettres de Vincennes, I. 424 ;

III. 369. Lettres de cachet, I. 284.

1 " II a une sensibilite turbulente, qui le rend bon et non
mauvais. Mais, au fond, il a nuUe bonte, pas meme pour

lui-meme, qu'il tracasse et qu'il traite comme un chien et

comme un cheval : du reste, peut-etre a-t-il besoin, de se

tarabuster ainsi, car son exuberance sanguine I'etoufferait

;

et, en verite, soyons justes, il y a bien du physique dans ses

ecarts.''—" Au fond, cet homme, qui n'a que I'escrime de

satan, mais non sa griffe, n'a pasde mechancete pourliards;

mais il a des tresors d'enfance et de folie."—'*Au fond,

c'etait peut-etre Thomme du royaume le plus incapable

d'une mechancete reflechie."—Mem., III. 270, 255, 174.
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beautiful monument which he has erected to him-

self as a man: "Poor father!" And this " poor

father," though his heart had somewhat softened

towards the son, was not primarily induced by its

appeals to unlock the prison door.^ He wanted to

make use of his supposed influence upon the

mother, he wished to effect a reconciliation be-

tween Mirabeaa and his wife, because during his

imprisonment his only legitimate son had died and

the marquis craved with all the intensity of his

ardent heart to see the race continued in the male

line, and above all he had become seriously afraid

that his son would obtain his release without and

against him, if he did not grant it.^ These were

^ The father himself admits that there was no acting in

this scene. " Du Saillant, qui a mis dehors son beau-frere,

en est fort content a tons egards, lui qui ne s'enthousiasme

guere ; il s'attendait a trouver du theatral et du pathos, il a

trouve un homme fort touche, fort repentant, fort soumis,

et surtout penetre, a sa furieuse mode, pour son pere et sa

famille ; en meme temps gaillard et leste pour tout autre.

. . . Voyant mon portrait, il fut extremement touche, et il

fondit en larme ne disant que pauvre pere !
"—Dec. 20, 1780,

to the hailli. Mem., III. 123. Some weeks before Mirabeau

had written in a letter, which could not possibly come to

the knowledge of his family or any person of influence :

*' Si je puis arracher une larme de lui, me voila paye de tout

ce que son despotisme m'a fait perdre et souffrir."—M6m.,

II. 321.

^ *' Si je n'eusse lache mon fils, mes ennemis me I'allaient

arracher et tous m'auraient jete la pierre."—Febr. 16, 1781.
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the determining reasons of the marquis. He had

not and never did become conscious of having to

reproach himself in the least in regard to this arbi-

trary imprisonment of forty-two months.^ On the

contrary, he was satisfied that he had done the son a

very good turn by it. And before he pushed back

the bolt, he had secured from the government the

right to put him again, at any moment, behind

lock and key, without having to render any ac-

count to anybody .2 The hailli preaches in vain,

that a man of thirty-three years is too old to be

*' Corapte qu'Honore, peu s'en faut, en mesure de sortir de

Vincennes, sans nous."—Mem., II. 370. Mirabeau had
threatened to move heaven and earth. "D'etre remis, soit

aux juges ordinaires, soit a des commissaires . . . pour que

mon proces, instruit et juge, m'apprenne enfin pourquoi,

depuis sept ans je suis prive de la liberte."—See Lettres de

Vincennes, IV. 198, sq.

^ " Quarante-deux mois dans un lieu ou Ton n'a, pour

toute compagnie dans des voutes gothiques et lugubres, que

les hurlemens nocturnes des souterrains et autres voisi-

nages, sont une medicine qui doit renouveler une tete ; il

faut du malheur a I'homme ; mais nous ne sommes pas a

bout, et je garantirai sa femme de son enthousiasme, comme
je I'ai fait desesfolies ; le tout pour I'acquit de mon devoir."

—Mem., III. 126. He says now of him: "C'est un homme
fait, qui se contient, et qui est meme imposant, malgre cette

extreme vivacite dont il est neanmoins le maitre . . . il a

double d'esprit. ... II voit comme un aigle."—Mem., III. 151.

2 Mirabeau wrote Sept. 29, 1782, in regard to this to the

minister Vergennes : "Mais observez, M. le comte, que

par la nature de I'ordre du Roi qui me greve, je peux sans

14
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kept in leading strings.^ The marquis persists in

his old doctrine, that it is his duty to guide, and

the son's duty to obey.^

I cannot enter upon the story of Mirabeau's

sufferings at the Donjon. Only one statement

must be made. He probably would have suc-

cumbed to them—physically, mentally, and morally

—if it had not been for the manifold and great

kindnesses done him by his jailers, partly in

flagrant violation of the prison rules. This too is

a very characteristic trait of the ancien rSgime.

The government—though an uncommonly good-

natured king sits on the throne and the ministers

are upright and kindly men—drives a Juggernaut

aucune information nouvelle, sans meme aucune imputa-

tion, et au premier signe de mon pere y (any state prison)

rentrer. Get ordre, j'ose le dire, est inconcevable, est

inoui. Le Roi n'a ni dA, ni pli se departir de ses droits de

protection et de jurisdiction sur moi, me declarer en quel-

que sorte liors de I'empire de la loi et desavolonte."—Stern,

L 313.

^ " Prends garde, d'ailleurs, quelamaniere de ne reussir a
rien, c'est se vouloir penser pour les autres, et de vouloir

mener selon son propre go^t, non suivant le leur."—Aug. 3,

1781. "Si, a trente-trois ans, on ne pent laisser aller ton

fils, avec les punitions qu'il a essuyees, tu entreprends de
secher la riviere a la fagon des Danaides."—Sept. 4, 1781.

Mem., III. 170.
'^ '

' Quand il se conduit bien et obeit, je dois aussi le con-

duire. . . . Tout cela n'est pas affaire de choix et de volonte,

mais de devoir."—July 31, 1781. Mem., III. 171.
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car over the subjects, and its lower organs clan-

destinely pile pillows over the victims to save

them from being completely crushed.

Dark enough are the details of this story of

grief, but though they were ten times darker,

from the historian's point of view they would

weigh but little in the scales compared to the fact

in itself, that a man is kept in prison three years

and a half not only without trial and judgment,

but without any legal charge whatever being

brought against him. Already in the memoir

replying to the father's petition to have him incar-

cerated for an indefinite time at Pierre-en-Cise,

Mirabeau had written : " If I deserve to be pun-

ished, let it be legally established and let me be

legally punished." ^ From his cell in the Donjon

he again and again reiterated this demand with

increasing insistence. Even according to the

twisted logic of the ancien rSgime it was unanswer-

able. According to the ethics of the ancien rSigme^

however, there was not the slightest objection to

its being simply ignored. But the times were

past when it could be ignored with impunity.

Some years later, in a letter to the minister Mont-

morin, Mirabeau warned the government to

1 Stern, I. 306.
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beware " of that terrible malady of ministers, that

they can never make up their minds to give to-

day what will inevitably be wrenched from them

to-morrow." 1 He spoke advisedly and with

authority, that is to say, not as a theorist, but as a

man of action, who had made it the one task of

his life to bring about the fulfilment of the pro-

phetic warning. He had commenced working at

it almost from the moment the government of the

aneien rSgime had consented to become his father's

willing handmaid in making him the most striking

object lesson of the incalculable blessings of des-

potic paternalism. With glowing passion and

terrific energy he had devoted himself ever more

and more to this task, and his pen had become a

dreaded power in the state. The father and the

ministers of the crown had been unwittingly

engaged in a hot contest, as to who could do the

most and the best towards training the most

implacable and the most formidable enemy of the

existing order of things.

Mirabeau had entered the lists with the " Essay

on Despotism." ^ As a literary production it was,

' Apr. 18, 1788. Mem., IV. 483.

^ Written 1772 in Manosque.
3 See Lettres de Vincennes, II. 444.
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in his own opinion, worth but little.^ He wanted

it principally to be considered " as a profession of

faith as a citizen." ^ Judged as such it throws a

strange sidelight upon the father, who persisted

in consigning again and again this youth to the

"dunghill." He preaches in it with equal em-

phasis the doctrine of popular sovereignty in its

most rigorous form,^ and the wisdom of obviating

despotism by daring to tell the truth to the mon-

archs, proving to them that their own interest

requires the limitation of their authority, for " in

augmenting their authority, they diminish their

power :
" "a prince who arrogates to himself all

authority, loses it all."^ Distinctly, though

naturally still in a somewhat inchoate state, this

first youthful production already reveals the

uncompromising revolutionist, as well as the con-

servative monarchical statesman.

The father was of opinion, that " one must be

insane to write such things when one is in the

bonds of a lettre de cachet,^'' The son gloried in it,

that he had dared to " thunder against despotism,"

while he was himself weighed down by it.* To

increase the weight of his chains was the surest

1 Oct. 23, 1776, to Marc-Michel Rey.—Mem., IV. 5.

2 lb., 33, 103, 274; edition of 1775. 3ib.,81,95. ^ib.^JV.C.
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means to make him thunder all the louder. In

the Donjon he wrote a larger work, " On the Lettres

de Cachet and the State Prisons." ^ The judgment

which he passed upon this effort contrasted

sharply with his criticism upon the " Essay on

Despotism." In his cell he penned the proud

words : " It will not die." ^ It was, indeed, sure

not to die, ere the lettres de cachet were dead and

buried beyond resurrection, a new age closing the

tomb for all time to come. It was more than a

book : it was a political deed, for it contained, as

he said, "what no one else either would have

dared to say, or could have said." ^ It was not

written merely with ink, but also with his heart's

blood. The prisoner sat in judgment upon the

ancien rSgime^ and under his terrible arraignment

the royal palace at Versailles shook, as if the wave

of an earthquake had passed under it. He had

not become a convert to the doctrine, that one

ought to thunder against despotism only when

one is well out of harm's way. " My work on the

state prisons," he writes to the father, " is not

without some merit, for my mind emboldened by

persecution, has elevated my genius repressed by

1 1778
;
published 1782.

2 Lettres de Vincennes, III. 63. - lb., IV. 323.
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suffering." ^ " Free or not, to my last breath I

shall contend for the rights of mankind," he

announced in the book itself—he was in dead

earnest about it—and it was the truth that perse-

cution only emboldened him. Had his father for-

gotten that even as a child he had known no fear ?

The courage of the man was not only boundless,

but of an imposing and overpowering fierceness.

" As many as you are, you will never succeed in

making me tremble," he wrote to his sister, when

he had voluntarily returned to prison in Pontar-

lier, in order to put his head again firmly upon

his shoulders by compelling the court to revoke

its sentence against him and Sophie.^ " The

sight of the scaffold opposite my window would

not induce me to accept propositions in prison " ^

—thus he declined a proposed compromise. He
was the genuine grandson of old Jean Antoine,

who delighted in running in front of a column of

assault and in baring his bosom on a breach.

And what an excellent schooling had his adver-

saries and persecutors managed to provide for him

for the arena, in which soon the decisive contests

^ Lettres de Vincennes, II. 222.

2 Lettres inedites de Mirabeau a Vitiy, 196; Mem., III. 256.

3 Mem., III. 260.
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of the age were to take place. He was certainly

a born orator, but even of the born orator the old

saying holds good, that practice makes the master.

And not only his numerous memoirs addressed to

the ministers and to the court, but also his count-

less private letters pleading his cause, were so

many oratorical efforts, though they were only

written and never spoken. The judges at Pont-

arlier and Aix had a story to tell about what he

had profited by this practice. There he cowed and

terrorized them, and here—pleading for an order of

the court compelling his wife to rejoin him—in a

speech of five hours he almost literally crushed

the defendant's attorney, and he the celebrated

Portalis. His father wrote about this scene:

" His opponent, whom they had to carry fainting

and shattered (foudroye) out of the room, has not

been able to leave his bed since the terrible five-

hours' pleading, in which he was crushed ;
" and,

" Imagine the triumph of this rope-dancer ; on the

day of the great spectacle the intoxicated crowd,

although the guard had been trebled, occupied

and smashed doors, barriers, windows, everything ;

even on the roofs they sat, to see him at least, if

they could not hear him; and it is a pity that

they did not all hear him, for he has spoken so
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niucli, howled so much, roared so much, that the

mane of the lion was white with froth and the

perspiration dripped from it." ^ And this man

had vowed hatred and persecution unto death to

the despotism of the ancien regime.

Even two hours more would not afford me suffi-

cient time for the briefest sketch of his warfare

against it and his checkered career during the

next seven years, till the meeting of the States-

General ushers in a new era of the history of

Europe. There is many a dark page in them, but

the light also grows ever more intense. The

numerous writings of this period, judged from the

literary point of view, can lay no claim to being

masterpieces. How could they be ? " It seems

to be my fatal destiny," he says, " that I am

always compelled to do everything in twenty-four

hours." 2 But they are almost all, like the " Essay

on Despotism," professions of faith, and more or

less, like the "Lettres de Cachet," not merely

books and pamphlets, but political deeds.

With breathless rapidity he strikes blow upon

blow, but—the dust and the mould of many state

prisons lie thick upon his garments and their

» Mem., III. 407, 408.

« Febr. 10, 1789, to M. de Comps. Mem., V. 262.
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hem is saturated with filth. What of that ? Did

the splinters not fly, wherever he struck, just the

same as if the arm that smote had been as pure

as it was strong ? Sure enough, they did. And

still—what of that, indeed ! In the strict sense of

the word it was a fearful calamity to France, and

thereby to Europe. With that baby of repulsive

ugliness the Fates had entrusted to the " Friend

of Men " the most precious life in France. Ah,

if he had, as he said of his son, "seen like an

eagle," if he had but had something of the pro-

phetic gift of this miscreant ! The aneien rSgime

had bred in his heart and in his head his perverse

paternalistic notions, and by making the most of

the possibilities afforded to him by the aneien

rSgime in driving to ruthless excess their applica-

tion, he had rendered impossible the realization of

this baby's grand possibilities. But for his mad

conception of duty it could never have come to

this, that in the grandest political era of France,

her greatest political genius would have to say,

and the bitter word hold good to the last day of

his life, nay beyond the gates of death :
" How

strange this destiny of mine, always to be the pro-

moter of a revolution, and always between a dung-

hill and a palace." ^

' Lettres a Mauvillon, 449.



LECTURE VI.

The States-General.

I STATED in a former lecture the negative pur-

port of the convocation of the States-General : the

government announced that the ancien rSgime had

to go into liquidation and made a formal assign-

ment. Positively it settled absolutely nothing,

except that France was to enter upon a new

chapter of her history. In itself it neither deter-

mined nor even indicated anything whatever in

regard to the character the contents of this chapter

were to bear. The States-General were them-

selves a piece ^ of the ancien rSgime and a

^ As they were convened only sixteen times it is in a sense

hardly justified to call them an institution. The first con-

vocation took place in 1303 and was occasioned by the con-

tentions of Philippe le Bel with Pope Boniface VIII. Pas-

quier, however, contends that it is not correct to call this

assembly States General. According to him these were con-

vened for the first time in 1314.—Recherches de la France,

livre Ilk chap. VII ; Archives Parlem., I. 49. Some author-
219
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thoroughly genuine one, though when the ancien

regime degenerated into royal absolutism, the

government of course condemned it to become

and remain a dead historical reminiscence ; for

to allow the representatives of the three orders

any real power was incompatible with absolutism,

and the surest way not to let them aspire to any

real power was not to convene them at all. But

the government deemed it only prudent not to

run any risk on this head. It was not to be in-

ferred from their not being convened, that they

could rightfully claim any power, if they were

convoked. When an opportunity offered itself,

the government took good care to warn the people

emphatically against being betrayed into such an

inadmissible notion. Replying to an arret of the

Parliament of Paris of January 14, 1719, Guil-

laume de Lamoignon said :
" We recognize in

France no other sovereign than the king. His

authority makes the laws : as the king wills, thus

wills the law. To the States-General no way is

open but that of remonstrance and very humble

supplication. The king pays heed to their griev-

ities count as many as twenty meetings of the States-General

:

1302, 1315, 1321, 1828, 1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1369, 1380,

4681, 1483, 1558, 1560, 1561, 1576, 1588, 1614, 1789.
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ances and requests according to the rules of his

wisdom and justice." ^

If the government now proposed to adhere to

and maintain this old doctrine, it virtually de-

clared : Whereas I have been compelled to an-

nounce to the nation that the ancien rSgime is

completely and irretrievably broken down, I have

summoned the States-General to assist me, as they

will be in duty bound, not in attempting to re-

store political vitality to the kingdom, but to see

to it that it remain, to the dishonor and ruin of the

people, a pitiable and repellent labyrinth of un-

repairable ruins. Of such a palpable absurdity

the government was not guilty. It set out by

formally assigning them a very different task.

But it neither clearly defined and circumscribed

^ As late as 1776, the Parliament of Paris emphatically en-

dorsed this doctrine. In an arrete of March 20 of that year,

it declared :
" II resulte des anciennes maximes nationales,

attestees a chaque page de notre histoire, qu'au roi seul ap-

partient le droit de convoquer les Etats Generaux ; que lui

seul doit juger si cette convocation est utile et neeessaire

;

qu'il n'a besoin d'aucun pouvoir extraordinaire pour I'admi-

nistration de son royaume
;
qu'un roi de France ne pourrait

trouver dans les representations des trois ordres de I'Etat

qu'un Conseil plus 6tendu, compose des membres choisis

d'une famille dont il est le chef, et qu'il serait toujours I'ar-

bitre supreme de leurs representations ou de leurs doleances."

—Quoted by Cassagnac, Histoire des Causes de la Revolu-

tion frangaise, II. 209.
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this task, nor did it with any precision state what

the character and extent of authority were to be,

with which it intended to consider them invested

for the purpose of accomplishing this task. That

the people did not receive definite information on

these points was bad enough. But it was in-

finitely worse, that the government was very far

from knowing its own mind in regard to any of

them. To such a degree was it unaware of the

tremendous importance of having these prelimi-

nary questions authoritatively decided before the

meeting of the States-General, that it had mani-

festly not even bestowed any serious consideration

upon them. One thing only shone forth in but

too great clearness from the haze in which it

moved : like the court it wanted the new with the

old, but not the new in place of the old.

The king's letter of January 24, 1789, to the

governors in regard to the convocation of the

States-General,^ ordered, that the deputies should

be " furnished with instructions and general and

sufficient powers to propose, urge, advise, and

approve everything that may concern the needs

of the state, the reform of abuses, the establish-

ment of a fixed and lasting order in all the

' Archives Parlementaires, I. 611.
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branches of administration, the general prosperity

of our kingdom, and the welfare of all and every-

one of our subjects." It certainly did not require

any forced interpretation to see in this more than

ordinary legislative functions. Still it was not

directly said that the States-General were to be

a constituent assembly—to devise a constitution

for France. The wording was sufficiently vague

to admit of honest differences of opinion covering

the whole ground between yes and no. When it

became apparent that the overwhelming majority

of the people understood, in accordance with the

law laid down by the stern facts of the situation,

that the States-General were also to act as a con-

stituent assembly, the government did not inti-

mate that it had been misunderstood. Yet even

ordinary legislative powers were not conceded to

them in an incontestable manner by the king's

letter. In this respect too the fence had seemed

the most advisable seat to the government. On

the one hand, the king bound himself " to main-

tain and have executed whatever should be con-

certed " between him and them, and on the other,

he, in the very same sentence, only promised " to

ask and hear favorably their advice about all that

can be of interest to the welfare of our people,
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and to provide in regard to their grievances and

propositions."

Thus the government blew hot and cold with

the same breath, leaving everything undetermined

as to the position it would ultimately take and

assuming no binding obligation whatever. But

however fearful the possibilities with which this

indecision was fraught, could the government do

otherwise so long as another preliminary question

was not settled? Whether the States-General

were merely to give advice or to be clad with more

or less real authority, was it to be presumed that

they themselves would ever agree as to what ought

to be done ? Unless an age of miracles dawned for

France, this was next to impossible, if these States-

General were to be the States-General of old. The

reason is simply that the historical States-General

were not a national representation, but the repre-

sentation of three orders. Two of these were

invested with privileges, the abolishment of most

of which was an absolute prerequisite of the

regeneration of the body politic. Was it likely

that they would voluntarily relinquish them to

the extent imperatively demanded by the public

interest? If they did not, nothing could be

attained, for as the vote was taken by orders, they
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could in every single question outvote the third

by two to one. Even if, from patriotism or an en-

lightened view of its own interests, one of them

were to join the third, it would avail but little,

for in questions concerning the whole, each had

a veto upon the two others. Therefore, if the

States-General of 1789 were to be what the States-

General of former centuries bad been, their convo-

cation was almost tantamount to decreeing that

this last attempt at setting the commonwealth

again on its feet must be a failure. Nay, it would

have resulted of necessity in worse than a mere

failure. Mirabeau did not draw upon his imagi-

nation, when on the 15th of June he warned

the assembled deputies of the third order: "I

need not color this slight sketch to demonstrate

that the division of the orders, the veto of the

orders, the arguing and deliberating by orders,

would be a truly sublime invention to fix con-

stitutionally egoism in the priesthood, pride in the

patriciate, baseness in the people, discord between

all interests, corruption in all the classes composing

the great family, cupidity in all minds, insignifi-

cance of the nation, tutelage of the prince, des-

potism of the ministers." ^

» (Euvres, I. 221.

15
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That was the true scope of the question.

Though it was well known that the two upper

orders were prepared to consent to a curtailment

of the pecuniary advantages they were now enjoy-

ing, nobody could guarantee that they would be

willing to go far enough ; and to run any risk on

this head would have been a dereliction of duty

on the part of the representatives of the third

order towards their constituents. If any of them

did not see this before repairing to Versailles,

Necker did his best to unseal their eyes the very

first day. His greeting to the States-General

contained the declaration, that " a system of com-

pensation or indemnity" must be provided for,

in case the noble estates ^ were to be deprived of

their exemption from taxation. The first word of

the government an assurance, that it would use

padded velvet gloves in handling the privileges

!

Could that be calculated to stimulate the liberality

of the privileged orders ? But even if they had

unanimously promised in writing to make the

most liberal concessions, the third estate would

not have been satisfied, and justly so. They did

1 Not estates of noblemen. The exemptions, as I have

mentioned before, attached to the estate and not to the

owner. A fief owned by a bourgeois was free, and a rotu-

rier estate owned by a nobleman had to pay.
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not request concessions ; tliey demanded as an in-

contestable right the unconditional recognition of

the principle of equality. As to this very ques-

tion of principle, however, the privileged orders

put their feet down as squarely and firmly as the

third estate.^ They were willing to assume a

larger share of the public burdens, but as a con-

cession and without renouncing their character as

privileged orders. We meet with the formal

declaration, that the offer is due only to " respect

for the monarch and love for his person," and that

therefore the tax shall be distinguished by name

as the " taille noble " and conceded only for a

limited period. And La Fare, the bishop of

' "En parlant pour la noblesse, les princes de votre sang

parlent pour eux-memes ; ils ne peuvent oublier qu'ils fer-

ment partie du corps de la noblesse, qu'ils n'en doivent point

etre distingues
;
que leur premier titre est d'etre gentils-

hommes. . . Que le tiers-etat cesse done d'attaquer les droits

des deux premiers ordres ; droits qui, non moins anciens

que la monarchie, doivent etre aussi inalterables que sa

constitution; qu'il se borne a soUiciter la diminution des

impots dont il pent etre surcharge ; alors les deux premiers

ordres, reconnaissant dans le troisieme des citoyens qui leur

sont chers, pourront, par la generosite de leurs sentiments

(!), renoncer aux prerogatives qui ont pour objet un interet

pecuniaire, et consentir a supporter dans la plus parfaite

egalite les charges publiques."—Memoirepresenteau roi par

monseigneur comte d'Artois, M. le prince de Conde, M. le

due de Bourbon, M. le due d'Enghien et M. le prince de

Conti. Archives Parlem., I. 488.
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Nancy, in the sermon preached at the opening of

the States-General, emphatically asserted : " The

renunciation of exemptions is a voluntary sacrifice

which nobody has a right to demand " (exiger)}

If the States-General deliberated and voted by

orders, the principle underlying this claim applied

to everything. In other words : to the majority

of each of the three orders was conceded as well

the power as the right to thwart the saving of the

country. A principle was involved in the ques-

tion, and on this principle depended, legally and

practically, everything. If the government con-

ceded the principle to the privileged orders, be-

cause what they claimed had been 175 years ago

the law of the land, it deliberately abandoned

everything to chance. To say that it was bound

to do so, was on its face an utter absurdity, unless

it was admitted that there was a possibility of

saving France by screwing her back into the con-

ditions of two centuries ago. If the privileged

orders would not go to that length, they had no

answer to two simple propositions : it is self-stulti-

fication to assert, that the government is precluded

from summoning a representation of the three

estates constituting the nation to its assistance in

1 CEuvres, I. 174.
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devising ways and means for saving the country,

unless it be exactly the same kind of representa-

tion, which even six generations ago proved to be

no longer in accordance with the requirements of

the times ; and, even if it were true that historical

precedent still constitutes law, though the institu-

tion of the States-General has practically not

existed for almost two centuries, the country does

not exist for the law—^if the nation is pushed

before the alternative of letting either the country

or the law go by the board, the latter must go.

The government did not assent to either of the two

doctrines, nor did it set up one of its own. It

chose to assume an absolutely negative attitude.

Its principle and programme was to have

neither principle nor programme.

What the outcome of the convocation of the

States-General would be nobody could tell, but as

to one thing all were agreed : to shelve them once

more for an indefinite time would be impossible.

We have heard that the Parliament in its resolu-

tions of May 3, 1788, had declared it one of the

fundamental laws of the realm, that they " be con-

vened at stated intervals." Necker, however, was

unquestionably right in saying, that to make in

this sense a permanent institution of the old States-
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General was " to order chaos " ; but he was of

opinion that a fusion of the three orders would be

effected of itself by general consent, at first in re-

gard to specific questions, and then gradually

generalized.^ He was satisfied that if one began

to pray " good devil," one would smoothly drift

into praying "good Lord." And he concluded

that the surest way to achieve this desirable result

was to set all the sails and let the helm take care

of itself. To the third estate the double number

of deputies was accorded,^ but nothing was said

about how the States-General were to deliberate

and vote. If this was to be done by orders, the

double number did not avail the third estate any-

thing. Still in one respect the concession was far

from being irrelevant ; it raised the wind most

' Lomenie, IV. 286.

^ Mirabeau, in one of his letters to Cerutti, asserts :
" Cette

crainte (that it would not be done) n'etait pas sans fonde-

ment, puisque M. Necker a longtemps hesite, puisque des

decisions interieures avaient decrete la proportion contraire,

puisque, en un mot, les seules remontrances des gens d'af-

faires, des preteurs d'argent, nous Tout obtenue. . . Qui, c'est

d la protection des banquiers que la nation doit la resolution

d'un ministre auquel on a voulu dresser des autels."

—

Memoires, V. 216. A considerable pressure was exercised

upon the government by the threat that, in case the con-

cession were refused, the third estate would elect and send

to Versailles a much larger number of deputies even than it

now demanded.—See Memoires, VI. 13.
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effectually. Surely, any political tjTO might have

foreseen that it would do so. There was, indeed,

no more room for conjecture on this score, for the

facts had already proved it in a most impressive

way. After the convocation of the States-General

had been decided upon, the Parliament of Paris had

declared as to the question of the How, that it

should be in the form observed in 1614. It

thereby shattered at one blow all the popularity it

had gained by its former contests with the govern-

ment. The indignation was so great that it tried

hard to explain away the unfortunate words, but

the blunder was irremediable. It only added con-

tempt to indignation. There was nobody to accord

it even the bitter consolation of pity. Even from

the good-natured king it could get nothing but the

dry answer: "I have nothing to reply to my
Parliament and its requests."

Here was a manifestation of the power of public

opinion, which ought to have been fully appreci-

ated by the man, who the year before had so sensibly

commented upon the fact, that this mysterious

power commanded even in the palace of the king.

And now public opinion could bring its full force

to bear upon the government, for the first step

of the government after conceding the con-
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vocation of the States-General had been for-

mally to invite^ everybody to say whatever he

happened to know about the obsolete institution.^

Everybody is not only allowed, but even requested

to swell the rising storm, by blowing into it with

the full force of his lungs and from whatever

direction he pleases. The invitation virtually

granted the liberty of the press.^ But it did more

» July 5, 1788.

^ The government was not betrayed into this step by
thoughtlessness. It was the culmination of Brienne's lumi-

nous idea to let the government take its revenge upon the

privileged orders for raising the storm against it, by unfetter-

ing another storm against them. Louis XVI. adopted the

suicidal advice. Weber writes :
" II congut des ce moment

Tidee de soulever le tiers contre les deux premiers ordres et

d'en faire un rempart autour du Trone. . . II employa des

lors toute son influence a susciter les pretentions du tiers

contre I'ordre de la noblesse, et les principaux depositaires

de I'autorite du gouvernement eurent I'ordre de diriger les

esprits vers ce mouvement, et de former une alliance defen-

sive contre le peuple et la couronne."—Mem., I. 228, 238.

This statement is corroborated by Sallier, Annales frang.

,

188, 189. Also Bouille asserts that talented and zealous

writers were sent for this purpose to the provinces.—Mem.

,

I. 75. See also Mme. de Stael, Considerations, I. 127, and
Barentin, Mem., 72. Cassagnac, II. 306, sq.

^ The full import of this can be realized only by keeping

in view what the law had been thus far in regard to the

press. An arret of the conseil of March 22, 1785, had for-

bidden "a tous les joumalistes a publier aucune lettre ou

dissertation de quelque personne que ce fut, sur les matieres

de legislation ou de jurisprudence, de meme que de s'im-
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than that. Though not in express words, yet with

fearful distinctness did it proclaim the fact, that

the government not only had no programme in

summoning the States-General, but that it also did

not propose to elaborate one now, to be submitted

to them when they met. In this resolution Necker

persisted.

Under the circumstances that was downright

madness, and he could not even allege as an

extenuation, that he blundered unwarned into

what, as to its effects, amounted to an inexpiable

political crime. Malouet told him : " You must

not wait for the States-General to demand or com-

mand, you must make haste to offer all that the

sound minds (les bons esprits) can, within reason-

able limits, wish of authority, as well as of national

rights." And he stated with the utmost plainness

what this policy of no-policy really amounted to.

" How could the ministers, ever since the end of

1788, reduce the king to a veritable suspension of

his royal functions by the indecision which they

allowed him to display in regard to the States-

General ? It was no longer the king that spoke, it

was the attorney of the crown asking advice of the

miscer a interpreter les lois du royaume."—Manuel, Police

devoilee. Police de la librairie, I. 45.
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whole world and seeming to tell everybody : What

shall one do? What can I do? How far does

one propose to retrench my authority ? What will

one leave me of it ? " ^

Did Malouet take too gloomy a view of the

situation? Let us hear how it was judged by

one greater than he.

I mentioned in a former lecture, that Mirabeau

hailed with exultation the convocation of the

Notables, because it must inevitably be followed

by the convocation of the States-General. When
afterwards Brienne promised to convene them

within five years,^ he (Mirabeau) wrote to a

member of the Parliament :
" The convocation of

the States-General is to such a degree enjoined by

necessity, so inevitable, that with or without the

first minister, under Achilles or Thersites, it will

unquestionably take place, and therefore but small

thanks will be given to the government, at what-

ever time it may be resolved upon. But if it be

put off for any length of time, that will be another

cause of discontent, discredit, and ill-will." ^ Then,

when the government has at last completely

' Quoted by Lomenie, IV. 128.

2 Nov. 19, 1787.

3 Memoires, IV. 463.
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submitted to the mevitable,^ his joy bursts forth

with the impassioned ring of assured triumph.

" With this step," he says in a letter to Mauvillon,

" the nation advanced a whole century in twenty-

four hours. Oh, my friend, you will see what this

nation is able to do on the day which gives it a

constitution, on the day when talent will also be a

power." 2 Now, however, on the 8th of November,

1788, he writes: "The question which agitates us

. . . involves the most important principles of the

social order. It will decide the character which

the revolution, that is in process with us, will

assume ; it will determine whether reason or prej-

udices, the general interest or private interests

are to prevail in it, advance or force back our

century. An extraordinary tribunal has been

instituted to pass judgment on it. For the first

time everybody is invited to speak and write.

But this suit of the nation against the nation

itself must be instituted and decided in less than

two months ! Such is the mastery of circum-

stances ! Such is the forced march of events I

France can no longer be governed except by the

* The promise to convene them on the 1st of May, 1789,

was given on the 8th of August, 1788.

^ Lettres a Mauvillon, 372.
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States-General ; we want to be assembled as a

national body, but we do not know how to go

about it."

Now, what did that signify: the character of

the revolution, i. g., everything depends on how

this question is decided, and we do not know how

to decide it ? It meant nothing less than this

:

there is great danger that the glorious opportu-

nity, which is offered, will be thrown away in pre-

paring to improve it, and light may have pierced

the darkness only to have us plunged into denser

night. Before his penetrating eye this direful fact

looms up in terrible distinctness, even before

Necker has promulgated his programme of no-

programme, and in sketching its ultimate conse-

quences, he uses so full a brush, dipped into such

flaming colors, that Malouet's dismal picture fades

into utter insignificance. Brienne was dismissed

on the 25th of August, and Mirabeau had already

on the 19th written to the Count d'Antraigues

:

" This madman of an Archbishop is in a delirium.

He would lead us into anarchy and democracy.

If we do not look out, these people will republican-

ize us (nous demonarchiseronf) and precipitate us

into an abyss of calamities. We are going to have

this charlatan Necker, the king of the populace
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(^canaille). It alone has courage here, and if it

should become master, it would finish by stran-

gling everything under his direction."

Was this the wild talk of a man in a high

fever ? We have heard how public opinion had

erected itself into a despotic fetish. According to

public opinion, however, the outlook into the fu-

ture presented a dazzling flood of light. One of

the fruits of the philosophy of the 18th century

was, that optimism had become epidemic. To il-

lustrate how far the sanguine delusions went, it

will suffice to mention, that even Turgot, the emi-

nently practical statesman, ventured to promise

the king, that an educational law, which he sub-

mitted to his approval, would change the people

so completely within ten years, that henceforth

only the dictates of " reason " would subject them

to him and the laws. Barante says in his work on

the French literature of the 18th century : " It

was believed that civilization and enlightenment

had killed all passions and tempered all charac-

ters." When the glad tidings sped through the

country that the States-General had been con-

voked, the masses, too, were violently seized by

the epidemic, but with them it at once assumed a

peculiar character. De la Tour, the intendant of
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Provence, reports even before the election : " The

people have been persuaded that they will be re-

lieved of all taxes, and that the first two orders

will alone provide for all the needs of the state."

And another time he writes :
" The populace at-

tacks indiscriminately priest, nobleman, bourgeois.

The peasant continually announces that the de-

struction and pillage he perpetrates are in accord-

ance with the will of the king." As late as

December, 1790, Mirabeau speaks of " this kind of

blind instinct which makes the people believe that

for it the revolution consists in not having to pay

anything." ^ These people could be made to be-

lieve anything. Small wonder ! Gouverneur Mor-

ris painted pretty true to nature when he wrote

from Paris on the 29th of April, 1789, to Wash-

ington : " The great mass of the common people

have no religion but their priests, no law but their

superiors, no morals but their interests. These

are the creatures who, led by drunken curates, are

now in the high road d la liberie, and the first use

they make of it is to form insurrections every-

where for the want of bread." ^

Yes, they could not only be made to believe

» Corresp., 11.421.

2 J. Sparks, G. Morris, II. 69.
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anything, but if what they had been made to be-

lieve was not fulfilled at once, they did not hesi-

tate a moment to take the law into their own

hands. Though they indiscriminately attacked

the bourgeois also, as to the preliminary question,

in regard to the States-General, they were fully

agreed with the bourgeoisie. The intendant of

BesauQon writes on the 5th of December, 1788 :

" Last July the old Estates would have been

hailed with delight and they would have met with

little resistance. In the last five months, how-

ever, the minds have become enlightened, the

different interests have been discussed, alliances

have been concluded. You have not been in-

formed, that in all classes of the third estate the

fermentation has reached the climax, that one

spark is sufficient to start a general conflagration.

If the decision of the king should be favorable to

the upper orders a general insurrection will break

out in all parts of the province, 60,000 men will

take up arms, and all the horrors of the Jacquerie

will be repeated."

The king not deciding in favor of the upper

orders, no general insurrection ensued. But there

was nevertheless no lack of horrors. The king

not deciding and not doing anything, France col-
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lapsed, as Taine says, into " spontaneous anarchy."

That the government could not extricate her from

this condition was manifest, for it was primarily

due to the utter impotency and imbecility of the

government ; the popular passions did not rise to

such a height, that they overflowed all the dikes,

but all the dikes had crumbled away. Therefore,

if chaos was again to be reduced into order, it had

to be done by the States-General. But if the

States-General were to do it, the sine qua non was,

of course, that in regard to themselves everything

be perfectly clear and settled. The government,

however, not only refrained from deciding before-

hand the all-important preliminary question,

even when the States-General met no definite

programme was laid before them—neither as to

the How, nor as to the What.

At the solemn opening of the States-General

on the 5th of May, 1789, the king said in his

speech : " A general unrest, an overstrained

desire for innovations, has taken possession of the

minds and might end by confusing public opinion

entirely, if one does not make haste to give it a

hold by a combination of wise and moderate

councils." But where were the wise and moder-

ate councils ? Not the slightest trace of any was
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to be found in the speech. " The minds,'* it said

at another place, " are in agitation ; but an assem-

bly of representatives of the nation will, undoubt-

edly, hear only the voice of wisdom and pru-

dence." 1 Will undoubtedly ! Can a babe be

more trustful ! Sure enough—^lie tells the nation

—it is an avalanche bearing straight down upon

us. But why be scared ? It is the business of

these gentlemen to see to it, that its course be

aiTested ere any harm is done. That was virtually

the abdication of the government.

While the king thus turns on his heel, saying:

Now, gentlemen, you may try what you can ac-

complish in your wisdom-Necker had the effron-

tery to enlarge with the greatest self-complacency

upon the self-evident untruth, that the king could

very well have dispensed with the States-General.

The reading of his speech—which he mostly left

to a clerk—took three full hours. Though it con-

tained, as Gouverneur Morris says, some fine pas-

sages, it was, upon the whole, in an eminent de-

gree what it ought not to have been, and in no

respect what it ought to have been. Mirabeau

passed the following judgment upon it : " There

are unquestionably some good details in this dis-

^ Archives Parlementaires, VIII. 1.

16
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course. But insupportable lengths, innumerable

repetitions, trivialities pompously proclaimed, un-

intelligible things, not one principle, not one in-

contestable assertion, not one resource of the

statesman, not even one great expedient of the

financier, no plan of restoration though it had

been promised, no real base of stability/ though

this was one of the subdivisions of the discourse." ^

In spite of all, the speech was very well received.

Mirabeau wrote : " They were drunk with the de-

sire to applaud, and they have applauded unto

satiety." Indeed, this applause was the best

proof of the prevailing optimism. It was literally

true what a few months later Mirabeau wrote to

his uncle :
" There is not one commoner that did

not come with very moderate sentiments to the

National Assembly ;
" ^ nay, he was strictly within

truth when, at a still later period, he asserted in

one of his Notes for the court, that the " Assembly,

in the first moments of its existence, was much

less disposed to liberty than to slavery." ^ But

while the optimism was very far from being coupled

with radicalism, the levity, with which one held

1 (Euvres, I. 171.

2 Oct. 23, 1789. Lomenie, V. 421.

3 Oct. 6, 1790. Corresp., II. 218.
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oneself excused by enthusiasm from all critical

examination, proved that a thick film lay over the

eyes, and this might easily prove a much greater

danger, than a little less moderate views at the

start would have been.

After the king and before Necker, the keeper of

the seals Barentin had spoken. His speech,

" mumbled out, in a very ungraceful manner," as

Gouverneur Morris writes to his wife, was composed

of some scraps of French history, bombastic pane-

gyrics on the king and his government, and empty

phrases on the necessity of hearty concert between

the government and the people. But it contained

one sentence of the greatest import. " The king

has not changed the old form, each order meeting

and deliberating by itself, and though it seems de-

sirable to take the vote per capita^ because that

has the advantage of better ascertaining the gen-

eral wish, the king wills that this new form be

only adopted with the free consent of the States-

General and with the sanction of His Majesty." ^

Thus the only thing the government did was to

set the orders by the ears. But however moderate

the deputies of the third estate were, in this one

question they could not yield, for to yield in this

Arch. Pari., VIII. 3.
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was to abandon themselves and every possibility of

reform. In this question, as Mirabeau declared on

the 28th of May, "they cannot accept either

judges or arbiters." ^ They could not fail to see

this, so long as the government did not succeed in

trebling the thickness of the film over their eyes.

The government, however, from intellectual and

moral imbecility, persisting in the mad resolution

to let its way run between hammer and anvil, suc-

cessfully punctured it. Barentin's announcement

amounted to an admission in so many words, that the

commoners were right. If there had been before

any disposition among them to yield eventually,

this explicit admission must have necessarily

caused them to change their minds. But though

the government acknowledged, that the com-

moners had reason on their side, it gave the case

to the upper orders, not, however, completely and

for good—only provisionally, and not even binding

itself to the extent of definitely promising its con-

sent, in case the orders should come to an agree-

ment. To cap the climax, Necker declared that

the king intended to speak "less as sovereign

than as protector of the interests of the nation,"

and the privileged orders, which listened to the

1 OEuvres, I. 210.
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lest of his speech "in sullen or contemptuous

silence," " very vividly applauded the homily on

the deliberations by orders."

Mirabeau instantly warned him, with all the

sternness and all the incisive solemnity of one who

has a right and stands ready to take the judgment-

seat, to beware of this applause. The very same

day he wrote : " Let us hope that the minister of

finance will at last understand that it is no longer

time to trim ; that one cannot resist the current of

public opinion ; that one must either be assisted or

submerged by it ; that the reign of intrigue, as

that of charlatanism, is past ; that the cabals will

die at his feet if he be true to the principles, and

that they will quickly unhorse him if he abandon

them ; that in the strength of an unheard-of popu-

larity, he has nothing to fear but the desertion of

his own cause ; and that if, in the situation into

which the kingdom is plunged, indefatigable

patience is necessary, inflexible firmness is not less

so." 1

Whether the king could have dispensed with

the States-General or not, it was as clear as the

sun at noonday that, having convened them, the

interest of the government itself as well as that of

1 CEuvres, I. 177.
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the country, imperatively demanded that they be

enabled to go at once about the work they had

been called to perform. Now nobody could tell

when they would do so. With consummate skill

Necker's policy of no-policy had plunged them

into a bitter contest with each other and with the

government sitting on the fence between them.

This was not only not calculated to put an end to

the " spontaneous anarchy," but whichever of the

contending parties ultimately prevailed, a most por-

tentous change of the whole situation would be the

inevitable consequence of it. The first step towards

a regeneration, requiring in the highest degree on

all sides moderation, conciliation, and co-operation,

was now a defeat with all its stings, which would

keep on chafing and opening the wounds afresh.

Besides, if the government was worsted—and it

had to succumb or regeneration became impossible

—it would be doubly difficult to regain the possi-

bility of assuming the lead, in case its eyes should

at last be opened to the fact that this was indis-

pensable for its own safety as well as for the sal-

vation of the country. It would be compelled to

follow the victor—but whither ? The commoners

were most likely to push on in the heat of the con-

test much farther than they had ever intended to
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go ; nay, it might easily become indispensable to

do so in order to carry their point. They would

then surely be most unwilling to retrace their

steps, and it was at least very doubtful whether

it would be at all within their power to do so.

What Mirabeau said in his address of the 9th of

July to the king held good even now :
" There

is contagion in passionate movements ; we are but

men ; distrust of ourselves, the fear to appear

weak, may push us beyond the mark ; we shall be

pressed by violent, extravagant counsels." ^ To

persist in the order announced by Barentin was

to force the commoners to put the government and

the privileged orders to the alternative of surren-

dering at discretion, or having carried out to the

letter the doctrine of Si^yds : the third estate is

everything, and whoever is not of the third estate

has no claim to being considered as of the nation.

All this, however, only rendered matters infi-

nitely worse than they otherwise would have been ;

even without it there was every reason for most

anxious solicitude. A high degree of short-sighted

optimism was indeed required not to be aware of

that.

The speech of the king, I said, was the virtual

» CEuvres, I. 314.
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abdication of the government. But in whose

favor? Let us look a little closer at the States-

General.

Henry Morse Stephens says in his work on the

French Revolution : " The deputies of the tiers Stat

of the States-General, unlike those returned to the

subsequent political assemblies, were simply men

of local reputations and local ambitious. There

had been no general conference for the selection

of candidates and no electoral organization."^

While the latter is correct, the first assertion is

calculated to produce a very wrong impression. I,

of course, do not intend to dispute that generally

anything but uncommon perspicacity as to the

future was manifested; but the instinctive feel-

ing, that the country was entering upon a most

momentous period of its history, was so universal

and so vivid, that it would have been more than

strange if, as a rule, those who offered themselves

as candidates had been prompted only by local

ambitions. They were surely in touch with pub-

lic sentiment, and public sentiment as certainly

was not confined to questions of local import.

Nor is it true that, so far as France could boast at

all of men of a different category, they were sim-

' CEuvres, I. 56.
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ply men of local reputation. It is much more

correct to characterize the States-General by say-

ing that nearly every name, that from one reason

or another was known to France before the revo-

lution, is to be found in the representation of

either the one or the other of the three orders.^

Only a small minority, however, had any political

experience of one kind or another, and literally

not one had any parliamentary experience, for in

this respect the provincial estates, of which some

had been members, practically counted hardly for

anything. Thus in the nature of the case, even

the best lacked what was needed most. But

grievous as the deficiencies in the mental outfit of

the individuals must necessarily prove, they were

comparatively of little moment. Looked upon as

a whole, the sight was, in the fullest sense of the

w^ord, appalling. To realize the full import of the

fact that the government had no programme, the

other fact must be fully appreciated, that the

^ LaMarck writes :
" En etudiant la revolution de 1789, il

ne faut jamais perdre de vue que I'Assemblee nationale re-

unissait toutes les capacites, tous les talents, toute Tenergie,

tout I'esprit, pour ainsi dire, du royaume, tandis qu'on ne
rencontrait guere que de I'incapacite, de I'imprevoyance de

la faiblesse, et certainement de I'insuffisance pour les circon-

stances dans les hommes qui composaient lo ministere."

syr —Corresp., I. 110.
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States-General also had no programme, neither as

a body nor as single orders. Yes, even the depu-

ties of the third estate had none. Or rather these

had only a negative programme, and, in a sense,

that was even worse than none at all. " Every-

body," writes Mirabeau in his 23d Note for the

court, "knew what ought to be overthrown, no-

body knew what ought to be erected." ^ I say, in

a sense, this was even worse than no programme

at all, for as to the theories imbibed from the

writings of the philosophers, it was strictly true

what Metra wrote: "It is an axiom that every-

thing must be changed and broken down." No-

body knowing what to erect and the destruction of

everything an axiom—what was that, if not start-

ing upon a mad race to chaos ? And where were

the brakes that could have been applied to the

wheels? The States-General not only had no

programme, but they had also nothing else that

could have exercised a restraining influence. A
huge heap of particles swept together by the besom

of chance, no previous tie of any kind whatever,

no tradition, no corporate spirit, no party organiza-

tion or even affiliation, mostly not even any per-

sonal acquaintance. Add to all this the national

» Sept. 7, 1790. Corresp., II. 163.
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character, of which Mirabeau said : " It does not

know where to stop, either in praise or in blame,

either in its complaints or in its vengeance ;
" ^ and,

"Who of us ignores that it is our blind and fickle

levity 2 which has led us from century to century,

and from blunders into blunders, to the crisis which

afflicts us now and which ought at last to unseal

our eyes, unless we are resolved to stay to the end

of time children always mutinous and always

slaves." ^

During the contest and by the contest was

brought into existence at least part of what the

States-General were utterly lacking in the begin-

ning and stood so badly in need of ; but it was

permeated by the strongest ferments, revealing

every day more and more, that to a considerable

extent the elements were as antagonistic as fire

and water. To any parliamentary body this could

have easily become fatal. What effect must it

necessarily have upon this, which did not even

know whether it was one or three, and the extent

of whose authority was not circumscribed by any

law, by any tradition, or by anything else ! And

this, in absolutely every respect, not only incon-

^Corresp., II, 212. ' ^ Mobile inconsid^ration.

3CEuvrcs, I. 319.
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gruous, but wholly nondescript body consisted of

1,200 members ! Whether from so numerous a

parliamentary body, even if possessed of all that

this one lacked, sound legislative work could ever

be expected, is, to say the least, very questionable.

In times of universal, intense, and chronic excite-

ment, it will always be in danger of degenerating

into a mob. In case all I have mentioned is lack-

ing, the only thing that can justly cause astonish-

ment—even if every individual member be a sage

—is, if it does not from the outset, uninterrupt-

edly, and, in every respect, turn out to be nothing

but a mob. The three speeches of the 5th of May

had cast the die. From that moment it was a

certainty that, if the vitality of the French people

was proved by successful resistance of the com-

moners, their victory would lead to the condition

so graphically described by Mirabeau in his 47th

Note to the court :
" I have considered as another

obstacle the difficulty, or rather the absolute im-

possibility, systematically to direct an Assembly

of such a vast mass, over which its most revered

chiefs have only very little ascendency, and which

eludes every influence. The direction of so nu-

merous an Assembly, even if it had been possible

at the moment of its formation, is no more so to-
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(lay, thanks to the habit it has acquired of acting

like the people it represents, by movements always

brusque, always passionate, always precipitate. It

has its orators and its spectators, its theatre and

its pit, its foyer and its stage setting ; it favors

talent when it is served by it ; it humiliates it

when it is crossed by it ; no secret, no concert is

possible in the midst of the clashing of self-love of

which it is the arena ; it deems itself too strong to

try to enlighten itself, too far advanced to recede,

too powerful to compromise." ^

And this incongruous mass-meeting with noth-

ing and nobody to guide it is not only an ordinary

Legislature. It is also a Constituent Assembly.

Surely, if there is a people on the face of the earth

which ought to be capable of fully grasping what

that implies, it is the people of this republic. Re-

call to your memory the history of your own Phil-

adelphia Convention. A mere handful of men,

all weighed and found not wanting in times that

tried men's souls, all looked up to and revered as

the wisest and best, all trained in every respect to

an uncommon degree in the school of experience,

only political and not social problems also their

task—and even the political confined to a limited

iCorresp., II. 420.
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field—and yet it is conceded by every single stu-

dent of this period I have ever heard of, that they

would surely have failed, if they had not started

with the wise resolution to deliberate behind

closed doors, and not to let the people know what

they were doing until they had finished the

arduous work entrusted to them. And now look

at this picture : 1,200 men, untried, inexperienced,

ushered into their official existence with a pro-

tracted and most bitter contest, not prompted by

the same impulses, not striving after the same aim

and end, discussing and framing the political con-

stitution and the social structure of the country in

the open market, and soon under the direct fire of

the galleries.

This too was a legitimate consequence of the

wrangle between the orders so dexterously initiated

by Necker, and to realize what it meant, one only

need remember what the ancien rSgime had made

of the masses. To hold their ground against the

alliance of the privileged orders and the govern-

ment, the commoners were not over-scrupulous in

examining the support offered to them by public

opinion, and the voice of the masses also consti-

tuted a part of public opinion. Like the govern-

ment, however, they too soon experienced that, as
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Mirabeau had warned Necker, the only choice was

between being assisted or submerged by it, and to

make sure of its assistance, it soon became neces-

sary to be always a step or two ahead of it. In

consequence, leadership gradually changed into

running in front in order not to be overrun. To

facilitate the labors of the discordant mass-meet-

ing of 1,200 1 members, a self-appointed and ever

fluctuating advisory committee, counting by thou-

sands, joined them whenever it saw fit. The

overwhelming majority of the Assembly was far

from relishing this, but, as Mirabeau said, it was

"forced" at the same time "to consult and to

combat the multitude." ^ The consulting more

and more prevailed over the combating, so that,

according to the same authority, "the laws are

more the work of the people than of its representa-

tives." ^ When his ashes rested in the Pantheon,

the fearful times came when, on the part of the

successors of the Constituent Assembly, this con-

sulting often became a meek receiving of orders.

But he, too, lived through more than one dark

day, on which things looked desperately like hav-

ing come to that pass already. "When the great

debate on the veto-power of the king was going

» To be exact : 1118. ' Corresp., II. 163. ^ jb., I, c.
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on, Camille Desmoulins wrote in the Lanterne

:

" Happily the incorruptible galleries are there,

which always stand on the side of the patriots.

They represent the tribunes, who assisted the dis-

cussions of the Senate on a bench and had the

veto-right. They represent the capital, and for-

tunately the constitution is framed under the bat-

teries of the capital."

The worst was that, as Mirabeau pointed out in

the Note I have just quoted twice, the discordant

and unguided mass-meeting was compelled to be

at the same time an ordinary legislature and a

constituent assembly. While it framed the funda-

mental law, it had to provide for the exigencies of

the day, which embraced the whole life of the

nation in every one of its aspects and relations,

and which were of such urgency, that frequently a

delay of a week or two could become fatal. No

miracle could have prevented this from exerting a

tremendous and most pernicious influence. It was

a plain but most portentous truth which Mirabeau

proclaimed on the 18th of September, 1789 : The

best constitution and the wisest laws are useless, if

we do not know how to provide for the needs of

the moment.^ The course of events did not stop

» (Euvres, II. 158.
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to allow the Assembly time in serene tranquillity

to frame its laws and much less the constitution,

but went on with terrific momentum. The actual

conditions change from week to week, in a measure

never before or afterwards experienced by any

other people. And in this constant changing of

conditions one fact swells from week to week into

more disastrous prominence : the government virtu-

ally abdicates more and more also as executive, and

the discordant and unguided mass-meeting, wliich

has to be legislature and constituent assembly,

gradually drifts into assuming also the functions

of the administration.

Who that is able to discern these leading traits

among the mad whirl of events, can be surprised

that Mirabeau had to write :
*' One has under-

taken to make a constitution in the midst of the

tempests of public opinion, and the resistance of

the two first orders having constrained the third to

seek its force in tlie influence of the people, it was

then compelled to satisfy it, to flatter it, to corrupt

it, to associate it with all the parts of the adminis-

tration, to refer everything to it, to do everything

by it, to create all, to destroy all for it. Thus a

constitution, which ought to have been an immortal

work, is only a compound of measures diqtated
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either by fear or hatred, by the most transitory

circumstances, and by the needs of every moment.^

Who can be surprised that the legislation did not

even come up to the constitution, and that the

actual condition was infinitely worse than either

the constitution or the laws, the commonwealth

steadily and at an increasing rate of speed gliding

down towards the gulf of anarchy ? There is one

thing, not only surprising, but really astounding,

and that is, that everything did not go infinitely

faster and more completely to wreck and ruin, and

that there was so much in the laws and in the

constitution, that was a glorious and lasting achieve-

ment, not only for France but for Europe,

Aye, the States-General were a rudderless craft

in a storm-tossed sea, carried by the currents

straight on to the breakers, and the crew not only

most grievously blundered, but also the deep stain

of guilt spotted its garments profusely. But that

this crew, thus collected, could, under such circum-

stances, make such a sail, bears a testimony to the

genius and the high-soaring idealism of the great

nation, than which there is none more glorious in

its whole history.

» Corresp., II. 226.
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